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A Survey of the Life and Writings of 
Maxwell Anderson 
Maxwell Anderson was born on December 15, 1888, in 
Atlanta, Pennsylvania, the son of William Lincoln and 
Premely Stevenson Anderson. His father was a railroad 
fireman but later became a Baptist minister.1 Because of 
his father's rapidly changing pastorates Maxwell Ander son 
received his schooling in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Iowa, and 
North Dakota. When he was thirteen years old he began 
working during the summers as a farmhand and continued 
-this work for many summers. Years later he wrote a poem 
that had its origin in those summer days. 
"The time when I was plowing 
The fields and days were long, 
The weeds went back forever 
And the morning glory clung ••• 
The time I dro·ve my wagon 
Beside a tradesman's door 
I dropped the reins and left i t 
Nor reaped, nor seeded more ; 
And years are copper penni ds 
Dwindling to a score." 
In 1908 Anderson went to the Univer s ity of North 
Dakota and in three years received hi s A. B. degree. He 
was married to Margaret Haskett of Bottineau, North Dakota, 
in 1911 and by her had· three sons-----Quentin, Alan, and 
Terence. He taught school and finally became an instructor 
1. Material in this introduction, unless otherwise indicated, 
is taken from a pamphlet, "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson," 
edited by DeWitt Bodeen for the Fifth Annual Midsummer Drama 
Festival of the Pasadena Community Playhouse in 1939. 
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in English at Stanford University, where he got his M. A. 
degree. He became Head of the English department at 
Whittier College in 1917. He was a pacifist and one day 
after reading a poem, "A Prayer Before Battle," he re -
marked to his students that nHad the enemy offered the 
same argument for victory, the Lord might have been placed 
in an embarrassing predicament. " Because of this remark 
and because he was exceedingly outspoken, he lost t his 
position and many others. 
He left the educational field in 1918 and became a 
journalist because he could make more money in the news -
paper field. He was on the editorial staff of both the 
San Francisco Chr onicle and the Bulletin . He lost his 
job with the Bulletin because he said "it was hardly 
reasonable to suppose that Germany could pay the entire 
Allied war debt." In those years that was a dangerous 
opinion. In 1919 he went to New York as a member of the 
New Republic's editorial staff. His edi t orials were too 
liberal and he was put into the book reviewing department. 
He was on the staff of the New York Globe; when it collapsed 
he went to the New York World. 
In 1923 he wrote his fir s t play, "White Desert • 11 He 
wrote this in blank verse because, as he says, "all great 
plays I can remember were in verse," and "I was weary of 
plays in prose that never lifted from the ground. 112 The 
play failed and he did not return to verse until several 
2 
2. Mantle, Burns, (editor), The Best PlaZ£ of 193..2-3.2, p. 32. 
years later when he had discovered that no poetic tragedy 
had ever been successfully written in its own place and 
time. With this in mind, he wrote "Elizabeth the Queen11 
and a succession of historical plays in verse. To return 
to his first play, when "White Desert" was first produced, 
he sat in the back of the theatre, quite shocked to hear 
the audience misinterpret his play. The play began with 
comic scenes, but when the tragic ones appeared the audience 
kept right on laughing . Although he rewrote it, it lasted 
only two weeks in New York. 
George Abbott, a young actor in "White Desert," sug-
g;ested to Anderson that they collaborate on a script. They 
wrote "The Feud." Anderson sold his partnership to Winchell 
Smith and ma.de more money out of the play that the others, 
because this play too was a failure. 
In 1924 Anderson collaborated with Laurence Stallings 
in writing 11 What Price Glory ." This play, a war story 
written very realistically, was a grea v success and gave 
Anderson a temporary financial independence. When he was 
certain the play was a success, he gave up his editorial 
jobs and went in solely for play writing . The two men 
set to work writing two historical dramas, "First Flight " 
and "The Buccaneer." The first was a play about young 
Andrew Jackson, and the second about the pirate, Henry 
Morgan. They were produced in 1925 , but both failed. 
Another play was written by Anderson this year, a drama-
tization of Jim Tully's 11 Be ggars of Life." Although 
3 
praised highly, it di d not win t he success it should have 
won. 
In this s ame year Ander s on brought out his only book 
of verse, the t itle of which is "You Who Have Dreams." 
Two poems i n t his book , "Epilogue" and "Full- Circle , " 
contain the creed to which Anderson has subscribed in his 
nine teen plays that have been produced-----------
"Now that the gods are gone r 
And the kings , the gods shadows , are gone, 
Man is alone on the earth, 
Thrust out wi th the suns, alone." 
I n 1927 his play "Saturday ' s Children" was brought 
forth and it proved to be a success. It is a realistic 
~omedy of young love. The play brought new confidence 
to Anderson at a time when he really needed it.3 He had 
had t oo many failures, and if this play had f allen short 
i t might have been seriously discouraging to him. 
I n t he next year appeared a play written in colla-
borat i on with Harold Hickerson, "Gods of the Lightning , " 
written in prose. This play is based on the Sacco-Vanzetti 
case, and the production came too closely on the heels of 
the case itself to be popular. Too many people felt that 
the case was a blot on our courts and would have liked to 
forget it. However , critics praised the drama and it is 
still referred to as one of the outst anding contributions 
t o the list of American propaganda plays. 
The next year brought forth Anderson 's "Gypsy," which 
dealt wi th the social problems of the "Flapper" era. When 
3. Mant l e , Burns ( editor) . The Best Plavs of 1g26-27. u. 6i. 
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produced, this play was a f a ilure , but Burns Mantle in-
cluded i t in his volume of t he Be2i Pl~l§.. of 192~-g,2,, 
which mi ght be signi fi cant of its value at least to a f ew , 
if not to t he ma j ori ty . 
"Eli zabet h the Queen ," a historical drama, appeared 
in 1930. It was originally called "Elizabet h and Essex" 
but was l at er changed to the present title to avoid con-
f lict with a simi lar l y t i t led biogr aphical work by Lyt t on 
Strachey. "Elizabet h the Queen11 was a huge success and 
with it s production a new phase of Anderson ' s caree r be -
gan. Most of his plays from t hat t i me on were written i n 
blank verse . Anderson said, "Somebody has t o wr ite ver se , 
even i f i t i s written badly. " "El i zabeth the Queen 11 allows 
Anderson t o expand the t wo situations one or both of which 
are found in a l l his plays ---re bell i on and al oneness a The 
play i tself is a dr ama of the passion of an olde r woman fo r 
a young man. 
In 1931 his wi fe , Mar garet , died.4 J o plays were 
written or pr oduced in t llis year ; bu t in 1932 "Ni ght Over 
Taos" appeared. This play wa s a story of t he Ameri can i n-
vasion of t he Spanish terr i tory of New Mexico----a story 
of the r ich lands and t he l eadership of the Spanish r icos 
of Taos. As a lways , Ande rson takes the part of the de -
fendants and their r easons f or defending t hat which t hey 
have and want to hold , and ye t he tells of law and order 
4. Marquis, Albert N. (editor ), Who's Who I n America . 
Vol. 21, 1940-4-1 (2 ye ars ), p. 181 . 
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which the Americans will bring. · 
In 1933 two dramas were produced, "Both Your Houses" 
and "Mary of Scotland." Both were exceptionally good and 
both were successful. "Both Your Houses," a political 
satire on the government of the United States , won for 
Anderson the Pulit zer Prize, his first award. This play 
was a propaganda play written in prose. This type usually 
is not successful with the American "theatergoern bacause 
he seems to resent being told of his social and political 
weaknesses; but this play was so obviously based on sound 
facts that it was accepted at least by a thinking minority .5 
~is characters, even though they are "public enemies and 
pilloried politicians," are lovable and likable villains. 
6 
The title is supposed to be derived from Mercutio's compli -
ments to the Montagues and Capulets in his dying speech as 
Romeo's defender, "A plague o' both your houses." An im-
plied paraphras e by Maxwell Anderson is a 11 p ague on both 
your major political parties." In this 6..cama Anderson em-
ploys gentle raillery and satire to protest against political 
injustice. 
"Mary of Scotland" is a historical drama eloquently 
written in verse. Although none of Anderson ' s plays are 
aimed at money-making, he says this play made him the most 
money of any of them. He has needed money often enough, 
and has gone to Hollywood on several occasions to work in 
the movies as a writer of such screen-plays as "All Quiet 
5. Mantle, Burns (editor), The Best Plays of 12J_g-ll, p. 25. 
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on the Western Front ," "Washington Merry- Go - Round, " "So 
Red the Rose," and "Rain." He has openly admitted that 
the only reason fo r going t o Hollywood was t o get the 
money he needed in a hurry; he does not think much of the 
cinema capitol and immedi ately , upon finishing his contract 
there, rushes back home to New City, New York. 
He marr i ed Gertrude Maynard, nicknamed Mab , in 1933 . 6 
By he r he has one daughter, Hesper . Anderson and his family 
l i ve on a sixty- acre estate in Rockland County , New York. 
This estate contains two large houses ; in one of these his 
three sons live , and i n t he other , a new c i nder block house , 
live Anderson, his wife, and daughter . He also owns a tract · 
of l and north of Bangor, Maine, and says he would like to 
have an i s l and in Penobscot Bay . 
I n the year 1934 he wrote another historical verse 
drama, "Valley Forge. " This play seems to have been an 
answe r t o a question ask i ng why he should concern himself 
with plays deali ng with characters of Europe and overlook 
the romantic and heroic characters of American history. 
I t i s a play dealing with General Washington as the leader 
of t he Continental Ar my i n the last s t arving stages of 
the Revolution. 
"Wint e rset," a tragedy of a son trying to seek re -
venge for his f ather ' s death, i s written in verse . I t is 
a somber play that seems to go back to the Sacco-Vanzetti 
6. Marquis, Albert N. (editor), Who ' s Who I n America. 
Vol. 21, 1940-41 (2 years ), p . lB'I. 
case with a strong personal feeling that the courts of 
New England erred gravely in their conviction. This play 
won the Critics' Prize for him in 1935. 
"Wingless Victory, 11 an eloquent melodrama in verse 
of the tragedy of a Malayan princess, was produced by 
Katharine Cornell in 1936. Miss Cornell played the part 
of 0parre, the Malayan Princess, and had this to say about 
her role: 
" ••• playing Oparre was a big experience . I had 
wanted for a long while to play an Oriental; and 
that proud, quiet creature with her grandeur of 
spirit and her noble rage against bigotry and 
hatred was, to me, an inspiring figure. She was 
physically, terribly tiring, though; that great 
crashing scene in the manner of hi gh classic 
·tr~gedy, when she turns and rends the Puritan 
fathers, was almost ~swearing as singing Isolde 
eight times a week."c; 
In 1937 three plays were written, "High Tor," "The 
Masque of Kings," and "The Star-Wagon." The fi rst is a 
fantasy dealing with the realistic present in contrast 
with the romantic and legendary past. This dr ama won for 
Anderson, for the second time in three years , the Critics' 
Prize. It is a unique and fascinating play with his con-
tinual and underlying current of "aloneness" in it; still, 
it has definite ideas and purposes portrayed. 
The second of these plays is anoth~r historical drama, 
based on the life of Franz Joseph, Emperor of Austri a -
Hungary, his wife and son. This play was not particularly 
successful with the public and Anderson gives the reason for 
8. Taken from the pamphlet "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson" 
(p. 14) as an extract from an interview with Katherine 
Cornell published in Stage Magazine. 
this in his preface to the published play, saying that here 
was the play as he had written it: 
" ••• without record of the chipping, chopping, 
haggling, hacking, and disemboweling which is 
insisted on by most producers on Broadway and 
which may make a play shorter, or longer, or 
more effective in the theatre, but will always 
s_ubtract from its quality." 9 
Again Anderson paints the historical facts to suit himself; 
he is not very accurate, but is very dramatic and eff ective . 
The third production of this year, definitely a comedy, 
is a fanciful thing. Anderson shifts his time with great 
abandonment. In "The Star-Wagon" he seems to be getting 
away from his constant realism and into the romantic. It 
seems to be a good change, for him , perhaps, as well as his 
public. This play is written in prose, except for a few 
lines by Stephen, which are in verse. 
"Knickerbocker Holiday," a musical comedy, was written 
especia lly for music composed by Kurt Weill . It is more 
or less satirical and based on the government of Irving's 
New Amsterdam. Anderson has definite ideas on the duties 
and powers of a government, and in a very open manner, 
using Irving's characters with a few of his o~m here and 
there, calmly puts these ideas i nto the mouths of his 
characters. This was a chance to put his verse to good, 
effective music. 
Having written the musical comedy in 1938 , he re-
9 
9. Anderson, Maxwell, "Masque of Kings," New York, Washington 
D. c., Anderson House, 1937, Preface. 
turned to his plays of realism i n 1939 and wrote "Key 
Largo." Thi s play, written in verse , of an Ameri can 
volunteer on the side of the Loyalist s in the Spanish 
Civil War, brings us back again t o one man's st ruggle 
against grea t odds , both within and outside of himself. 
Other plays de al i ng with rebell i ons are : "Feast of the 
Ortolans" (the French Revolution) , "Second Overture" 
(the Russian Revolution), "The Bastian Saint Gervais " 
(the Spanish Rebellion). 
Maxwell Anderson has granted very few interviews 
for the r eason t hat he does not like publicity and does 
not believe himse l f t o be that i mport ant. When Burns 
Mantle sent him a pr i nt ed questionnaire , he returned it 
with a few blanks filled i n and with the statement : "When 
a man starts peddl ing personal s t uff about himself they 
should send a s quad of st rong- arm worms after him, be -
cause he's de ad . 11 10 He says he does not want to be dis -
courteous , but he f eels that biographical L1formation is 
usuall y inaccur ate and t hat " it is so bound up with pub-
licity and ot he r variet i es of i di ocy that it gags a per-
son of any sensibility •••• to be heralded is to become a 
candidate fo r the newest l ist of busted geniuses of yester-
year, of whom I hope never t o be one . 11 11 
10. Mantle, Burns and Gassner , John (editors) , ! Treasury 
of th~ Theat r e, p . 133. 
11. Bodeen , DeWitt ( editor ), "Eight Plays of Maxwell 
Anderson," p. 3. Taken from the pamphlet as an ex-
tract from biographical dat a collected by Barrett 
H. Clark. 
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When he began writing his plays, he wrote them when-
ever he could and waited until he was assured of success 
before he gave up his editorial job. His 11 first drafts" 
are all written in longhand with a fountain pen in large, 
ledgerlike notebooks . His wife types his scr ipt s becaus e 
he does not like a typewrite r. From what little can be 
learned from him , it is said that he carefully plans his 
plays and mulls them over in his mind before he sets them 
down in his notebook. He has a small one-room cabin i n 
which he works. He is quoted as saying: "I like to work 
where it ' s dark and dull and damp, and I f i nd it here." 
When he begins to write he works very r apidly; "The St ar-
Wagon ," for example, was written in a month. 
At one time he attended opening ni ghts of his plays , 
but of late he does not even go to first nights . Once he 
tried to stage "Valley Forge" but ha s neve r tried a gain . 
J.J. 
He does not like direction . He attends rehersals , sits 
back, and says nothing , only stays there to ake necessary 
changes in the dialogu~.. Mrs . Anderson says that when a 
play begins to run into snags, he t akes a na p and on awaken-
ing again attacks the play. 
He hates dictatorship and doe s not hesitate to say 
so. He is especially fond of Shakespeare and Keat s . I n 
an epigram called "Compost" he states what he thinks of 
the modern newspaper ••••• 
"As I searched my mind for words that might 
epitomize these daily pape r s - ---yellow, crawl-
ing, foul with filth •••• surely it was fo rtune 
put in my way the advertisement of an hones t 
man in a needed trade: Manure delivered by 
car or wagon load; we pay f or garbage . " 
Laurence St a llings thinks Anderson one of the most 
modes t me n he has known . Anders on has been labeled a 
defe at i st but does not i n any way appreciate this title . 
He seems to believe that the human race wi ll improve it-
s elf and eventually do away with all forms of violent 
government . He has been called the "Interpreter of the 
Rac i a l Dream," and i t seems corr ect l y so , for he presents 
wi th a clarity t hat is amazing the idealism for al l al ike , 
whether i t be i n this worl d or in another that is to come . 
Anderson has not compromi se_d with the public , but 
had sha ped its tastes r ather than conformed to t hem . He 
did not cons i der the box- office appeal of his plays in 
writ ing t hem but f ol lowed his own i nte res t s and artist i c 
s t andards . He br ings to the Amer i can theatre a f orm of 
verse that is nece ssary and import ant in its life and 
growth. He has learned s imple f acts about t ue theatre 
which he r e cognizes and profit s by. He feels that i f "a 
civilization has any me aning at all , that meaning will be 
f ound concentrated i n i ts ar ts , and the theatre is our 
nat ional ar t . 1112 Ther e has been a purpose behind his writ -
ing; it is t hat he hopes to help make the American drama 
live on, and f eel s that if he ha s succeeded in a sma l l way , 
his efforts have not been in vain . 
12 . Bodeen , DeWitt (editor), "Eight Plays by Maxwell Ander-
son," p. 27. Taken fr om the pamphl et as an ext r ac t 
from Anderson ' s acceptanc e s peech of t he Cri tics ' 




Plays Dealing With Historical Event s and Hi storical Pe rsonages 
The selection of these particular plays for this 
chapter was made because of the historical f acts used for 
the basis of the plays, and because of the amount of his -
torical material used. There are other plays which Mr . 
Anderson has written which contain historical f acts or 
settings, but these were put int o other chapters because 
the emphasis is placed elsewhere rather than on the his-
torical elements. 
In the following plays Mr . Anderson has shifted the 
facts in such a way as to make them more dramatic . A stu-
dent of history would cringe at the way the author has 
shifted and painted historical facts; but Anderson has 
not written to suit historians but rather t o suit his 
sense of the dramatic and the e loquent . 
There are times when there seems to be no reason at 
all for changing small and unimportant matters; but in 
most eases his dramatic license is excusable . 
It so happens tha t all of the plays in this chapter 
are written in dramatic verse, even hi s short radio dramas . 
In all of the following plays Anderson has written a 
great number of events into a few moments of stage time; 
and has made his l as t scenes in each, full of terrific 
drama, usually disregarding the facts of history. 
Elizabeth the Queen 
The opening scene of the play is in the gr ay , grim 
entrance hall before a council chamber of the White-hall 
palace. Four guards stand in front of the door . They 
are gossiping about the queen, her tempers, her powder 
and paint, and her lover, the Earl of Essex . Sir Walter 
Raleigh comes in, looking for the Earl of Essex. The 
Earl has not yet arrived. Penelope Gray, an attractive 
lady-in-waiting, comes out of the queen's rooms and goes 
to the window. Ralei gh accuses her of waiting for the 
Earl to arrive . He wants to know whether she waits to 
tell the queen, or for her own sake . She will not tell 
him, and Raleigh talks to her and ki sses her. 
The Earl of Essex arrives. First, four men come in 
wearing silver armor just like Raleigh's. This infuriates 
Raleigh, and when Essex does appear he is very sarcastic 
about the silver armor of which Raleigh has been so proud , 
and in which he has dressed himself. Essex and Raleigh al -
most come to blows unt il Cecil takes Raleigh away . Sir 
Francis Bacon witnesses the meeting between Raleigh and 
Essex; he warns Essex to be careful with whom he quarrels. 
He asks Essex if he would retain the favor of the queen, 
remain her favorite, and keep all that goes with the posi-
tion, or set himself against the queen and trust himself 
to popular favor. Essex is not prepared to answer such a 
question, and Bacon, rebuffed, would let the matter drop. 
14 
Essex tells Bacon that he will not make love to Elizabeth 
for a pdlicy or a purpose, but that he loves her for her-
self, and at times she makes him hate her because she will 
not listen to reason. Raleigh and Cecil return; this time 
Raleigh does not have his armor of silver on, and Essex 
tells him to be careful and not catch cold. He leaves. 
Cecil and Raleigh talk about the council meet i ng; then 
they leave. 
15 
Act I, Scene 1. The queen's study, a severe little 
room with chairs, a desk, and a few books. Essex is there 
awaiting an audience with the queen. Penelope Gray is also 
there. Penelope asks Lord Essex frankly whether or not he 
loves the queen. She is assured that he does. Penelope 
warns him to be careful of the queen's love, for she has 
sworn to get even with him even though she loves him . The 
queen enters, very angry. She accuses Essex of kissing 
Penelope and says that all week she has been seeing Rale i gh . 
This draws fire from Essex, as she has hope : . He is angry 
with her, but in his very anger he kisses her and says that 
no one else means anything to him. She assures him that no 
one else means a thing to her either. Then they quarrel 
again, then grow gentle. 
They begin discussing state affair's and Elizabeth tells 
him that he was wrong to urge her to begin another campaign 
in Spain and to strike at Flanders at the same moment . 
Essex wants her to levy more taxes, but she refuses. She 
fears him and his hold over her people; she feel s that he 
is growing too popular with her subjects . She asks that 
if he ever tires of her and their love, he will tell her 
first, though she knows he will not . Elizabeth tries to 
make him promise to stay in London. He refuses; she begs 
him to promise not to go to Ireland, and he promises. 
Scene 2 . The council room where the Queen sits in 
16 
her chair of state; at the table her councilors are gather-
ed. At the Queen's feet the court jester sits cross-legged. 
They settle the matter of Spanish ransoms . Then the 
matter of the uprisings in Ireland is taken up . Lord Cecil 
thinks that Ireland needs a Lord Protector , or perhaps t wo . 
Those t wo should be Essex and Raleigh. Cecil suggests that 
Raleigh be the Lord Protector and Essex the helper . Of 
course Essex resents this, and even though he sees through 
their scheme, he says he will go to Ireland and that he 
will go alone . This is what Cecil and Raleigh have wanted 
all the time and now they are satisfied . They know that 
all the leaders who have gone there have been killed . When 
the council has left Elizabeth asks Essex to reconsider, 
but he refuses. She gives him a ring her father gave to 
her, to bring to him when he lost his temper with her-----
she did so and her life was saved. Essex accepts it. 
Act II, Scene 1. The queen's study . The court fool 
is trying to make love to Penelope, whom he thinks he loves . 
Lord Essex is i n Ireland and his friends are uneasy . Raleigh 
and Cecil are waiting to intercept Bacon , who comes with the 
news that Essex has allied himself with the Irish rebels . 
Bacon does not believe it. Bacon knows that the Queen 's 
letters to Essex have been intercepted and his to her. 
Finally Cecil t alks Bacon out of telling the Queen of the 
letters. 
Queen Elizabeth comes in and finds them there . She 
is angry because she has not heard from Essex and suggests 
that Bacon had better line up with her rather than Essex. 
Bacon asks her if she has angered Essex. She says she has 
ordered him to disband and come home, also that she has 
cut off his supplies and revenue. She cannot forgive Essex 
for not writing to her, or telling her in some way that he 
has received her letters. Bacon says that he is the Queen's 
friend and that he will see no more of Essex if she wishes . 
When he has gone, Elizabeth sends guards to follow him . 
The Queen instructs Captain Armin to heed no orders but her 
own. 
Scene 2. The interior of Lord Essex ' s t ent on the 
coast of Engl and. Candles light the tent. Marvel , his 
orderly, announces a courier from the queen. Essex sus-
pects the courier of having withheld the real message and 
substituted another , but he is f i nally convinced that the 
messenger is telling the truth . The Queen ' s message orders 
Essex to disband and return to the capitol. Essex orders 
his army to be ready to march to the capitol in the morn-
ing. 
Scene 3. The council hall . Many are gathered there 
for a council assembly. The subject of conversation is 
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the audacity of a troop of actors in putting on the play 
"Richard II," in which a king is deposed . The Queen enters 
quietly and asks Lord Burghley why he has forbidden the 
play to be presented without asking her about it. His 
answer is that it is treasonous. A messenger comes in, 
telling the Queen that throngs in the streets are yelling 
"Up Essex , Down Elizabeth . 11 She laughs at him and says to 
bring in the players. Two of the players tell her that 
Southampton has paid them to give the play . While they 
are talking, Essex comes in. She accuses him of not writ-
i ng her. He says that he did . She orders everyone to 
leave them alone . When they are alone she asks Essex what 
he wrote to her. He tells her that he wrote of his love 
for her. She is gentle now, and tells him that he will 
stand behind the throne and they will make an England to 
be proud of , together . He argues; he thinks he is equal 
to her and should be allowed to rule beside her as her 
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king. She finally inveigles him into dis t ~nding his guards , 
and returning the castle to her guards. He does this, think-
ing she loves him and will not be treacherous, but when her 
own guards are again in the castle she orders them to arrest 
Essex. 
Act III. The dawn of Lord Essex ' s execution day. In 
the Queen's apartments in the Tower. The Queen, heavy eyed, 
enters. There is a bond of friendliness between Penelope 
and the Queen , because t he y both love Essex. The Queen 
orders the players t'o produce the play, "Richard II." They 
do so. When the play is finished there is still half- an 
hour before he is to be executed. Penelope final ly talks 
the Queen into sending fo r him. Ess ex comes in and re-
fuses to make l ove t o t he queen because he is afr aid she 
will think he is t rying to save his head . She offers to 
pardon hi m and even, at t he l a s t , t o gi ve him her k i ngdom, 
but he will not take it and goes out to his death . Eliza-
beth bows her head on Penelope ' s knees . 
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Anderson's tragedy, "Elizabet h the Queentt is a play 
of frustrated love. Elizabeth, as an older woman deeply 
and passionately in love with Essex , is selfish in want -
ing his love but not willing to let him share in her king-
dom. She does not want to place Essex on a level with her 
in the affairs of state, but wants his love equal to hers. 
Elizabeth seems to doubt the love that Essex assures her 
of throughout the play; there is an indication that she 
feels if she placed him on t he throne wi th her he would 
no longer love her, for he would have accomplished his 
purpose and would not need her love then. 
Anderson gives to Essex the rebell ious nature whi ch 
he seems to love, a dar i ng individual who seems to fight 
for something unattainable, yet one who will not cheat or 
lie to attain it. Anderson has endowed Essex with the 
qualities of a good hero , and yet , through all of his 
efforts, he knows not hing but defeat . 
Anderson endows his tragic chara cters with an alone-
ness in which they seem to stay , always striving to gain 
something, but through a stubbornness and a f aithful hope-
lessness t hey lose that which they seek. 
"Elizabeth the Queen" is written in verse and stands 
next to his "Winterset" in the list of his best plays. He 
has abandoned historical facts in favor of dramati c license 
and has made his play more powerful and effective by doing 
so . One instance in which he changes facts is his last 
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scene, in which the Queen waits the execut ion of Essex in 
the chambers above the .execution room . Actually, Essex 
was execut ed in the Tower courtyard and the Queen did not 
go to the Tower at all. The scene as he writes it produces 
suspense and pity whi ch compel the inte rest of the reader. 
Anderson again j uggles f acts when he has Es sex return in 
armed rebellion; there was really quite a lapse of time 
between his return and his open rebellion. It seems that 
Anderson 's arrangement of events into the shorter space 
of t i me signifies his knowl edge of the small tricks that 
make up a good drama . Spreading events out over a long 
time tends to make a play lack in dramatic effect and 
interest . 1 
Anderson does not seem to have any reason for dis-
pensing with f acts in small matters , such as attributing 
the reviva l of "Richard II" to Southampton when he could 
have correctly said Sir Gilly Merrick; or , when he ha.s 
Elizabeth ask the actor how much he ha s been paid for 
the revival of 11 Richard II," having the actor tell her 
"three pounds," when it actually was forty shillings a2 
Anderson shows a sense of sarcastic humor in the use 
of Raleigh's silver armor that he wears at the beginning 
of the play, but discards after he has been laughed at by 
Essex. This humor , though , is not carr ied far and Anderson 
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1. Bodeen, DeWitt (editor), "Ei ght Plays by Maxwe ll Anderson ," 
(Extract from Strachy's Elizabeth and Essex) p. 8. 
2. Ibid. 
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seems to have profited by his experiences in "White Desert ." 
He subdues the comedy and is careful not to lose the power 
of tragedy by maint aining his comedy too long. 
Elizabeth, al though a monarch, is ruled by a woman ' s 
vanities and pettiness. The use of little tricks to bring 
her lover to her feet is rather pathetic and yet very real-
istic. The doubts that assail an older woman when her lover 
is young and handsome and admired by all the younger girls, 
are written well into the character of Eli zabeth . Her use 
of Ralei gh to get Essex to display his jealousy is an age 
old trick and still an effective one. The ability to por-
tray his characters as human , realistic people is an accomplish-
ment that few have and t hat Anderson seems to be able to 
exercise to the fullest . 
Essex is endowed with a rebellious nature and a dar -
ing individualism that drives him on regardless of the con-
sequences. Elizabeth is a cynical reali st; lost beyond any 
hope, she seems to realize it, but has 11ot the power within 
herself to submit to anything . 
This play was first presented on November 3, 1930, 
with Lynn Fontanne as Elizabeth and Alfred Lunt as Essexe 
It was a succes s , perhaps due to the superb acting of Lynn 
Fontanne, who seems to have portrayed Elizabeth with a 
magnificent vividnes s .3 
3. Bodeen, DeWitte (editor) , "Eight Plays of Maxwell Anderson, 11 
p. 8. 
Mary of Scotland 
Act I, Scene 1 . It i s a s l eety , wi ndy night on a 
half-shelt ered corner of t he pier at Leith . Two iron-
capped gua rds a r e t rying t o while away the time with a 
game of cards. A thi rd guard enters excitedl y to announce 
the arrival of the Queen 's shi p . The muffled figure of 
John Knox in the background comes forward to say that 
t he people of Scotland will have none of the Queen and 
her ways . 
The Earl of Bothwell, a stalwart, roughly handsome 
man, appears on the pi er . He quickly commands that a 
chair be brought ' for the Queen. The soldiers leave . 
Bothwell tries to get Master Knox to tell him what he 
would tell Mary the Queen . Knox refuses to speak to any-
one but Mary. 
Mary and Chat el herault and her ladies-in-waiting 
come upon the dock . Master Knox interrupts their con-
versation to call the Queen all the vi le names he can 
thi nk of. The Queen , inst ead of getting angry, is gentle 
with hi m and says she wants to be his friend. At first 
he is sullen , but wi th her wi nning ways she soon has him 
subdued. Knox l eaves and Mary is introduced to Bothwell, 
a friend of her mother. The chair comes f r om the inn and 
they leave. 
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Scene 2. It i s early morning i n England. The scene 
is set i n a cor ner of Queen Elizabeth ' s study at Whitehal l . 
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Lord Burghley and the Queen are in conference . Elizabet h 
wants to know what he has found out about Mary of Scotland . 
He tells her tha t Mary has cr ossed t o Scotland agains t her, 
Elizabeth's, wishes. Mar y has been cr owned Queen of Scot -
land, and she, be ing ·a Cathol i c , threatens the Protestant 
throne of Engl and ; t here are some people who believe that 
Mary is t he r ightful heir to the throne of England because 
they consider Eli zabeth the i llegitimate daughter of Henry 
and Ann Bol eyn . 
Burghley beli eves that Eli zabeth ought to declare war 
on Scot land before Mary gets too s t rong a foothold . Eliza-
beth wi ll not hear of t his; she has a plan by which Mary 
will ruin herself. Elizabeth explains i t to Burghley . 
They must send some fool t o Scotland, a Catholic, so that half 
the people wi l l be against him. This person must make love 
to Mary and marry her. Elizabeth thinks that if she , Eliza-
beth, is aga i nst it, Mary will surely wed the man . Elizabeth 
is clever; she wants to appear as Mary · s friend through~ut 
it all. She mus t have r e por t s on .Mary ' s actions constantly. 
Dar nley i s the man cho se n t o be sent over to Scotland . He 
is to be sent on anot her mi ssion s o that even he will not 
suspect the Queen's t r ue motives . 
Scene 3. The gr eat hall of Mary ' s apartment at Holy-
rood House. Three of t he Marys attending the Queen are en-
gaged in hangi ng the r oyal arms of Scot land above t he Queen' s 
chair. Lord Darnley and Lord Gordon are teasing t he girl s 
and getting back as good as they send. Darnl ey want s to 
see the Queen and press his wooing. She is still closeted 
with Rizzio, her Italian secretary. 
Bothwell comes storming into the hall, demanding an 
audience with Queen Mary regardless of who is with her. 
He threatens to break the door in if she will not admit 
him. Queen Mary comes in as he is in the middle of his 
speech. When he finishes, she asks everyone to leave. 
She and Bothwell are left alone. He asks her to marry 
him; he says he knows that she loves him and that he loves 
her. She says she cannot marry him because he would rule 
her and the country. He would rule it by force and that 
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is not her method. She wants her subjects to love her be-
cause they want to, not because they have to. She and Both-
well are interrupted by Mary Livingston's announcement of 
the assembly of the lords of the Council. Queen Mary goes 
to her chair as the lords file in. The Earl of Bothwell has 
been asked to stay even though his name will probably come 
up in the discussion. 
The subject uppermost in the minds of the Council is 
the marriage of their queen. The Queen says they must wait 
a while and she will choose her own husband. The Council 
believes that her marriage would stem the rumors that are 
going around about her. The Council leaves. 
Mary Livingston announces the arrival of Lord Throg-
morton from England. Queen Mary bids him enter. Lord 
Throgmorton comes with a message from Queen Elizabeth. The 
Queen of England sends her love and wants Mary to become a 
Protestant; then she, Elizabet h, will re cogni ze Mary as 
the next heir to the t hrone of England . Throgmorton al so 
suggests that Mary should mar r y a Protestant. Of course 
this angers Mary and she is more de termined than ever t o 
marry Darnley. Thi s is just what Elizabeth wants. 
Throgmorton has gone . Queen Mary calls Rizzio . She 
tells him about Queen El i zabeth ' s message and has him call 
Lord Darnl ey. Bothwell comes in; he t r ies to argue her out 
of her decision, but she wi ll not alter her plans. Both-
well says she wil l s ee no more of him and he leaves . 
Darnley comes in and the Queen tells him that she 
accepts his proposal of marriage. Darnley is quite over-
come and woul d kiss Mary. She notices that he is drunk 
and says she will hold to the bargain, but let the kissing 
go unt il the bonds are sealed . 
Act II , Scene 1 . In a hall of the palace . Mary and 
her ladies are sit ting before a fire listening to Ri zzio 
as he sings to t he accompaniment of his lute . Queen Mary 
i s unhappy and knows now that Darnley has proved to be her 
weakness i nst ead of her st r ength. She will not allow any-
one to speak of Bothwell , wi th whom she is still in love. 
Ri zz i o puts in a plea that he be permitted to return 
to It aly. Mary knows why he wants to go . Darnley has been 
jealous of Ri zzio and has insult ed him. 
Lor d Maitland and Ma s t er John Knox come in. Knox has 
come to voice his old grievances . Lord Huntley comes i n 
and is introduced to Knox . Hunt ley says t here can be no 
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understanding between the two of them. Ma i tland and Knox 
leave. Huntley tells the .Queen that his Highlanders are 
with her, but all the Protestants are making trouble . 
Darnley opens the door and stands there a moment be-
fore coming i nto the room. He is slightly drunk and be-
gins to insult Hunt l ey and the Queen. Huntley leaves . 
Lord Ruthven, Lord Morton, and Lord Douglas all come into 
the room. They are enemies of the Queen and there are more 
throughout the palace . They now have control of the country, 
and the palace. The three kill Rizzio, then leave . The 
Queen blames Darnley for this . Darnley leaves and Bothwell 
comes in. The Queen doesn't want to see him but he comes 
in anyway . He wants her to accept his help . He has just 
returned from France and exile . Mary finally says she still 
loves him. Bothwell would kill Darnley but Mary asks him 
not to. Bothwell leaves. 
Scene 2. Queen Elizabeth ' s study at Whitehall, London . 
Elizabeth and Lord Burghley are talking when Lord Throgmorton 
comes in. Throgmorton is back from SQotland to tell them 
that Darnley has been murdered . He comes with the news that 
Queen Mary would marry Bothwell now but her brother, Lord 
Moray, will not allow it . 
Elizabeth tells Throgmorton to hasten back to Scotland 
and tell Moray to hurry the marriage, then to go to John 
Knox and start the story that Bothwell murdered the King 
and he and Mary now "bed together in bl ood." 
Scene 3. A hall in Dunbar Castle with guards at the 
door. Jamie, a messenger, arrives to tell Bothwell that 
the Queen has been taken prisoner. Bothwell is still free 
to fight, but Huntley comes to tell him that this is 
Moray's kingdom now . 
Lords Morton, Moray, and Maitland come in to tell 
Bothwell that if he will leave the country they will re-
store the Queen to her throne . Bothwell promises to leave 
if they will give him their word . They do so; then they 
leave. 
Mary is brought in and is immediately in Bothwell ' s 
arms. He tells her of his promise. She doesn ' t want him 
to leave her but he does. When Moray , Maitland , and Morton 
find out that Bothwell has escaped, they take Mary prisoner 
again . 
Act III . A room in Carlisle Castle in England. Mary 
of Scotland is sitting in the deep embrasure of a window , 
leaning her head against the bars . Two of her ladies, 
Beaton and Fleming , are with her . Mary cannot understand 
why , since she has escaped from Scotland to England to 
seek help, she has not received any help from Elizabeth. 
She is held prisoner and the Queen has not yet called on 
her. 
The door opens and part of her Council come in; they 
tell her that she is no longer the Queen of Scotland. She 
refuses to believe them. They leave. 
Queen Elizabeth is announced . Elizabeth apologizes 
for being tardy in calling. She thinks Mary should stay 
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here as her guest until the troubles in Scotland are 
settled. Mary asks who is to become the ruler. Eliza-
beth suggests that Mary let her son be king with Lord 
Moray as regent. She refuses. Elizabeth thinks Mary 
should sign abdication papers. 
Mary now sees all of Elizabeth ' s treachery. Eliza-
beth admits it, and says even though Mary signs away her 
throne, she will not be free . She is too dangerous to 
Elizabeth. Mary curses Elizabeth as she leaves and re-
minds Elizabeth that Mary's son will rule England . Mary 
goes again to sit alone by the window. 
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Anderson seems to idolize Mary. To him she seems to 
come the closest to being a just ruler of a nation . Toler-
ance and mercy are her loveliest qualities with her youth 
and beauty coming next. She is alone in her ideals and 
cannot stand up against a tyrannical and crafty s chemer 
such as Elizabeth of England . Mary is constantly striving 
to fulfill her dreams, even though it is hopeless . She 
cannot realize her love because her subjects and their care 
come first . Fateful circumstances lead her into losing 
everything) her love, her kingdom , and eventually her liber -
ty . Anderson seems to be striving to clear Mary ' s bad repu~ 
tation given to her by ·some histori ans . 
Comedy is slightly introduced in the banter of the 
ladies in wait ing and the lords who await an audience with 
Queen Mary in an outer room of chambers . Anderson uses a 
clever trick to hold the suspense and excitement , that of 
playing one Queen agai nst the other . In this display of 
the two extremes of womanhood Anderson 2s cleverly realistic 
and human. 
Anderson pictures the aides of the dictators as t he 
cowards he believes them always to be. Bravery shows on 
the outside, but really when things turn bad they show 
their true colors . And to the ruler who wants to be gentle 
to his people there is always the trustful servant and 
helper . He lines his two sides up , one wi th the same 
type of people throughout and the other with the opposite 
type; then with great skill he has them work against each 
other. 
Darnley is a disgusting, spineless man, definit ely 
the opposite of Bothwell. Bothwell, with his determina-
tion, fi ghts on regardless of the great number of odds 
against him. His constant r ebellion and daring indivi-
dualism is characteristic of Anderson ' s plays • 
• This play is one of the longest of Anders on ' s 
tragedies; yet i t was a success, and made more money for 
him than any of his others ~ 
The Mas que of Kings 
Act I. Scene 1. The scene is set in the rooms of 
Franz Joseph, Emperor of Austria and Hungary . Franz 
Joseph and his wife, the Empress Elizabeth, have not 
lived together as man and wife for thirteen years, be-
cause Franz Joseph discovered that she had a lover . At 
the beginning of this scene Elizabeth comes to him , ask-
ing him to give the throne of Hungary to Rudolph , t heir 
son, befor e he is t oo old t o enj oy i t . The Emperor re -
fuses; although he i ns i sts that he still loves his son 
and his wife, he feel s t hat hi s son is not ready to take 
over the throne . 
Scene 2 . The scene i s set i n Rudolph ' s quarters . 
His friends and cons pira t ors, as we l l as his mistress , 
Mary Vetsera, are there when the Emperor sur prises them 
and walks into the rooms . Rudolph immediately tells him 
tha t he believes Hungary should be free d . Franz Joseph 
has the guards take Mary Vetsera away . The conspirator s 
urge Rudolph to s trike now ; enraged, he agree s . His con-
spirators leave. When they have gone , a s ervant girl 
comes in to make the fires and stra i ghten up the room. 
Rudolph recogni zes her as a girl wi th whom he has had an 
af fair many years before. She is there as a spy, but al-
though he suspects her, she will not admit it . The scene 
ends with a conversation between Rudolph and his mother, 




Act _II, Scene 1. The scene is set in the rooms of 
the Emperor. Baronin Von Neustradt and the ma i d are wait-
ing. They are given their particular instructions. Koi-
rroff, one of the chief conspirators , reveals the plans of 
the uprising t o Franz Joseph and gets his instructions 
from Joseph. 
Scene 2. This scene takes place in Rudolph ' s quarters. 
Seeps, the court printer, is talking to Rudolph when Los-
check, John of Tuscany , and Count Hoyos enter; all confer 
upon the plans of rebellion . Mary Vetsera escapes and 
- warns Rudolph and his friends of Loinoff ' s perfidy . Koi -
noff enters, i ~ accused, and finally admits it . He tells 
Rudolph that all of the Emperor's regiment s except three 
have left Vienna, and those remaining are unde r the command 
of Hoyos. 
Scene 3. The s tudy of Franz Joseph. Taafe and 
Franz Joseph are playing chess. Loinoff enters to tell 
them that_ Rudolph has taken the palace . Rudolph enters 
and informs the Emperor that he must abdicate both thrones . 
As Franz Joseph i s led away , he tries to give his son some 
advice, but Rudol ph refuses it . Joseph tells him to read 
just three words in a little black notebook on his desk . 
As the guards start to leave with the prisoner, Koinof f 
jumps toward Rudolph with a knife , but Franz Joseph dives 
between the two and saves his son ' s life. Rudolph asks 
why he did not let Koinoff kill him; the King s ays he has 
won, not lost, because his chief aim was to leave behind 
him such a ruler as Rudolph has proved to be. All of the 
men leave; Mary Vetsera stands waiting while Rudolph goes 
to the desk and picks up the notebook. He finds it to be 
a diary of his doings made by Mary when she f irst came to 
him. When he finds this out he denounces everything and 
everybody. He gives the palace back to his father and 
leaves for his lodge in Mayerling. 
Act III. The scene is set in the Hunting lodge at 
Mayerling. It is dawn and Rudolph is wakened and comes 
into the living room. Mary comes into the room after 
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him. S.he tells him that she loves him but knows he can-
not forgive he~. She goes into the bedroom and a sound 
of a shot is heard. The Emperor and the Empress Eliza-
beth come in soon after this; Rudolph tells them of Mary 's 
death and in a long speech tells them that "we are but 
three ghosts walking Europe's halls in a dream that has 
ended, a long masquerade of Kings that c r ossed the stage 
and stumbled into the dark before we came." Rudolph goes 
into . the bedroom and the sound of a shot is heard . Eliza-
beth and Franz Joseph determine to carry on. 
Anderson begins his tragedies with his characters 
in grave situations which grow steadily worse as the play 
proceeds. In this particular tragedy, "The Masque of 
Kings," Rudolph, who has been married to Stephanie the 
Belgian princess, is t rying to have his marriage annulled 
s o that he might marry Mary Vetsera. The Pope refuses to 
annul ·the marriage and Mary Vetsera becomes Rudolph ' s mis-
tress. Over and above all of this trouble Rudolph is try-
ing . to secure for the Hungarian people, who love and trust 
him , a more just government and himself is trying to over-
throw his father, the Emperor, because he does not approve 
of the ruler's method of tyranny. 
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Rudolph finds that he cannot even trust the woman he 
loves, and in his disillusionment denounce s all royal lines 
of kings . In his death s peech he gives vent to the hope-
lessness of man when he says: 
"Now the earth boils up again 
and the new men and nations ri ~e in fire 
to fall in rock, and there shal l be new kings, 
not you or I, for we're all past and buried, 
but a new batch of devil-faces, ikons 
make of men's hope of liberty, all worshipped 
as bringers of the light, but conquerors, 
like those we follow. I leave the world to them, 
and they'll possess it like so many skulls 
grinning on piles of bones . To the young men 
of Europe I leave the eternal sweet delight 
of heaping up their bones in these same piles 
over which their rulers grin . To the old and dying 
I leave their dying kingdoms to be plowed 
by the new sowers of death----fools like myself 
who rush themselves to power to set men free 
and hold themselves in power by killing men, 
as time was , as t ime will be, time out of mind 
unto this l ast forever . 11 1 
1. Anderson, Maxwell , Eleven Verse Plays. "Masque of Ki ngs," 
p. 1~7-1~8. 
Rudolph, himself, finds that he cannot govern the 
people without using tyrannical methods; Rudolph , who 
loved a democratic ideal and freedom, loses all faith 
when he finds tha t the people cannot be governed by 
peace but must be led by force. 
Franz Joseph seems to be a lovable old character, 
even though he is stubborn and powerful. He is wise and 
seems to be very cruel. He dominates his household with 
powB r and fear rather than love. His son rebels against 
it and is forever at odds with his father. His wife had 
rebelled before and gone her own way long ago . 
Anderson is not alone in using the love of Rudolph 
and Mary Vetsera as a basis for his play; for example, the 
picture "Mayerling" in which Charles Boyer and Danielle 
Darrieux were starred is also based on this affair . 2 This 
play, tlThe Masque of Kings ," emphasi zes the hopelessness 
of one man's gaining a just government and shows love as 
one way in which he was frustrated. 
"The Masque of Kings" is a long play, and in the pre-
face to the published play Anderson gives one reason for 
the play not succeeding on the stage . He believes that 
the d1rectors cut it too much and therefore cut the quality 
and effectiveness of the different speeches . 
Anderson gives to Rudolph a love of the plain and 
simple things. Rudolph tells his father: 
2. Bodeen, DeWitt (editor) "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson," 
p. 16. 
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"Sir, you may hear my cr eed. 
There ' s been no king, since the half-mythical f i gure 
of medieval times , -who t ook for hi s motto : 
nothing for myself. But I shal l take it . 
I' m tir ed of having. Let me drink plai n wate r 
and eat plain food, and tur n what mind I have 
to an instrument of justice, clean of greed, 
dispising politics . "3 
Fr anz Joseph r epres ent s an aloneness char acteristic 
of Anderson ' s plays . Franz Joseph loves his son and wife , 
when they in ret urn want only t o betray him . He stands 
for the tyrannical governme·nt while Elizabeth and Rudolph 
are striving for a just government . Anderson shows that 
the men who rul e by for ce are not a l l cruel at heart but 
feel that the mass cannot be controlled otherwise . Franz 
Joseph t ells the Empress Elizabeth how he has al ways l oved 
her and Rudolph, but that t hey have returned his l ove with 
hate . He says : 
"All my life long I tread my own heart down 
here in the dust and silence of this room 
where no one ente r s . "4 
He draws pit y from the r eader and a fe eling that Franz 
Joseph has suffer ed deeply for thirt een years . 
When he is t aken pr isoner he t ells Rudol ph that he 
too had dreams of r uling his sub jects by trusting i n 
righteousne s s, just as Rudolph wants t o now. He tells 
Rudolph that he too will lose this dream , when he f i nds 
that all those who follow hi m want only to gain things 
f or themsel ves. 
3. Anderson, Maxwell , Eleven Ver se Plays , "Masque of Ki ngs ," 
p. 101 . 
4. Ibi d. PP. 10-11 
The Emperor's love for his son shows plainly in his 
attempt to save Rudolph's life at the risk of losing his 
own. Elizabeth shows her love for her son by breaking a 
thirteen-year silence to ask for a favor for him. The 
only pla ce where t he Empress and the Emperor meet is in 
their love for Rudolph, and even there they will not give 
in completely to each other. 
The writer shows a deep understanding of human beings 
and in this play portrays his characters as typically hu-
man as his readers themselves are. 
Second Overture 
The scene is a square cellar in the village of Tiu-
men, east of Moscow. Two candles light the whitewashed 
walls. Armed guards stand at the door. Some refugees 
are huddled together awaiting dis position at the hands 
of the authorities. Among them are the Princess Thalin 
and her t wo daughters, Olga , fifteen, and Katherina, 
thirteen; their butler Krug; Lucan, a peasant; Colonel 
Lvov, a young officer; Adam , a bearded .lawyer; Rostov, 
former Lieutenant in the Russian army; Revel, a lad of 
twenty; General Plehve, a retired officer; Bishop Andre; 
and Gregor, an exile escaped from .the Siberian mines . It 
is an evening in January, 1918. 
Revel doesn't want to die and is close to hysterics 
knowing that it will not be long before they shoot him. 
The others try to calm him by saying that they will be 
allowed a trial. Gregor believes there is some mistake 
because he is a friend of the revolution and surely he 
wouldn't be shot along with some of the aristocr~ts~ 
There are names written in the whitewash of t he walls, 
names of those shot before these people. The princess 
and her daughters read the name of her husband and their 
father upon the wall. It is written in blood and the 
princess knows now that this is where she and her husband 
meet againo 
Andre, the priest, believes that they, the small band 
of refugees, can do something about this revolution. They 
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try to hush him when the Commissar comes in. Gregor 
asks Charash, the Commissar, if he doesn ' t remember him 
and finally tells Charash that he is an old friend who 
was put into the mines when Charash was exiled. Charash 
offers to fre e Gregor but cannot let the other prisoners 
go. Gregor says that he prefers dying along with the 
others if they cannot all be freed. The Commissar leaves . 
Captain Krassin, the executioner comes in; he is very 
drunk. He puts the papers on the table, and then begins 
to read the names from the long list. When he gets to 
Gregor's name there is no answer ; when he repeats it 
several times, Gregor tells him that that name is the 
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name of a man Krassin shot three days ago, that all the 
names on the list are those of people he has already shot, 
and now he is insane . Krassin cannot believe it at first, 
but Gre gor convinces him that they are all ghosts of the 
murdered people returned to haunt him . Krassin turns away 
uncertainly and Gregor overturns the t able and steps on the 
candles. They break the door down. Several shots are 
heard, and when they bring lanterns the Commissar finds 
Andre, the man whom they really wanted, dead . Gregor comes 
back to give himself up. Charash says arrangements will 
be made for his execution and that of Captain Krassin . 
This is a short radio drama in which the playwright 
shows the futility of a revolution. The ideals behind 
the revolution are good, but by the time the rebels have 
killed and gained the high positions, they too must use 
force to subdue and command the nation. Gregor, who be-
lieved in the revolt, accuses Charash of using the same 
methods that they had hated when the Czars ruled. 
Charash, in answer to thi s accusation, replies: 
"Yes, ••.•• 
We do use them, Gregor. We have caught 
A vision of the earth, with men set £ree, 
Such as no nation, back through all known time, 
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Has seen in our world before . A vision of an earth 
Where men share equally and humbly all 
The fruits of labor, no man starves, no mother 
Need prostitute herself to feed her child, 
Where men have time for beauty, and the sunlight 
Of what is learned of wisdon, and of truth 
Falls to all men by ri ght .ul 
Anderson in picturing the revolutions of different 
nations is trying to show that each race of people and each 
nation has the same problems throughout t he worl d . There 
are always the iower classes striving for justice and a 
higher level for themselves . 
Action i s swif t in this short play and the part where 
the princes s finds her husband ' s name written in blood on 
the wall, is very dramatic . 
Gregor's self-imposed execution seems to be the de-
cision of a man who cannot see a future because of the 
crumbling of his beliefs and who feels that death is a 
pleasure in comparison with a life without a purpose. 
1. Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Verse Pl~. "Second Overture," 
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The Feast of Ortolans 
In the year of 1789 the Duke of Pompignan is enter-
taining a group of nobles and inte l lectuals at a dinner 
table in his home, not mor e than twenty miles from Pari s . 
The occas ion is the Feast of Ortolans, a ceremony observed 
once a year by the Pompignan Family during the reigns of 
the last three kings who bore the name of Louis . The 
ceremony grew out of the family custom of serving a special 
and remarkable dish of ortolans once each year to intimate 
and distinguished friends of the family. The guests have 
just fini shed their first wine and are waiting for the 
special dish. 
Pompignan speaks of what the country wil l be like 
after t he revolution that is being planned . Everything 
shall be worth more, everyone equal, woman and man alike . 
The discussion goes on followi ng this line of talk . 
Phillipe d 'Orleans, heir to the tb ~one and friend 
of the revolution, hopes that King Louis, "who welcomes 
reform, who gives with both hands," will not come to harm; 
but if he does, Phillipe is ready to take over the throne . 
A servant comes in to tell Pompignan that there is 
trouble i n the k i tchen . The woodcutters have refused to 
bring the proper wood for the baking of the ortolans . 
Pompignan tells the servant to settle the difficulty or 
he will come to the kitchen and settle it himself . The 
Duchess de Gramont wants the woodcutters to speak for 
themselves . Pompignan tells the servant to bring in one 
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woodcutter. The servant leaves to do so . 
Lafayet te , hero of the r evol ut i on of the New World 
and f r i end of Washington , speaks up, saying that they are 
a l l using mockery : 
" •• • • I tell you now we s t and 
On the threshold of a world in which all men 
Are equal under law as in the s i ght 
Of God himself. You say it and laughi I say it, 
Knowi ng that when the cl othes of r ank and power 
Are shed , and all men naked in the l i ght 
Of i nner godhood, this will not be the world 
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We know- ------of pr ivi lege, greed, and subterfu ge---
But a wor l d of liberty and reason i11 1 
The others believe Laf ayette to be shaming them. 
Chenier; the poet s peaks: 
"A nation lives and di es ; 
••• • And what i t is 
I s known in the end by what it l eaves behind 
For other men t o s ee ; music and song , 
Paint i ng and poetry, these te l l our story 
When there ' s nothing left but records. 11 2 
Fi nally La Harpe , the si l ent one, tells each one what 
his for tune is to be . Each at the f east shall , wi thin the 
next s i x years , e i t he r di e or leave the country . He tells 
them how t hey shal l die ; s ome in prison cells , others by 
t he axeman ' s blow, and others at the hangman ' s hands. 
None will believe hi m. When t hey ask why they will die , 
he te l l s them because they are eat i ng t onight with Phillipe 
d ' Orleans . They cannot understand and he tells them that 
because they are aristocrat s and friends of an aristocrat , 
t hey shall die . He cont inue s with the prophecy that a 
great deal of blood shall be shed and a small man shall 
1. Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Verse Piays , "The Feas t of 
Ortolans 11 , p. 12- 13 . 
attempt to conquer the wor ld, placing his brothers upon 
thrones. 
La Harpe tells Beaumarchais that he wil escape to 
England and later become a Christian. All at the feast 
jest and say t hat they will be immortal i f they wait to 
die until Beaumarchais is a Christian . 
Voices are heard in the courtyard . The servant 
comes in to tell them that a woodcutter will not come 
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in for fear of what they might do to him . The cook 
stumbles in from the kitchen and f all s a t the feet of 
Pompignan , stabbed to death. Pompi gnan goes t o the 
kitchen to see what has happened . Young Lieutenant Custin 
comes in, just arrived from Parts . The Bastille has been 
stormed by the Paris rabble and the whol e nat i on is aflame o 
Lafayette goes to the kitchen to look for Pompi gnan and 
returns saying that he is dead on the kitchen floor . La 
Harpe says that this is the last feast of ort olans, that 
the gods are athir st, and they shall not meet again. 
This play is a short radio play based on the French 
revolution in the year 1789. 
Anderson, in choosing his group of characters, used 
only aristocrats and intellectuals and artists , however, 
he gives each a particular character with definite ideas 
in order to make the variety needed to hold the interest 
of his readers . 
The playwright, using a great deal of wit, brings a 
sense of comedy into his short tragedy . He does it to 
emphasize a point made by Lafayette that they, jest at the 
serious ·and are serious when they should jest . 
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The prophecies by La Harpe are very dramatic and 
effective. Anderson has used to advantage the art of 
putt ing into prophecy that which happened at a later date. 
He condenses his dramatic material and yet retains its 
effectiveness by using this method . 
Anderson includes in his guests at the feast a woman 
who, by her beauty .and love, uses each ~over to attain a 
higher position for herself . Here Theroigne represents 
this particular type of womanhood , and with no attempt to 
hide her feeli ngs she tells the poet, her present lover, 
that she must always look about for a new man, one higher 
up, in case something should happen to him. 
Lafayette is striving for a certain type of govern-
ment, a generous and just one, that he can see but cannot 
quite grasp. He believes that by this revolution the peo-
ple will reach i t. His sincerity in this belief makes the 
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comments of the others seem unimportant and mocking. 
The action in this short play is very swift and very 
effective. It is amazing how much interest Anderson can 
attain with no artificiality. 
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Valley Forge 
Act I, Scene 1. J anuar y, 1778. The sc ne is set 
in a bunkhouse at Valley Forge . Ase tion of the First 
Virginia re gi ment is va r iously dispose . Ther ar t n 
or t welve bunks built agains t the back wal . Ther is a 
fire i n t he f ireplace , and a pie of logs beside it . 
''Three or four of t he men stil have mess dishes in th ir 
hands, out of which they eat with penknives , or try to 
eat, f or t he food i s not edible . " The clothes of th 
men are dirt y , torn , pate ed and in some cases almost 
nonexistent ." The boots are worn out --~many feet a e 
on the floo r . Cl othes that are recognizable are Colonial 
style , col onial homespun . Long muskets ar stacked in 
the corners , with pendant powderho ns . 
Conversation , r ough in the manne of soldiers dis 
gus ted with the i r fare , leads through the rottenness of 
the food to the lack of clothes . They ~urse a Congress 
that has failed to provide for them Alcock, a beefy 
f ellow wrap ped in a blanket , has complaint more person-
al than the others ; he has no trousers . 
Spad thinks there are clothes on the way, but Alco k 
knows better He was at Washington ' s quarters when the 
mes s enger got back from Congress with the news that the 
Quakers had plenty of pants and for the soldiers to take 
them off them . Th door opens and t~o women come in . One 
is a work woman of middle a e thinly lad . The s cond is 
fairly young and pretty . The younger woman goe s t o a 
bunk in which Neil Bonniwell, a s ick soldier , is l ying . 
She has brought a wisp of s t raw t o put under his blanket 
and a stone jug of hot broth . 
Teague , a hunter, is ready to leave the army . I t 
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is terrible and he is going home; The others would not 
stop him, nor wou l d they t r y to cover up for him if he is 
caught . The patriots of Pennsylvania take their butter 
and eggs t o General Howe in Philadelphia, because he pays 
them money; but Washington ' s army fight for the l i berty of 
the patriots, and they, t he army, get nothing . The men 
continue to complain and taunt Teague with the fact that 
he i s going t o sell out to General Howe. He denies it and 
s ays he has left be for e when there was nothing doing and 
r etur ned when the fighting picks up . 
Lieutenant Cutting, a young officer somewhat better 
dres sed than the others, is followed through the door by 
a dog . He doesn ' t know t he cur , but i t has been following 
him all t he way from the King of Prussia Inn . He has come 
to war n the men to turn in if they want any sleep . They 
are to be on par ade at five for manua l of arms under Baron 
Steube n . They will s pend the r est of the day making cart-
ridge s . 
Colonel Luci f er Tench comes in search of a squad of 
men wi t h passable f ootwear t o go on a raiding party to the 
Hay islands , where they think Howe is going in search of 
fodder for his hor ses . ld.:eutenant Cutting does not think 
the order can be carried out. Tench and Cutting argue, 
but are interrupted by a French officer announcing General 
Washington. 
Washington is di stressed to hear of the short age of 
supplies reported by Colonel Tench. The young French of-
ficer has been examining the collar around the dog ' s neck. 
He stops Washington to report that the animal be longs t o 
General Howe. Washington asks for pencil and paper , then 
writ es a note and dispatche s it and the dog by messenger 
to Howe. Teague asks Washi ngton what the punishment will 
be for deserters . Washington t ells him the new r ule says 
seventy-five lashes . Washington says t hat i f each man 
wanted to go home and come back in t he spring to fi ght , 
there would be no ne ed of comi ng back because there would 
be no war by spring . They mu s t fi ght now. Washingt on 
leave s . Te a gue decide s t o stay af ter he has hear d Wash-
ington ' s speech. It occur s to Tench t hat it i s rather 
strange that Howe ' s do g f ollowed Lieutenant Cutting . He 
accuses Cutting, in a subt le way, of being a traitor , a 
man will i ng to fi ght fo r e ithe r s i de if offered mone y for 
his services . Cutt ing says t hat Wa shington is through , 
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and will not last . Hi s , Washington ' s, cause is but a dream 
now. Tench goe s out. Spad i mpr ovi ses a leash for the dog 
and t e lls the others of the f ull meal he will r ece i ve when 
he teaches Philadelphia . 
Scene 2 . The ballroom at General Howe ' s headquar ters 
in Philadelphia . Ma sked coupl es a r e danc i ng to t he mus ic 
of Mozart. Howe is among t hem, hi s partner a dainty l ady 
in mask and domino. Howe takes her into a curtained-off 
box at the end of t he room. Si r Wi lliam Howe is in a 
sentimental mood . He kisses her , but she does not seem 
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to be angry. She tells him she once loved Washington when 
they were young , but he r f amily would not let her marry him . 
She still love s him and wants to get t hrough the l i ne t o 
him . A play is presented giving an i mit at i on of the Con-
tinental army and Washington. As they are i n the middle of 
it Spad walks in with Howe ' s dog , sees t he play, wal ks up 
to t he actor impersonating Washington , and knocks him down . 
Spad refuse s t he me a l t hat Howe offer s him , then leaves . 
Maj or Andre knows that the French are going to help 
the Continent al army ; Howe decide s to send Mary (the lady 
who is i n love wi th Washington) with a thank- you note to 
Washingt on for returning t he dog to h i s home , al so to have 
her te l l Wash i ngton t hat t he French are not going to hel p 
and to beg him to gi ve up the idea of Liberty. 
Scene 3 . The parlo r of the Colonial house that Wash-
ingt on ha s taken for headquarters has been turned into a 
sort of office. There is a small desk in i t and rather 
fo rmal chai rs are s paced about the room . 
Gene ral Washington is pa c i ng up and down . Generals 
Var num and St irl ing are s eated near Lieutenant - Colonel 
Tench, who is at the de sk . Near the window the Marqui s 
de Lafayett e is standing . 
Tench i s reading the minutes of a previous meeting . 
Neil Bonniwell comes i n t o plead with Washington to let 
him die fi ghting rather t han in a bunk . Neil is granted 
t he r equest and dismissed . The generals discuss the 
possibility of Conway and Cut t ing selling information t o 
the opposit e side . La f ayet te t ells them that the name of 
Washington i s magical in France and he i s sure the French 
will he l p . As he i s talking, Tench announces the arrival 
of a Brit i sh major outside, although it is plain there 
is a woman inside the uniform. She demands to see Wash-
i ngton , and says she has a message from Howe . 
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A moment l ate r Mary Philipse stands in the door. The 
other men leave them alone . Mary reminds Washington of 
t heir love affair t wenty-three years ago. Washingt on tells 
he r that that is al l ove r now . She is married and he like-
wi se is married . He sends her bags to one of the rooms i n 
the house , although he is doubtful whether it is the right 
t hing t o do . 
Act I I, Scene 1 . It i s early the next morning; the 
scene i s set aga i n in the bunkhouse . The men are beginn-
ing to s t i r . One man is trying to fill in a chink in the 
wall, while at i;Ll another is washing his face in ice water . 
Teague is back f rom guar d duty at headquart ers and tells of 
the arrival t he ni ght bef ore of Mary Philipse and of how 
he and Alcock have made a bet as to whe t her she spent the 
night alone. He i s interr upt ed by the arr ival of Al cock , 
who asks for his money, s aying the l ady did spend the night 
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alone. Then Spad arr ives fr om Philadelphia , telling them 
that the enemy a re a bunch of music i ans . He also has di s -
covered a barn wi th corn in it and it was only guarded by 
three sentries ; now one of them i s dead and the other two 
are tied up. He knows where they can get some boats to 
haul it i n. Cutting comes in and commands them not to go, 
but t hey pay no attention to him; fina l ly when they get 
annoyed, they t ie him up . Alcock has stolen Mary ' s British 
trous er s that she wore the night before and then takes off 
Cutting ' s boots. The men leave . 
Scene 2 . General Washington ' s headquarters . Wash-
i ngton is alone , writing . He i s interrupted by the arrival 
of Lafayette , come to report the proposed meeting with Gen-
er a l Howe at the is l and is progressing satisfactorily . 
Colone l Tench comes in to report the arrival of two visi -
tor s -- - t wo Congressmen to eat with him. Washington te l ls 
them of the army ' s predicament. They do not believe him , 
or a t least they do not believe that it is as bad as he 
makes it s ound . When they start to eat the food on the 
br eakf ast tabl e , they refuse because it is terrible. 
Washington has Cutting and Conway brought i n and ac-
cus e s them of communi cating with the enemy . In the dis -
cus s ion t hat f ollows it appears that they were acting un-
der orders from Folsom and Harvie . They inform Washington 
that Congre s s i s tired of the war , and no one is making 
any mone y on it. Wa shingt on tells them he wi l l wait no 
longer for orders from Congress , and he aves t hem bodily 
out the door. General Stirling, who has been silent dur-
ing the conversation, now has his say about what he thinks 
of Congress and Congres smen in general. They all leave 
except Washington. 
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As Washington sits moodily at the table, Mary Philipse 
appears. She is ready to leave, but before she goes she 
tells him that she has seen a different side to the war. 
She thought it was all like the dancing and suppers of 
the Philadelphia soldiers. Now she can see that Washing-
ton is really fighting for an ideal and she admires him 
more than any other man . He sends her to tell Howe to 
meet him at a certain barn on the Hay island. He is dis-
appointed and ready to give up and sign a treaty with the 
British. Mary leaves. 
Act III, Scene 1. The interior of an abandoned barn 
on Hay Island. Alcock is lying bandaged on a truss of 
hay, and Marty, a bandage around his head over one eye, 
is playing the jewsharp. Alcock and Marty reach for their 
guns as they hear voices. It is only Tench and Lafayette 
looking for a barn that may be the rendezvous of Howe and 
Washington. Spad and Oscar enter wit~ Neil, who has a 
splinter in his chest. Nick and Teague are the next to 
arrive. They all leave except Neil, who is there when 
Andre and Howe arrive , later followed by Washington and 
General Stirling. Mary Philipse is wi th Howe, dressed in 
an officer's cloak. Washington is about to sign the treaty 
and take back the King when Tench comes in unsteadily . 
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Tench tell s Washington t hat he and Nick are both dying , and 
they will be di sappointed i f Washington gives up the cause. 
Washington f ollows Tench into the granary. General Howe 
thinks i t wiser to withdraw and let them have a little 
pri vacy in their grief for the dying . Mary stays on and 
tells Washington that the French have signed a treaty of 
alliance wi th the American colonies . Washington learns 
f rom Alcock t hat his men have confiscated enough corn to 
last t hem fo r a while . 
When Howe comes back into the barn, Washington tells 
him that he will not make peace , and will fi ght now with 
t he help of the French . Howe accuses Mary of telling the 
secret and she admits i t . He tells Washington that he, 
Howe, has been t oo much his fr i end, but when he is called 
back t o Engl and, and another is sent to take his place', 
then the war will not be easy for Washington and his men . 
Ever yone l eaves except the members of the Continental 
army. They go t oward the body of Neil to take h m up 
and bury him . Washington asks whether or not the men 
want to shoot a volley over their dead . Teague answers 
t hat they will need their powder against the enemy and 
the dead cannot hear volleys anyway . 
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This play deals with the Continental Army in t he l ast 
stages of the revolution. Anderson mixes t he tragedy of 
starving and freezing with bits of comedy here and there . 
There seems t o be t he feel ing that t he army is more than 
brave in that it can j oke about the matter of not having 
enough of anything . Still when death strikes the i r fr i ends 
down their sorrow is deep, although emotion is stifled in 
order to carry on toward t heir ideal . 
George Washingt on is characteri zed as highly human . 
He is s t r i ving f or a government of the people ; a just 
government ruled with love and not tyranny . The author 
has the ability t o emphasize Washington ' s dreams and to 
l eave with t he reader a f eeling of futility , for look at 
Washington's dr eams now . He shows the suf fering and de s -
pair out of which America was born. Washington u ses not 
force but a pope, that the men are fi ght ing for the same 
thing he is, to get them t o kee p u p t heir bravery. 
"Val ley Forge ," as well as the ot ner historical 
dramas , has a splendid t ype of eloquence and character 
building that are s ignificant of Anderson ' s works . 
His realism s very effective and dramatic . His 
picture of cold and hungry men brings to his readers a 
realism that cannot be pushed aside . Human suffering 
is pitiful to t hose who see it . When Lafayette urges 
Washington not to give up, Washingt on turns to his men , 
crying: 
" •••• The forge was cold 
that smelted these men into steel---but s teel 
they are. I know them now. And now I change 
my answer i Let one ragged thousand of them 
pledge them to this with me, and we 'll see it 
through."l 
Anderson tells of the great difficulties with which 
the Continental Ar my are faced . They not only have to 
fight a well stocked British army, but also must fight 
against their own selfish and inefficient Congress . 
Washington portrays Anderson ' s " aloneness," and of 
course the other principle, rebellion, is quite evident 
i n the r evol t of the col onies against their king . 
The soldiers of "Valley Forge" are models of the 
rough soldiers in Anderson ' s "What Price Glory . " I n 
molding them Anderson shows that human nature and ten-
dencies are the same under simi l ar circumstances regard-
less of the time or the nation * 
When Teague asks Washington if he might leave the 
ar~y for the wi nter and return in the spring, Anderson 
has Washington answer him with great e oquence: II .... 
You ' ll get death and taxes under one government as wel l 
as another •••• but I'll tell you why I' m here , and why 
I've hoped you were here ••••• What I fight for now is 
a dream , a mirage, perhaps, something that ' s never been 
on this earth s i nce men firs t worked it wi th their hands , 
something that's never existed and will never exist un-
less we can make it and put i t here----the r i ght of free-
born men to govern t hemselves in their own way •• • • Bu.t if 
1. Bodeen , DeWitt (editor) "Eight Plays by Maxwell Ander-
son , " p. 11 . 
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we lose you--if you ' ve lost interest in this cause of yours 
----we've lost our war 
' lost it completely, and the men 
we've left lying on our battle fields died for nothing 
whatever- ---for a dream that came too early--and may never 
come true." 2 
Thi s play is not as consistently e loquent in speech 
as are the other historical plays, but it seems that the 
feeling underlying the speeches and the spirit that exists 
throughout is felt deeply by the playwright himself . Per-
haps this is due to the fact that he is writing about his 
own country. At times his dramatic statements are more 
thrilling than those in either "Elizabeth and Essex" or 
"Mary of Scotland." 
This is the one and only play Ander s on has attempted 
to direct; he does not like directing. This pl ay was re -
ceived with favorable comments but never became what Broad-
way terms a "hit." 
"Valley Forge" is in verse and pos sesses good points 
which could be used today as a prod for a lazy national 
spirit. I t certainly is a tale of the suffering which 
the builders of our present nation had to endure. As 
Washington remarks in the final scene , 
"This liberty will look easy by and by 
when nobody dies to get it ." 




This chapter contains two of Anderson's most wi dely 
known plays: "Elizabeth the Queen" and "Mary of Scotland." 
These two plays have shown two extremes of women , as well 
as of rulers. 
Anderson seems to favor Mary in all that she does, 
regardless of how unintelligent the action sometimes is. 
It seems rather strange that Anderson, the son of a 
Baptist minister, should take the part of a non-protestant 
follower. His characterizations are spl ended and real, 
and he makes their tragedies the tragedies of the reader. 
All of these historical plays have been based on 
revolutions or threat~ned revolution~ of a nation against 
its leader, regardless of whether that leader was good or 
bad. 
Anderson has followed a definite pattern in the writ -
ing of each of the plays i ncluded i n th' s chapter. With 
a slight variation he weaves his story about main charac-
ters with similar traits. 
Rebellion is very evident in a l l of the plays and 
aloneness in most of them, whether it be that of a group 
or of just one person. 
Chapter II 
Plays Deal ing With Contemporary Li fe and I ts Problems 
This chapter has been divided into four divisions 
with the f ollowing subtitles: A. Social, B. Plays Which 
Use Historical Settings to Emphasize Problems That Are 
Essentially Contemporary, C. Political, D. Moral . 
I n some instances the choice of these plays was hard 
to determine 111 For example, "Key Largo" deals, in the 
fi rs t part, wi th a very r~cent revolution and might have 
been pla ced in the first chapter; but the social problems 
presented in this play are so much more outstanding than 
the his torical background that it was placed under the 
Social divi sion of this chapter. "Night Over Taos" and 
"The Wingless Victory, " plays with older historical sett-
ings , might a l so have been listed in the historical chap-
ter ; but again the s ocial problems presented made them 
mor e i mportant to this chapter. Their historical basis 
i s me r ely a setting f or the representation of such con-
temporary probl ems as narrow convention, bigotry, racial 
pre judices , hatred , war and conquest , the betrayal of 
one's people for selfi sh gai n . 
Although t here are other plays that deal with a 
government and its corruptness, there is only one listed 
here under t he subt it l e , Pol itical . "Both Your Houses" 
was obvious ly written on and around the life of a corrupt 
government , that it could not have been listed elsewhere . 
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"Knickerbocker Holiday" is an attack on a government of 
long ago, with considerable satire of contemporary gov-
ernment; but instead of placing the emphasis on the 
underlying purpose, Anderson has emphasized the lyric s , 





Prologue: The scene is set on a rocky hill-top in 
northern Spain . The bright moonlight comes dovm, reveal-
ing four young men on out post guard duty . They ,are -JAmeri-
cans, dressed haphazardly in nondescript uni orms, zipper 
overalls 1 and mufti, wel l - worn and uncared for . At the 
extr·eme left a pup-tent gapes open . One lad sits above, 
writ i ng on a pad on his knee, occasional ly looking off to 
the right and sing i ng soft l y to himself . The others are 
rolled in their blankets near the tent or vdthi n it . 
There is a f l ash of light agai nst the sky , fol owed , af ter 
an interval, ya far-way detonation. 
Victor sings softly an old French l ullaby . Nimmo 
tells him to keep quiet , ut Je rry tels . imrno to leave 
the boy alone; it helps him , Vi ctor says, t o keep awake 
on duty , when he sings . They spy someone coming up the 
trail closel y hugging t he ground . Victor gives an owl 
hoot; it is answered by the person on the trail . King 
comes into camp with food, that is , with candy bars and 
biscuit, and a little Sal ami . Shippt , King ' s pal, has 
been killed by some of Franco ' s meno The men discuss the 
war and how they are fighting for l iberty, but Russia seems 
to think they are fighting for Stalin. King tells them 
that he has come up to get them. The rest of the 
Liberalists are retreating, but these men were to be 
l A f' t . Ac:: 0-11::irn~ - Ki ne- savs thev will be shot down and 
trampled over before morning. There are two big trucks 
below on the main road and there are men scattered every-
where. King tells them to come on and leave now; they 
have been left to rot, so why shouldn ' t they desert? 
Victor will stay; he is a Spaniard, or at least his father 
is, and he must fight on even though he knows it is use-
less and that within two or three hours t hey will kill him. 
King does not want to go and leave Victor all alone, 
but he is not willing to die for a lost cause. Monte, 
Jerry, and Nimmo all finally decide to stay; so King bids 
them goodbye and leaves down the way he has come. 
Act I, Scene 1. The scene is a wharf on Key Largo, 
from which one looks north and west across the Gulf of 
Mexico. The planks end at the water, and the blue sea 
runs out into a blue sky, with a sharp blue demarcation 
along the horizon. At the left is the wall of a one - story 
house, thatched with palm branches and Spani sh bayonet. 
A sectioq of porch faces the audience and a door opens on 
to the wharf from it. At the right a summer house , thatched 
and partially sided with the same materials, covers an· out -
door table and some chairs. A line or two of boat rigging 
is visible above the wharf. It is morning. 
Sheriff Gash, a tall, middle-aged man i n leather boots, 
comes in from the left, in front of the house, and knocks 
on the door. It is opened by an elderly man who wears dark 
glasses . I t is d'Alcala who answers the sheriff's knock. 
Gash asks him if he has seen two Indians that have escaped 
from the road gang. D'Alcala says that he has not seen 
them because he is blind. Gash asks him if his son Vic-
tor is at home. D'Alcala answers that Victor was killed 
in Spain last year. Gash says that Victor was wanted on 
a charge of sheltering refugees from the road gang before 
he went to Spain. Alegre, a1 Alcala 's daughter, comes a-
round the corner of the house wearing a wide sun- hat and 
carrying a basket. The sheriff asks her if she has seen 
the Indians; she says no . She then asks him to arrest 
some gamblers who have set up their gambling machines here 
at their wharf. The sheriff will not do it. D'Alcala 
accuses the sheriff of being in with the gamblers . The 
sheriff ignores him . Alegre tells him that Murillo, the 
gambler, has crooked machines. Gash still will not do 
anything about it and leaves. 
Alegre tells her father that she lied to the sheriff. 
She did see t wo Indians , an older man and a boy, in the 
mangrove swamp. She s ays she will t ake ~hem some of Vic-
tor's old clothes, and something to eat . D'Alcal a asks 
her to tell one of the Indians to come to hi m; he has a 
job for them t o do . She goes into the house with him . 
Gage and Corky come in from the right, carrying some scaf-
folding and a table-top which they are going to set up on 
the wharf. Alegre enters with the basket, and Gorky asks 
her for a date; she refuses and goes on out. Gage tells 
Corky to be careful, that Murillo, the boss, has his eye 
on that girl. Gage tells Gorky about a man Murillo mur-
d__ered the night before. th.en tied with wire ~nn ~~nk t.n 
the bottom of the ocean. 
Murillo comes in, followed by Hunk and Priscilla 
and Killarney. Murillo looks the machine over to see 
that it works the way he has specified. He attempts to 
be tough and impress upon his help that he i s the boss . 
As they are standing there looking over the machine , a 
car drives up with tourists in it . 
When the tourists come in, Murillo and his men be-
gin working the machine and pretending that it is an 
honest machine. King also comes in, looking around . 
Murillo asks the tourists to get into the game and he 
also asks King. They all put one dollar down and try 
the machine; five to one the house pays . They win the 
first and second times. Murillo asks them to stay for 
a third time, but King takes his money and gets out. 
The others stay and this time they lose five to one, one 
hundred and t wenty dollars. The tourists put up an argu-
ment and with force Murillo makes them pay . King goes 
away, and Murillo is looking for him to make him pay the 
thirty dollars he won from them. The Murillo gang leave. 
Alegre comes back around the corner of the house . 
Murillo stops her to tell her that he has taken a fancy 
to her, and that there is nothing she can do but string 
along with him. He informs her that it will be better 
for her to make no fuss. He will even cut her father in 
on the gambling deal. He follows his group out. Alegre 
sees King, but he disappears. D'Alcala asks her what has 
happened to her. She tells him she has just seen a ghost , 
a man who ·a s supposed to be dead. Then she tells of the 
pict ure she has had of King ever since .Victor wrote and 
told her of him. She had been in love wi th King just fr om 
his picture . D' Alcala goes into the house and King comes 
around the corner of the house again. He asks Alegre who 
she is . Then he tells her who he is and how he comes to 
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be there when his comrades are dead . He asks her to call 
her f ather; he has something to tell them both---something 
for which he must ask their forgiveness . She calls d' Alcala . 
King tell s how he l eft his comrades that night in Spain. 
He went back to help them, but they were all dead . He was 
captured and then he fought with the Insurgents . He can ' t 
account fo r the fact that he hated them bitterly , yet 
fought wi th them and helped them win. D' Alcala can not 
be l ieve it ; he has thought so much of King from Victor ' s 
reports of his deeds . King starts to leave but they ask 
him t o stay and help them pr otect their home . He still 
isn ' t forgiven and he cannot find peace with himselfo He 
has t ried for many months and finally has had to come down 
to Key Largo i n search of them to ask their forgiveness. 
The Indian boy come s to the house . D' Alcal a asks him 
to swi m out int o the ocean and loosen the dead body and 
see t hat it f loats int o the bar . The boy leaves. 
Murillo comes ·in , finds King there , and asks hi m for 
the money. King at first refuses ; . they both pull guns . 
King loses his courage and wants to l i ve; so he gives the 
money to Murillo and says he will wor k for him. Then 
another car with t ourist s comes up and the gang, i nclud-
ing King, gather around the wheel. 
Act II. The int erior of the house on the wharf , 
late the same evening . There i s a couch to the left---
a door to the rear of ito A de sk and a large wooden 
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chair are set under a window along the rear wall . There 
are severa l chairs to the r i ght , and a downstage entrance. 
A small dining table stands near with shar k ' s teeth , shells, 
and a blue, bright painting of the hous e and the bay as 
seen i n the fi rst act. King is lying on the couch , his 
face to the wal l. D1 Alcala and Alegre sit talking quietly . 
She i s looking at the harbor out of the rear window. Both 
doors stand open. 
Alegre asks her f ather never to tell King of her love 
for him. An I ndi an comes to the doorway . They ask him to 
come in. John Horn, the Indian , asks how 
they have been so good to him and his boy. 
that the body has float ed down to the bar. 
e can thankthem; 
He tells d'Alcala 
When they ask 
him what he had done to get on the r oad gang, he said that 
he and his son . were goi g to the Everglades to live but had 
no money; so the Sheriff and his men picked them up and put 
t hem on the road gang . D' Alcala tells him to take his boat 
which is down on the beach . The Indian leaves . 
King wakes up and Corky , Gage , and Hunk come in. They 
have come to report that Murillo has ordered that none of 
them leave without permiss i on, and that he , Murillo, wil 
wi th the gang . Ki ng refuses . The t hr ee leave to report 
to Murillo . King asks a ' Al cal a what t o do now . D' Alcala 
says t hat Murillo will not s l eep in his house. King agrees 
wi t h him. Murillo appears in the doorway , and informs 
t hem of the new rules he has made. King tells Murillo 
that he is Victor , the B' Alcala son; but for reasons that 
he does not want known , he i s under an assumed name . 
Murillo beli eves him when d ' Alca la has identified him . 
Gash, t he sheriff , comes in to ·tell them all that a mur-
dered body has been found at the bar . He scolds Murillo 
r i ght t here in f ront of all of them , asking him why he 
let t he body get loose. Muri llo is angry , not only be-
cause the body has been found, but be cause the sheri ff 
cannot do anything to help him . Gash asks who King is . 
They tell him that he is fl ' Alcala ' s son; Gash then 
arrests him f or the three- year-old offense . 
Murillo tel ls of seeing the I ndians come to the house . 
Gash tells Alegre if she will tell him where the Indians 
a r e, he wi ll let King go . She does so and the sheriff 
goe s afte r them . Alegr e tells Ki ng that he can do as he 
likes about helping the I ndi ans get free when they are 
brought back . The sheri ff bringsthe I ndi ans back . Ki ng 
says that i t was he t hat ki l l ed t he man , and that the 
I ndians had not hing t o do with it . The t wo I ndi ans are 
turned l oose af te r a big argument. 
The sheriff says he will have to arre s t King . Ki ng 
pulls a gun and points i t at Murillo , tel ling the sheri f f 
that he will kill Murillo first before he is t aken . 
Murillo asks them not to shoot King because he means 
what he says. Hunk, his gunman, shoots and King kil s 
Murillo. King dies, feeling that he has redeemed him-
self. D'Alcala says with pride that he, King, was his 
son. 
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Thi s play i s ins pired by a war theme . This t i me it 
i s the r ebellion i n Spain , wi th the characters on he side 
of the Liberal i st s . Ki ng i s a young crusader who led a 
band of Amer ican volunteers aga i nst Franco ; but left them 
when the cause seemed lost . King would have been glad to 
die i f t here had been any just reason why he should . He 
s ays : 
" Our cause i s lost , that ' s al l. 
Maybe because t here isn' t any God 
_and nobody cares who wi ns . Anyway i f you win 
you never get what you fight for , never get 
the least approximation of the thi ng 
you were sold on when you enli sted . No , you find 
i nst ead t hat you were f i ghting to impose 
some monstrous , bloody in j ustice , some revenge 
that would end i n another war . 11 1 
In this s peech Ander son sums up his i deas of what rebel l ion 
i s , and what it brings about . I t starts out as somet hi ng 
wi th a purpose that i s fi ne and noble , but befor e i t is 
f ini shed , too much blood i s shed and when the r ebe l s get 
i nt o power they do the same things for which they condemned 
the fo rmer government . 
Anders on leaves with the reader a hopeless view t hat 
a s long a s human beings are as t hey are at present, noth-
ing can be accomplished i n which just i ce for all r ules; 
but he seems to hope that some day an ideal government 
can be set up. He shows t hat there are men who believe 
that not al l t he world is evil , and if man los es the s i ght 
of this he has died wi thin himself. He puts this idea 
1. Anderson, Maxwe l l , Eleven Ve r s e Pl ays , "Key Largo ," 
p. 17. 
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into Victor's mouth when he says: 
"I have to beli eve 
there's something in the world that isn't evil---
I have to believe there ' s something in the worl d 
that would rather die than accept in justice - - -
something pos i tive for good---that can ' t be killed---
or I'll die inside . And now that the sky ' s found 
empty a man has to be his own god for himself- --
has to prove to himself that a man can die 
for what he believes---if ever the time comes to him 
when he ' s asked t o choose. 11 2 
Victor, the idealist, isn ' t willing to leave without fi ght -
ing for what he believes to be right , and thus stays , know-
ing it i s sure death. 
This verse play begins with a short prologue in which 
the cause and events leading up to the play proper are pic-
tured. The title "Key Largoi' i s taken from the setting it -
s elf, an is l and called Key Largo in the gulf of Mexico . 
King , each time he starts to show some cour age , weakens 
and is overcome by a stronger will , or by a defeatist atti -
tude. At the very last he redeems himself by ridding Alegre 
and her father of their fears , and fulf i lls for them their 
first belief in him. King, in his attempt to right his 
wrong , runs up against unfor giving natures . He must be for -
given if he i s to grow well from the sickness inside him-
s elf. His hatred for himself is hard to endure , and is 
pictured very plainly throughout . 
King finally has to return to the high ideals of 
Victor to explain his wish for forgiveness; he tells Alegre: 
2. Anderson , Maxwell, Eleven Verse Plays . "Key Largo ," 
p. 21. 
·« ••• I t ' s no fun 
to perish in your own person , when you ' re young, 
for this remote eventuality- --
even if it were attractive, which it's not: 
and so in the last analysis one dies 
be cause it ' s part of the bargain he takes on 
when he agrees to live . A man ~ust die 
for what he believes---if he's unfortunate 
enough to have to face it in his time-- -
and if he won ' t then he'll end up believing 
in nothing at all---and that ' s death, too. 113 
This cry of King ' s might be a cry to the youth of today , 
to hang on to what they believe to be right even though 
it means death; for surely with nothing to look forward 
to , that in itself is death; a living death which is 
worse . 
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The author again portrays the law as a crooked swind-
ler and connected with unlawful dealings to the extent of 
persecuting innocent men. In this story the dark-skinned 
tribe again is shown at the mercy of a cruel white man . 
3. Ande r s on , Maxwell . El even Verse Plays . "Key Largo," 
pp . 117- 118 . 
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Saturday's Children 
Act I. June, 1926. The scene is set in the dining 
room of the Halevy home. Willy and Florrie Sands (Florrie 
is the eldest Halevy daughter) are reading the Morning 
World want ads. Mrs . Halevy is clearing the dining room 
table. From an ajoining room the sounds of a radio lo-
cate Mr . Halevy . Willy j okingly teases Florrie about 
being in love with the iceman . Mrs . Halevy protests and 
Florrie pulls Willy ' s hair until he takes back everything 
he has s aid and promises to take her to a concert in the 
park. 
Mrs . Halevy changes the subject from Florrie to her 
younge r daughter, Bobby. Bobby at t went y three is still 
unmarried and quite an anxi ety to the f amily. The tele-
phone rings and Florrie answers . When Florrie finds out 
that it is Rims O'Neil, with whom Bobby is in love , she 
goes to a great length to build Bobby up by telling Rims 
that Bobby has a full evening, but if he will come over 
soon she might be able to see him after she dresses. 
Bobby comes in a few minutes later and, when informed 
that Rims called, tries to be unconcerned . When she finds 
out what Florrie has done, she is furious and tells Florrie 
to mind her own business . Bobby informs them all that her 
boss, Mr . Mengel , has made a proposal (not of marriage) to 
her. Her mother is shocked . 
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Florrie tries to get Bobby to put on her pink even-
ing dress before Rims arrives to leave the i mpression that 
she really is going out. Bobby re f uses at fi rst but is 
finally persuaded. She goes to change clothes , but the 
telephone rings and she rushes to answer it . I t is Rims 
again; she tells him she is not busy and suggests that 
he come over. 
Father Halevy comes into the dining room after there 
is a loud noise in the living room . He explains that he 
has just broken the radio, "murdered the entire Philadel-
phia symphony orchestra ." 
Florrie talks everyone into going to the concert so 
that Bobby and Rims can be alone . All the Halevys and 
Willy Sand leave. Florr i e stays behind to give some last 
minute instruct ions to Bobby, on how to get her man. 
Bobby is furious , but Florr i e writ es down , in short -
hand, a f ew tips on how to snag Rims . Bobby says she will 
not use them and she won ' t cheat Rims into marrying her. 
The door bell rings and Florrie leaves . 
Rims O' Neil , a good looking boy in his late t wenties, 
comes in. He t ells her now much he wi ll miss her and is 
interrupted by the telephone ringing. Bobby answers it 
and it turns out to be Fred, an acquaintance. She i nforms 
Fred that she cannot go out that evening . Bobby comes back 
to t alk with,Rims. Rims t akes her i n his arms and kisses 
her. She breaks away from him but he follows her and again 
takes her in his arms. Her eyes f all upon Florrie ' s shor t -
hand notes and she begins to give Ri ms the answers and 
the l eads that Florrie suggested . Finally Ri ms asks her 
to marry him; she consents but mentions South America (he 
had intended to sail for there in the near future) . He 
says that they can get someone else to go in his place . 
Act II. Five months later. Bobby and Rims are 
married and living in a two- room and kitchen apartment . 
The scene is in the O'Neil kitchen- dining room . Bobby 
is cleaning up the supper dishes and Rims is angrily 
looking for his pipe cleaners. Final ly he turns to get 
his cigarettes, only to find that Bobby has smoked all 
but one. They begin to fight over money matters. Bobby 
has a budget, and they must stick to that . After much 
ar gument Rims finds out that Bobby has made an error in 
her bookkeeping. She has his salary as $240.00 a month 
i nstead of the $160.00 that he is actually getting . 
Bobby sees her mistake and realizes that she had counted 
in the r a i se that the boss had mentioned , but hadn ' t really 
given to Rims. I t certainly does make a diffe rence . They 
can ' t live on $160 when their expenses are $174 . 
Bobby wants to take her old job back, but Rims will 
not hear of it . The subject finally turns to relatives, 
mostly Bobby ' s sister Florrie . Rims doesn ' t like her at 
all. Rims and Bobby make up after this little spat . Willy 
and Florrie come to see them and Willy and Rims go out to 
get some cigarettes. While they are gone, Florrie says 
that it is time for Bobby and Rims to have a baby; she 
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thinks that is the only way to hold a husband . Bobby re-
fuses to have one if that is the only reas on. 
Mr. Halevy drops in and Florrie decides not to wait 
for Willy. Bobby asks Mr. Halevy what to do; he tries to 
tell her but i sn ' t very success~ul . Willy returns and 
informs the family that Rims has had a chance to get i nto 
a little game of cards and will be home later . The f ami l y 
leaves and Bobby waits for Rims . When he comes home t hey 
start the argument all over again. She informs him t hat 
she tricked him into marrying her. She says she is going 
back to work for her former employer who is also Rims ' s 
employer. He says she isn ' t . Rims leaves; t hen Bobby 
goes out the front way . 
Act III. Three weeks later. Bobby has a room at 
Mrs. Gorlick's boarding house . The room is very gloomy . 
Mrs. Garlick comes in to inspect the room, sees the window 
open, rushes to shut it with a grumble about people who 
have to have fresh air . Mr . Halevy come s in and Mrs. Gar-
lick doesn 't believe that he is Bobby ' s f a t her , but she 
is finally convinced and leaves. Rims comes up . Mr . 
Halevy and Rims have a tal k in which Rims tell s how he has 
followed Bobby and her boss , Mr . Mengel , home l a st night . 
Rims is still in love with Bobby and still j e alous of he r 
boss. He says he is going to t ake a walk and will be back 
to see Bobby later. At the door he meets Mr . Mengel ' s 
chauffeur carrying a box addressed to Bobby. He , Rims, 
goes out more furious than ever . 
Bobby enters a few minutes later to find her fat her 
waiting . He tries to talk her into coming home, but she 
refuses . Rims returns and Mr . Halevy departs, leaving 
Bobby and Ri ms alone . Bobby opens the box and fi nds it 
i s a bolt. Rims wants to know why Mr . Menge l sent her 
t hat . Bobby informs him that it is for her room because 
Mrs. Garl i ck thinks she is entertaining men there all 
the time . 
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Rims tells Bobby he still loves he r and wants to try 
aga i n at being married . Bobby says no , but that she 
wouldn ' t mind having a love affair . She like s the idea 
of clandestine ·meetings, stol en kisses , etc . Rims's 
shoulders droop and he says that lets him out then ; Bobby 
a sks why . Mrs. Garlick knocks on the door, reminding 
Bobby that it is time for her caller to leave . Rims does, 
telling Bobby a sad goodbye . 
Bobby shuts the door behind him and wal ks to the bed . 
Dejectedly she sits on the edge and begins to cry. A 
knock is heard at the door ; it is only Mrs . Garlick to be 
sure th~ man has gone . Bobby gets ready to go to bed , then 
throws herself down across the bed and begins to weep con-
vul sively . The window along the fire escape is s lowly 
opened and Rims comes in . Before Bobby hears him he takes 
t he bolt and starts putting it on the door; Bobby hears him 
and rushes to help . 
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"Satu r day' s Children" is a pr ose comedy written by 
Anderson i n 1927. I t is a play deal ing with the probl ems 
of young love . I t i s an int imate study of home life among 
t he native middle class . The play shows clearly the human 
and familiar weaknesses that are common i n most of these 
homes . 
The i nability of Mr . Halevy to help his daughter solve 
her problems is very realistic and probably one of the most 
common in the average home . 
A good comedy scene i n the play is that in which Bobby 
foll ows Flor rie ' s di rections, much against her own wi ll , 
to get Rims to pr opose . The very idea of Flor rie ' s leav-
ing a shorthand note t elling Bobby just what to say would 
be enough t o caus e a smi le , but when he ca r r i es the idea 
through t o the very a ction, then it turns into good comedy . 
This play seems to be just an average run- of- the mill 
play. There i s nothing at a l l outstanding in it and it 
doe s not even begin to touch hi s verse dramas . Anderson 
mi ght use this as an exampl e to stress his point that "verse 
lifts f rom the ground ," and prose is only mediocre . When 
writing i n prose , Anderson seems to l ose his power of 
dramat ic effect and his abi l i ty t o philosophize . 
The pl aywright seems to have nearly lost his t wo pre-
dicament s i n whi ch his characters a l ways find themselves . 
The t wo mi ght be centered in Bobby, the youngest Halevy 
daughter, who strive s t o live her life the way she believes 
she should , and in doing so stands alone and rebellious. 
Agai n Ander son brings into play the effect s of a 
guilty conscience on the inner being of a person . Bobby , 
feeling guilty because she tricked Rims into propos i ng , 
eventuall y t ells him of it ; but t he s orrow and t r oubl e 
i t brings seems wors e than the pr obl em of livi ng wi th a 
guilty consc i ence . 
"Saturday ' s Children" was a success and "has pro-
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bably been produced more of ten , prof ess i onal ly and amat eurly 
t han any other Anderson pl ay . 11 1 
1. Bodeen , DeWitt, "Eight Plays by Maxwel l Anderson , " p. 4. 
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Winterset 
Act I, Scene 1 . On the bank of a river unde r a bridge . 
Trock , a gangster , declares to Shadow, his companion , that 
he does not i ntend to be sent to prison for a murder he 
committed years ago, even though an innocent man , name 
Romagna, was sent to the chair for his , Track ' s , crime . He 
is looking for Judge Gaunt , the judge who sentenced Romagna , 
and who i s nearly crazy because he sentenced an innocent 
man to death. Trock , still speaking to Shadow, tells him 
that he has only s i x months to live and does not intend to 
spend it in j ail. 
Scene 2. A cellar apartment of a young Jew named 
Garth , his s i ster , Miriamne , and his f ather , Edras . Garth 
knows of Trock ' s guilt and has · been warned by Trock to stay 
under cover. Miriamne finds out that Garth saw the murder 
i n the mail robbery for which he let an innocent man go to 
hi s de ath . She tries to convince him tha~ it is better 
not to live this lie , but to speak the truth . He r efuses . 
Scene 3. On the bank of the river, the evening of the 
same day . Some girls walk through , a Hobo , the Judge, Mio 
Romagna and his frie nd Carr ; all are seen moving on and off 
di scussing personal problems . Lucia , the organ gri nder , 
begins to t ell how he has had to qui t playing on the streets 
because a policeman says it is against the l aw . He plays ; 
everyone congregates and dances. Mio, the vagrant son of 
Romagna , dances with Miriamne and falls in love with her . 
Mio has read a co l l ege prof essor ' s invest i gation of his 
fat her' s case, and has himself t r aced t he murder er here 
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to t he waterfront . A policeman breaks up the group and 
Mio and Car r tell him just what they thi nk of him and al l 
other policemen . The mob dispenses and Trock , dis t r u s t i ng 
Shadow, has him shot by two men in blue serge , and they 
throw hi m i nto the river . I n t he meant i me Mi riamne has 
discovered who Mio is, and that he is l ooking for her 
f athe r and br ot her . Carr come s ba ck t o t e l l Mi o t hat 
Shadow has been shot . The j udge is found by Edras and 
Gar th and taken i nto t he i r cellar apartment . 
Act II. Thi s s cene i s set in ihe basement apartment . 
Edr as , Garth , and Mi r i amne ar.e trying to think of a way t o 
get t he judge out of there . Mi riamne t ries to get Gar th 
to go away whe re Track cannot find him . Gar th refuses . 
The judge comes i n ready t o leave , seems t o be no l onge r 
cr azy . Mio come s i n looki ng for Garth , asks him who killed 
the pos tmaster i n the mail robbery . Garth insists that he 
does not know, Trock comes i n , f i nds them all there . The 
Shadow comes stagger i ng i n , wounded and wet . He accus es 
Trock of his O\m mur der and that of the postmaster and 
Romagna . Track i s fri ght ened , but before Shadow can kill 
him , he , the Shadow , col l apses . Two Policemen come in to 
get the j udge and Mio t e l ls them of the murder of Shadow.· 
He s ays t he body is i n t he other room , but when they go 
in to get it , i t i sn ' t t he r e , and so Mio has no proof. 
Mi r i amne i s questioned but will not t ell wher e the body 
is. The Policemen leave with the judge . Trock leaves . 
Act III. This scene is on the river bank in front 
of the apartment house , and the time is a little before 
the close of the last act . Track comes out of the apart-
ment house and talks to two men in blue serge . Mio comes 
out of the apartment, looks both ways ; Miriamne follows 
him, tells of her love for him, and begs him not to go . 
Garth and the Hobo carry out the body of Shadow . Finally 
Mio says he loves Mir iamne and that if he gets out free 
he will come back to her. Mio attempts to escape behind 
a big rock but is killed . He crawls back and dies in 
Miriamne's arms . She calls to the men, t e lling them to 
kill her too, or she will tell their secret. They shoot 
her, and over their bodi es Edras, the f ather of Miriamne, 
deliveres an elegy . 
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"Winterset" is the story of a son fighting to right 
a wrong done to his father. Mio, the son, carr i es a burn-
ing resentment through; and this struggle to clear his 
father ' s name in order that he might win an inner peace 
for himself; brings only death . I n answer to Miriamne , 
when she asks him not to punish Garth , he replies: 
" I wi sh 
I'd never seen him----or you . I've steeped too long 
in this thing . It's in my teeth -and bones . I can ' t 
let go or forget . And I'll not add my lie 
to the lies that cumber h is ground . We live our days 
in a storm of lies that drifts the truth too dee p 
for path or shovel ; but I've set my foot on a truth 
for once , and I' ll trail it down t11 l 
In this play all of Anderson's characters are rebe l-
ing against society; but Mio, in particular , is his out -
st anding rebel; seeking some way of righting an injustice 
done to one he loved . Mio , at times , seems to carry his 
resentment to extremes; but Anderson , in picturing him as 
he does, shows what a s l ow bur ning resentment , built up 
over a period of years, might lead one to do . Death seems 
unnecess ary in this play, but in Mio ' s dying comes a sort 
of satisfaction that he died, not al one as he had been all 
of his life, but with the love of Miriamne . 
Anderson has the power to retain interest even though 
the play is dismal and too realistic to be used as good 
enterta inment . He brings before his ~udience i n justice 
and its ef~ect , not only on the victim but on those to 
follow him . 
1 . Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Verse Plays. "Winterset, " 
p . 121 . 
Edras t ries t o console Garth and into hi s spee h 
Anderson puts some of his own ideas : 
"When we ' re young 
We have f aith in what i s s een , but when we ' re o d 
we know that what is seen is traced in air 
and built on water. 11 2 
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The wi sdom of age through experience is clearly p tured 
as Edras speaks . Aga in, he says , in speaking of the love 
and death of Mio and Miriamne: 
"Well , they were wi ser than you and I. Tod e 
when you are young and untouched , that ' s begg r · 
to a mi er of years , but the dev ls locked ins nod 
shake and are daunt ed when men set the ir 1 ves 
at hazard f or the heart ' s love and lose . 11 3 
I n Judge Guant we find a pit iful member of the upper 
cl ass , seeking to r i d his conscience of the urden it has 
carried since he sentenced an innocent man . 
Edras voice s one of Anderson ' s theori es when he says : 
" ••• the glory of ea.rt 1 born men and women , 
not to c r inge , never to yield, but standine , 
take defeat implacable and defiant , 
die unsubmitting . 11 4 
Pi ty and r esentment are built up in t he reader whi e 
this drama unfol ds and a l so a hope l essness of not being 
abl e to do anything to help the victims of the world' n-
justice . Anderson , himsel f, seems to havJ th s feeling 
when using his dramas as a method of presenting the problems 
to an un nterested public . 
2 . Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Verse Plays . "Winterset " 
pp . 18-19 . 
3 . I bid . p. 133 . 
4 . Bodeen, DeWitt ( editor), "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson", 
p . 22 . 
" l'linterset" is Anderson's attempt to put i nto words 
his o,m arguments for the use of poetry in the theatre . 
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In a preface to the published play , ent i t l ed "A Pre l ude t o 
Poetry in the Theatre," appear his reasons for attempting 
to make a place for verse in the American Theatre. He 
says: " ••• For I have a strong and chronic hope that the 
theatre of this country will outgrow the phase of journa-
listic social comment and reach occasionally into the upper 
air of poetic tragedy .u 
"interset 11 is a somber , heavy drama wi th no lieht -
ness at all . Anderson quickly builds the play wi th the 
events leading up to the play gi ven in the opening scenes 
of the play proper ; then as the pl ay unrave l s these are 
in some measure justifi ed . 
This play won for Anderson the II ew York Drama 
Critics' Circle's Award, the f i rst to be given by that 
organization . 5 It i s a verse tragedy which eals with 
contempor ary lie in a modern city . Anderson shows that 
the life of t oday has poetic inspiration as well as the 
historical romances of a past year. 
5. Bodeen, DeWitt , "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson, " 
p. 22. 
B. Two Plays Which Use Hi stor ical Settings t o 
Emphas i ze Pr obl ems That Are ~ssentially Contemporary 
Ni ght Over Taos 
Act I. The great ha 1 i n the res i dence of Pablo 
Montoya at Taos , New Mexico , in the year 1847 . The room 
is long and low , its adobe wal s whi tewashed to the beamed 
ceiling and covered with red tapestries to a height of 
four or five feet . A long table, homemade, as is all the 
f urniture , occupies the center, flanked with benches and 
chai rs . There is a large fir e-place at the right and an 
entrance to the inner rooms behind it . At the left is a 
gigant i c entrance door with small a l tars on e i ther side . 
Candles burn before both . At the rear ar e three smal l 
and low windows , sunk deep in the four - foot wal l and not 
gla zed, but covered with t r anslucent parchment . A large 
hour glass s i ts on a stand near the firep ace . I t is 
evening and dar k save for candle light . 
A number of women and young girls , t wo .or three of 
whom have been setting the table, are weeping quietly 
while they exchange news i n awed voices . Those who were 
supposed to be carrying in dishe s have set dovm the ir 
t r ays . An I ndian Sl ave has been cl eaning ashes from the 
fi replace i nt o a wooden bowl . Donna Veri , an old woman , 
ha s turned f r om gi ving him direct i ons to listen to the 
women . 
Graso, an Indi an fi ght er , comes i n with the news 
that most of their men have been killed in the fi~ht with 
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the Americans. They were slain at the pass and their 
leader, Pablo Montaya , among them. Donna J osefa comes in. 
At first they are afraid to tell her the news , but finally 
it comes out. The women all leave except Veri and Josefa. 
Veri, it seems , was Pablo 's first wife; then he had another 
and she, Veri, had to become a servant in his house ; now 
Josefa i s his third , and Veri insults her by telling her 
that Pablo is soon to take a younger and prettier wife , a 
girl by the name of Diana . Josefa commands Veri to leave 
as Father Martinez comes in e He asks Josefa what she is 
going to do about the deaths . She does not know . He tells 
her that he knows she wished Pablo dead , for she was soon 
to be succeeded by the younger woman ; and now Federico will 
have the power , perhaps he will have Josefa too . Josefa 
says that no matter how badly she wanted Pablo dead , she 
would r ather have him alive to f i ght the Ameri cans, whom 
she hates bitterly. 
Federico comes in to tell Father Martinez that there 
is no hope of their ever winning from the Americans , that 
he is going to let them have Taos. Martinez argues with 
him, then leaves . Donna Josefa tells Federico that now 
they can have each other without any one to stop them . 
Federico tells her he does not want her . She is angry be-
cause he discards her now . She accuses him of loving Diana 
too. An American officer, who has been t aken prisoner , is 
brought in . Josefa leaves . hen everyone has gone , the 
officer and Federico s i gn a treaty ; the American of icer 
takes half of the Mont oya estate for his services in tell-
ing the American soldiers where to at t ack the Spaniards 
and Fede rico is to keep half for his aid to the Ame ricans . 
Federico is loath to give him ha f but there is nothing 
else to do ; the officer will t ell that he, Federico , be-
trayed his f ather and his men . The officer t akes the only 
map of the place and the treaty which they have signed . 
The officer leaves . Graso comes in. Federico asks him 
to t ell the wail·ng women to go farther away . Graso goes 
out as Fat her Martinez comes in . Martinez tells Feder ico 
that Don Hermano and Don Mi guel , neighboring ricos , are 
coming to visit Fe derico . The t wo enter and tell Federico 
they are ready to go again after the Americans . Federico 
refuses to take any men , saying that it i s use l ess anyway . 
Mi guel and Her mano are cisgus t ed at the l a c of courage 
Federico displays; they want to go even without him . They 
say that if his f ather were alive he would be ashamed of 
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the way he is acting . They leave . Federico goes in through 
the inner door . Nuna , an I ndi an gi 1, comes looking for 
Josefa . Diana enters from with n as Father Martinez l eaves . 
Diana asks Nuna if she has heard whe ther Felipe , Pablo ' s 
youngest son , is dead. Nuna s ays she thinks they all were 
killed . Nuna nromises to say nothing to anyone about Diana ' s • 
love for Felipe . As they are talking , Felipe comes in . 
When they ask him if Pablo is dead, he says that he i s 
afraid he is. Felipe went back along the trai l to see 
the dead, but could not find hi s f_'ather . Felipe and Diana 
are left alone . He tries to get Diana to leave Taos . He 
wants to save her ; but she refuses to go without him and 
he cannot leave; he must die trying to save Taos . He 
takes her in his arms and just then Josefa , Federico , and 
Martinez come in. 
Federico takes t he command upon himself . He tells 
Felipe that he i s to lead the peons to look for another 
home , while he , Federico , stays behind to fight the last 
fight with the Americans . Felipe refuse s to leave ; they 
begin to fight with swords. Pablo Montoya comes in and 
everyone is silent . Pablo t akes over, and sends all the 
women, except Diana , from the room . He tells the men that 
they have been defeated only because some one betrayed 
them. He went back ove r t he tra il , and the re clearly he 
read the story in the snow . The Americans went around the 
trail at thi s one spot and at tacked them from the rear . 
He orders everyone t o be ready to go with hi m on a surprise 
atta ck on the Americans that same night . 
Act II. The same r oom a little later the same even-
i ng . The men have eaten and dr unk and the remains of the 
food are on the t able . A stack of long- barrelled rifles 
has been placed at the outer door , and the gues ts are 
beginning to file out toward them . 
A few women come i n to clear away the table . Diana 
is not in t he r oom. Mart ine z is seated wai ting . Mont oya 
speaks to the men , telli ng them to be ready wi t h their 
rifles; they wi l l start at sundown . Then he dismisses 
them, telling those of royal blood to r eturn at the hour 
of the wedding ; the rest he will see when they l eave for 
Cordova . The men leave . 
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Mat eo , an I ndi an fighter, is brought in by some women 
and peons. The women accuse him of kil ·ng his , Mat eo ' s , 
wife. Finally Montoya finds out the r eason he ki led her 
was that she sol d i nformation to the Americans. He sends 
them away . He and Felipe are still eating ; however , Montoya 
eat s but l i ttle and Fe lipe would have him eat more. Pablo 
Montoya sends for the three American trappers who are pri s -
oners . When they come , he has them searched and fi nds the 
map that has been gi ven the officer by Federico . He dis -
mi sses them after they will not tell who gave them the map . 
He then calls Narci s o, Federico' s new s oldier , who took 
Pedros ' place . Narciso when he is asked where Pedros is 
tells t hat he does not know , but he heard Federi co and 
Pedros f ighting ; that is all he knows . Pablo shows him a 
knife that be longed to Pedros that one of the pri s oner s 
had in his possession . Montoya sends Narciso away . Felipe 
and Martinez leave . 
Diana comes in , prepared for the weddi ng. Montoya 
asks i f she is afraid of him ; she answers that she is . 
He makes love to her , but she cannot stand it . She asks 
him to l e t her go free , saying that she isn ' t much and he 
will soon f or get her . He r e f u s es and a ccuses her of be i ng 
i n love with Fede r ico . Diana goes out . Feder i co come s 
from the i nner door . Montoya accus es Federico of betraying 
them at the pass . Fede rico den i es it . When Montoya shows 
him the map that was taken from the prisoner , Federico 
bl anches . Then he s ays i t was merely to save the people . 
Montoya accuses him of loving Diana . Federico also denies 
this . All the other s have come in , Josef a , Fe l ipe , Diana , 
and Martine z . 
Federi co tells Montoya that not he , but Fel i pe i s in 
love with Diana . Mont oya will not bel i eve him and sends 
him out t o be chained up ready to be hanged . Felipe tries 
t o save his brother . Josefa says t hat i t i s true that 
Fe l ipe l oves Diana . Mont oya asks Fe l ipe if this is true ; 
he admi ts it , and f i nal ly Diana does also . But she pro-
mises to be a good wi fe to Mont oya if he will let Felipe 
go. Montoya is di s couraged ; and when Andros comes in to 
tell him that Fede r ico i s telling the people , gather ed 
outside , that Montoya i s punishing him because he would 
tell them how Montoya deceived them , Montoya rushes out 
and kills Federico . While he is gone Diana tr i es to get 
Fel ipe to leave but he wi ll not . 
Act III. The scene i s t he same . The act opens some 
minutes after t he close of Act I I. Felipe and Diana are 
guarded and about to be led out ; Montoya stands near the 
table , br eat hi ng as though he had come through a vi olent 
altercat ion . Mart i nez f aces him , evidently his antagonist . 
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The rices have drawn near . The rear door is open and many 
people have collected s i lent ly t o listen, unnoticed by the 
rices. 
Mont oya t ells Mar tinez to mind his preaching, and let 
him mi nd the business of Taos . He is going to kill Diana 
and Felipe . Martinez, after los i ng the argument, is about 
to l eave , when Pedros ' s wife, Raquel, asks Don Pabl o Mon-
toya not to kill Felipe . He dismisses them all . Martinez 
stays on . Montoya asks what he i ntends to do . Martinez 
says he intends t o tel the people outside what t he matter 
i s and they wi l l have something to say about it . Hermano 
and Migue l try, to argue with Montoya; he is just an old man 
and she a young girl. To kill one ' s son is a ser i ous matter . · 
Montoya finally decides that Diana shall choose between the 
t wo of them . She chooses to die if she cannot have Felipe . 
Mont oya has a via l of poison which he finally drinks---the 
poison his s econd wife ; Felipe ' s mother, had tried to poi son 
him wi th one time . He caught her and she drank some of the 
poison herself . He dies with Diana and Felipe beside him . 
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"Night Over Taos" is another verse play based on the 
American invasion of Spanish territories -in New Mexico. 
Anderson takes the part of the Spaniards but shows , through 
the speeches of some of his characters , the law and order , 
and the good which the Americans will bring with them . 
Don Pablo Montoya is a heroic character, finely 
pictured. He is a man without fear and one who rules his 
people and his family with an iron hand . His wishes must 
be obeyed, even if it means the life of those he loves. 
He shows no hesitation in killing Federico when he shows 
himself a traitor . Pride and stubbornness carry Pablo 
to a great height; then his dying speech shows how hope-
less his dreams have been. Rebellion is pictured here 
in Pablo as well as al oneness . I n his death speech he 
says : 
11 I 1 m old and alone , and my people fall away, 
And the race is old and nerveless . The village is 
eaten 
With doubt of me and my purpose. ~hey ' re all decayed 
Under the skin •••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.••••••..•.•••••••••• ~I had a dream 
That Spain was old , and her arts and ways were worn 
To mockery , threadbare ••• her power was taken away • •• 
Her kings were impotent on her throne , her people 
I mpotent at home • 11 1 
Federico , is the always present, faithless follower. 
There is al ; ays one , in Anderson ' s plays, who turns against 
his ruler in order to gain something for himself. Federico 
might be called a "Quisling 11 or a "Fifth Columnist 11 today . 
In this respect this play presents a problem wi th which we 
1. Anderson, Maxwell, El even Verse Plays , "Night Over Taos ,u 
pp. 131-132. 
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have to contend at present . Su ch men use underhand methods, 
which include practically every one known to man . 
The author voice s a philosophy which he seems t o set 
into all of his t ragedies . He has Montoya say in one of 
his l ast speeches : 
" ••• This i s what death ' s for ••• 
To r i d the earth of old fashions . 11 2 
Felipe, is a lovable young character , who wi ll not 
let love s t and i n his way to accomplish a dream that has 
been pl aced before him. Anderson leads the reader to 
believe t hat Felipe , who has had this love of country 
ins t illed into him by his f ather , sees the goodness that 
the Americans wi l l bring with them when they come . The 
play is very effective in its unwritten prophecy, in that 
Ame r i ca wi ll eventual ly gain this land and that these 
incident s are important to that gain . The reader has 
the f eel ing that he is viewing the l and bef ore it was con-
quere d and now compare s it to the l and a~ it is i n the 
present day. 
"Ni ght Over Taos 11 lacks the eloquence of his histori-
cal tnagedies, and his "Winterset," and "The Wi ngless 
Victory;" but it has a power t o move the reader to a f eel-
ing of pity for the conquered Spaniards . 
2. Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Verse Plays, "Ni ght Over Taos ," 
p. 133. 
The Wingless Victory 
Act I. The scene is set i n t he living r oom of t he 
McQuestions 1 pur itanical home , located in Sal em i n the 
year eight een hundred . As the act opens , t hose present 
ar e the Rever end Phi neas McQuestion , hi s mother , two el-
der s of the church, and a young girl wi t h a baby i n her 
arms . They ask he r who the f ather of the baby is , but 
she refuse s to disclose hi s name even t hou gh she knows 
i t means publ c shame and expul sion from the church and 
community l ife. The t hr ee are grim , t yrannical , and ob-
viously sure t hat t hey ar e doing t he right t hing. They 
are interrupt ed by Rue l McQuest ion , the youngest s on , who 
t ell s t hem tha t Nathaniel , the i r brother , who has been 
gone fo r seven years on a tradi ng expedition , i s r eturn-
ing , with a Celebesian wife , who has accepted t he Chr is t -
i an faith , t wo chil dren , and a nur se maid . 
Fa ith , a cousin of t he Mc uest i ons , ~nd a girl who 
has been i n l ove with Nathani e l f or a long time , comes 
in with Letty, Phineas ' wi f e ; upon hearing the news t hey 
all go down to the wharf to welcome Nat hanie l •and hi s wife 
home ; he r e ce ives a wel come , but his dar k wife does not . 
Even though she is a pr incess in her ovm home , Phineas 
and his mothe r will not a ccept her he r e. 
Act II . The scene is set in t he same place but a 
per iod of six months has elapsed and it i s an aft e rnoon_ 
in early summer. Nathaniel and hi s wife , Opar r e , have 
been shunned completely during this time . Oparre has 
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noticed , of cour se , and wishes t hat she might be l "ke the 
other women of t he village . She want s to sew and work 
wi t h them at t he i r meet i ngs , but has not been asked . 
Nat hanie l in the meantime has bought and hol ds nearly all 
t he mort gages of the t own . He is det ermi ned t hat if t hey 
-will not a ccept hi s wi fe because t hey want to , then t he y 
will becaus e t hey have t o, t o keep him fr om f oreclosing 
the mort gage s . 
Faith is still in love wit h hi m but wi ll not have 
much to do with him , al though she treat s hi s wi fe more 
civil y than do the other women of the t own . Nat hani el ' s 
brother Phineas has been trying a t hi s t ime t o dr ve 
Nathani el and Oparre out of town . Ruel, the younger 
brother, has been ki nd to Oparre and expres ses his des i re 
to hel p he r . 
A copy of the shi p ' s l og is found y a trai torous 
sai or and is t aken to Phineas and sol d for a smal amount 
of money . Thi s diar proves that Nathaniel di d not bu 
t he ship but that i t was s tolen f rom its f ormer owner , a 
' Dutchman , and it s name has been changed . The name of the 
ship was the ,q i ngl ess Vi ct ory , " but Nathani el has changed 
it to the " Queen of the Celebe s ." Phineas a l s o f inds that 
Nathani e l and Oparre have not been married by a mini ster . 
\Then he goes to a thani e l and accuses hi m of t hese t hi ngs , 
Nathani e l explains t hat Opar re ' s f athe r t ook the ship fr om 
the Dutchman , and t he y in t urn had taken i t f rom him . He 
also explains t hat according to t he laws of Oparre ' s 
o untnv tbou a~o nrone rJ v married. No amount of ar gument 
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can convince Phineas that Nathaniel is innocent , and 
Nathaniel i s finally convinced that unless he sends Oparre 
away he will lose everything he has gained . Nathaniel 
talks to Oparre, telling her that she must leave but that 
he will meet her later . She curses him and tels him that 
he has shattered their love. She loses all her faith in 
Christ . She takes her children and their nurse to the ship . 
Act III. The scene is set in the cabin of the ship 
"Queen of the Celebes." Oparre has waited all night and 
day for Nathaniel to come to her , thinking that their ove 
will be more powerful than all the t alk of the Puritans . 
en he fails to come, she again denounces Christ and takes 
up her pagan gods . She knows she cannot return home; so 
she mixes a potion of black hemlock and she and her chi l dren 
and their nursemaid drink it . While she is still in the 
cabin waiting for the poison to work , Ruel McQuest ion comes 
to her, offe r i ng to go away with her and hel~ her . She 
declines his offer and he leaves . Nathanie l f i nally comes 
·to her and begs her forgiveness. She says that i t is too 
' late and he goes to kiss the children goodbye. He finds 
the children dead and comes back to blame Oparre, who di es 
in his arms. Nathanie l and Ruel pledge that they will 
sail away the next day in 11 The Wingless Victory" with its 
cargo of dead love . 
This me l odr ama in verse i s highly tragic , with a 
racia l problem as old as time . The inab~ ity of strait-
laced citizens of a white race to accept the marriage of 
one of the ir people to a member of a dark race is drama-
tically pictured . The ad j ustment .is hard and at most time 
impossible t o make, even though the woman i s sweet and 
gentle . 
Anderson builds this play a round his mai n character , 
Oparre. The other characters bear little strength to his 
story. They are merely f i gure-heads giving the cont r ast 
and support needed to build up the main character . 
In this play the author has centered both of his 
princ iples , rebellion and al oneness, in this central 
fi gure . Her belief and faith in a Christian worl d in 
which she find s herself , crumbles when she realizes that 
she is a l one in her ideal s; and she rebels agai nst this 
Christian world by returning t o her pagan gods . In one 
of her last s peeches she says : 
"Now to go on al one • .• 
The earth rol ls toward the dark , 
and men begin to s l eep . God of the children , 
god of the lesser children of the earth , 
the black, the unc ean , the .vengeful, you are mine 
now as when I was a child . He came too soon, 
this Chri s t of peace. Men are not r eady yet . 
Another hundred thousand years t hey must drink 
your potion of tears and blood . I kneel and adore you , 
having blood on my hands , having found it best 
that evil be given for evil . Receive me now , 
one who might once have been a queen, but followed 
after a soft new dynasty of gods 
that were not mi ne . I am punished and must die 1 
1. Anderson, Maxwell, El even Verse Plays "The Wi ngl ess 
Victory," pp. 122, 125-126 . 
Anderson introduces a childhood lover of Nat haniel 
but seemi ngly without a reason, for he does not hing wi th 
her . She comes closer to be i ng a f r iend to Oparre than 
do any of the othe r women of Sa l em . 
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The col dnes s wi th whi ch Opar re i s rece i ved in Sal em 
i s vividly portrayed . Oparr e , trusting and faithful , 
waits i n hope t hat they wi l l receive her when they know 
her. When her pat i ence i s tried t oo far she turns to the 
opposite ext reme and back to her pagan worship . 
Anderson uses extremes in hi s characterizations and 
by doing so creat es a constant f r iction between the charac-
ter the r eader pities and l oves , and the other or other s 
which incite hate . 
Thi s racia l problem i s still present in the world of 
today . I t i s a pr oblem which must be f aced and sol ved 
now, a s the worl d of today i s progr essing . Ander son ' s 
ability to interpret r a cial probl ems may be due to the 
f act that he gr ew up in a Chri st i an minister ' s home . His 
dream of r aci a l f reedom is wri tten into his plays with ut -
most s i ncerity . Hi s ideas , of how people in general accept 
the dark- skinned races , are put i nto words in the reply 
Oparre gives Nathaniel when he comes aboard the ship to 
ask . for for giveness . She says: 
"I hold you free of bl ame . 
You ' re but one of a col orl ess 
sai d : 
those who are bl ack are slave , 
beaten , sent on , never l oved . 
tr i be , a t ribe that ' s 
to be dr i ven , s l ept wi th , 
Beyond l aw , we ar e , 
rept i lian , to be t r odden. You I for give , 
but not your t ribe or race- - -or t he whi te of your 
hands ; 
t he i nsult I have had t he blood i n me 
wi ll not forgive---I t will be no man ' s s l ave 
nor will my daught er ~" 2 ' 
This pl ay depends entirel y upon the main character 
f or i t s powerfulnes s and dramat ic appeal . An actress can 
make or br eak i t . 
"Oparre , a creation who stands above t he play in 
which she moves , i s neverthele ss , one of Anderson ' s t r ue 
'Children of dust , astray among the suns .' "3 
There is a similarity between t his play and an ear l-
i e r Ande r son pl ay i n verse , "Sea Wi fe ," which has not 
been produ c~d~ This theme doe s not originate with Ander -
s on, but the power and effectiveness of "The Wi ngl e ss 
Victory tt s t and out from t he othe r stor i es with s i mi l ar 
t hemes . 
2. Anders on , Maxwell . El even Verse Plays , "The Wi n gles s 
Victory, 11 p . 129. 
3. Bodeen , DeWi tt ( editor) , "Eight Pl ays by Maxwell Ander-
son," p. 26. 
'j O 
c, Political 
Both Your Houses 
Act I , Scene 1 . The reception room in the offices 
of the chai rman of the Appropr i ations Committee in the 
House Office Building, Washington, D. c. 
Mar j ory Gray , an attract i ve young woman in her early 
t wenties , secretary and daughter to the commi ttee chair-
man, Simeon Gary , is at work at her desk . Gr eta Nillson , 
nicknamed Bus, is in the office to report that she has 
been fired . A tall blond has gotten her job . The blond , 
it seems, is a good friend of Bus ' s boss and is to hep 
him wi th his home work . Bus is interrupted in the middle 
of her long tirade against bosses by the entrance of her 
forme r employer , Eddie Wister . Eddie quickly assures Bus 
t hat she is not fired . There will be enough work for two 
secretar ies , and bes i des he needs her to finish his new 
bill . Bus i s not interested . 
Sol omon Fi tzmaurice , an old time Congressman , comes 
into the off i ce and expresses an object i on to finding the 
office filled with "wenches ." "In the ol d days two men 
could sit down over a j ug of whi skey and deci de s omething, " 
he protests , opening the lower drawer of t he desk to take 
out an empty whi skey bott l e and r eplacing it with one that 
is full, which he has just carri ed in in his satchel . 
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Simeon Gray comes in , not in a very good mood . "They ," 




and there i s a new member to reckon with. " The new member 
is already causing a lot of trouble . Hi s name is Alan Mc-
Clean. 
Sol and Si meon get into an argument. Sol wants some-
thing els e tacked on t o the bill; he says that Simeon has 
not turned anyone el se down; why should he turn him down? 
The men all go into the Gommittee room . 
McC l ean, a sharp- faced young man, comes in. Marjorie 
scolds him for being late; she sends him into the committee 
room, a f ter war ning him to keep on good terms with Lever-
ing , another member of the committee . Just before he goes 
i n , Alan asks Marjory to have lunch with him . She accepts 
t he invitation . 
Scene 2 . The Committee room . Simeon Gray is taking 
up t he provisions of the debated appropriations bill , i tem 
by i tem. The committee members are all seated around a 
long table . Arguments fol ow each item; Gra is trying 
to cut t he bill down . He wants section f orty- two cut out , 
but Congressman Peebles argues him out of it . So Mi ss 
1 McMurry insists that her section, number forty- seven, stay 
i n also. Miss McMur r y is prepared to fight for the birth-
control pr ovision . Her investigations have satisfied her 
that there are too many children . For all the argument 
Simeon Gray cuts out several sections . Sol tells him that 
"if there is anything I hate more than store liquor it ' s 
an honest polit i cian ." 
When they reach section two-hundred "appropriating 
an additional million for . extending i rr i gation service 
from the Nevada Dam," Alan takes a hand in the proceed-
ings .• He says that s ince the bil is padded so much he 
thinks the whole bill should be dropped. The committee 
gasps and begins to argue . Simeon Gray asks Alan what 
reasons he has for saying this. Alan informs him that 
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he knows of the private graft in the bill . The committee 
members will benefit privately by this . Sol begins then 
to explain how the government works . Everyone in Congress 
will vote for his , Alan ' s bill, but they must have some-
thing of their own attached . The meeting ad j ourns . 
Alan stops the chairman to apologize for the mess 
he made of everything and to accuse him as the one who 
would benefit privately by the bill . Marjory hears this 
accusation and when Alan leaves , asks her father about 
it. He admits that in a way it is true , but explains that 
he really didn 't do it intentionally. Whe Alan comes back 
to get Marjorie to go to lunch with him; she refuses and 
goes with her f ather instead. Bus Nillson comes in and 
sympathizes with Alan . Bus tells Al an a lot of things 
about the House , and one way he can get votes on his side . 
She tries to help him in his distress . They final ly go 
out to lunch. 
Act II, Scene 1. The outer off i ces of the Committee 
room. Sol Fitzmaurice is protesting loudly to Marjory, 
on the injustices of the income bureau . Sol then tells 
Marjory that Alan is only one vote behind them and another 
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vote will constitute a ma j ority. Wingblatt and Levering, 
two committee members , come in to discuss the bill . Eddie 
Wister also enters and says that he is afraid the man that 
controls the vote of the Middle West will be against them. 
Gray comes in, and Eddie informs him that if he does 
not give Eddie his section, Gray will lose his own section. 
Gray is angry because Eddie has had him invest igated and 
knows that he will benefit privately by the bill. The room 
is clear when Alan arrives . Bus comes in and she and Alan 
talk over their progress with the vote s . Sol comes in and 
admits that Alan has him worried. Sol tells Alan that when 
he was young, he too believed in reforming the government , 
both houses and everything that goes with them , but he soon 
had been laughed down. One man cannot do much with it. 
Alan begins to change his mind and decides that the only 
way to defeat the bill is to "over load" it by i ncluding all 
requests. 
Scene 2. The Committee room an hour later. The bill 
is about ready . The committee members find that there have 
been a number of changes . Gray admits that he has been over 
it with the President and a few things had to come out . 
Alan has come in while they argue and says that he wants 
to add something to the bill . He asks that all sect i ons 
of the bill be put back and his new one added . Gray is 
nearly frantic . After all of his work to get the bill cut 
t d al·n A big argument follows . down, now it is all o o over ag • 
Severa l votes are cal ed for . Al an and Gray get into an 
argument. Mar j ory overhears them, and when Alan leaves 
she again a sks her father why the bill means s o much to 
him. She f inal l y discover s that he will benefit private-
ly; in f act , the passage of the bill is necessary to save 
hi s personal reputation because of irregular ities in a 
bank of which he is an offi cial . 
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Act III, Scene 1 . The Committee room . The evening 
of the third day after the adoption of the deficiency bill 
by the two houses. The committee members are talking a-
bout how their bill will be accepted even though the Pres i-
dent wants the bi 1 sent back to the committee to be scaled 
dovm. Protests on the bill are coming from all sides. 
Thr ough the oratorical efforts of Sol the bill is voted in o 
Marj ory turns to plead with Alan to swing the necessary 
votes to their side if t he president vetoes the bill . Alan 
says he can ' t even if he wanted to. He leaves . 
Scene 2 . Later that evening . The comm:ttee room . 
The commi ttee members are staging a sort of disorganized 
par ade . The bill has passed with a t wo- thirds majority; 
so t he Pres i dent ' s veto will be useless. There are many 
liquor bott l es and some s i nging . Alan comes in and with 
mock sincerity the committee thanks him . Al an knows that 
he has lost his fi ght . They invite him into their party 
but he refuses , telling them that he does not believe in 
communism or fascism, or any other political "patent medi-
cine." He tells them just what he thinks of them and the i r 
money grabbing schemes and their way of running the govern-
e_n_t -----------1ie__leaves. and S ol savs that what Al an savs i~ trn A_ 
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but he, Sol, is too old to do anything about it now. 
"Both Your Houses " is one of Anderson ' s prose plays 
in which he uses propaganda with a definite purpose . He 
is very s atirical in his criticism of the government, but 
does it in a r ather comical vein . His ability to picture 
the government in its most corrupt role and still make 
the people like it, is little short of a miracle . Usual ly 
a public, even though it knows the f acts , does not like 
to have the truth brought home to i t . 
This play won for Anderson the Pulitzer Prize for 
1933 . It takes its title from Mercut io ' s dying speech 
in Shakes peare ' s "Romeo and Juliet ." Mr . Anderson, how-
ever, has reference not to the quarrels of the Montagues 
and Capulet s , but to the betrayal of the people by the 
Senators and Representatives whom they have elected to 
their Congress . Of a 1 his plays this is the one f or 
which he has professed the least regard , and he probably 
was more puzzled than any one else when he won the Pri ze . 1 
Sol Fitzmaurice is a lovable , yet corrupt individual. 
He is an exampl e of what has happened to the dreams of a 
hopeful youth , when they are buffeted b a cruel and un-
scrupul ous governin 0 body . 
Anderson seems to show in this play that , if there 
is any hope at all for humanity , there is definite l y none 
for it s ~overnment unl ess the peopl e themse ves take hol d 
0 
and reform the government . 2 
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1 . Bodeen, DeWitt ( editor), "Eight Plays by Maxwel l Anderson ,n 
P o 18 . 
his SGQms to be th e shred of one held out in Adam ' s last 
Al an Mc l ea , young and r ebe l ious , fights for h s 
ideals . Anders on put s i nto Al an a 1 the fury 1e seems 
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to feel himself, for un jus t government . Al an stands alone 
undefeate d i n the end , even though his enemies are triumphant . 
He says : " •• • ~ho knO\n ' s what ' s the best kind o gove nment? 
aybe they al get rotten after a whi e and have to ere-
placed • •• I t takes about a hundred years to tire this country 
of trickery---and we 're fifty years overdue right now . 
That ' s my war_n ng . And I ' d f ee l pr etty damn pitiful and 
lonely saying t to you , if I didn ' t bel eve there are a 
hundred million peop e who are wi th me , a hundred mi llion 
people who are disgust ed enough to turn from you to some -
thing else . Anything else but this . 113 
Ander son ' s sense of humor surely has a pur ose ehind 
i t other than just amusement; pe aps he rea izes that peo-
pl e do not l ike to feel that somethine; which the have set 
up as serious is a big lau 0 h to others . I n using this way 
of i nte pretation he might hope to waken the people to the 
f acts which are the i r own robl ems . 
Thi s pl ay rece ved distinct cr i tican acclaim . John 
Mason Brown , in the Evening Post , wrote as fo l l ows: 
By having kept his temper in the writing of 
"Both Your Houses " Mr . Maxwell Anderson has got the 
bett e r not onl y of hi s sub j ect and his audi ence , 
but also of hi s fe llow dramati sts who of recent 
yea~s have attempted to turn the stage into a forum 
for t he di scuss i on of public questions . 
3. Bodeen , De Titt ( editor), "Eight Plays by Maxwell Ander -
son , 11 p. 19. 
With the cal m detachment that is u suallv re -
served for the penning of drawing-room comedies , 
he has held up to the patrons of the Theatre 
Guild as merci less and di shearteni ng a pictur e 
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of government al corrupt i on a s any one coul d imagine . 
It is a shocking , bitter canvas , cal cul ated t o rai se 
doubt in the hearts of even the s t anches t supporters 
of the Democrat ic ideal.4 
Anderson has effect ively combi ned drama , propaganda , 
and humor in thi s play . Hi s editori al backgr ound was . a 
good source of mater i a l and col ected facts from which to 
write this play . Hi s anger and hopeful reasoning which 
he writes into t he pl ay give it ef fec t iveness and power . 
4. Bodeen, DeWitt (edi tor), "Eight Plays of Maxwel 
son," p. 19 . 
Ander -
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D. Mor al 
Gypsy 
Act I. The scene is set i n David and Ellen Hast ngs ' 
apartment on Wes t Ei ghteenth street . Ellen Hastings and 
Cleve Christen st and f acing each other . El len is an at -
tractive woman in her early twenties , Cleve a good-looking 
young man probably a year or t wo her senior . They stand 
looking at each other as though something disquieting has 
happened. What has happened is that Cleve has kissed Ellen 
and professed his love for her . Ellen protests , not be-
cause she does not like being {issed , but because it would 
have been better for both of them to have kept the i r feel-
ings under control. 
Ellen says s i nce this has come up they wi l l not be 
able to go to the theatre tomorrow night together . Cleve 
is insistent upon seeing Ellen even afte r thi . She starts 
telling him about her life in order to discourage him . She 
says that she i s in l ove with her husband , that once she 
had an affair with a man named J erry . She came back to 
David he r husband confessed all, and fell in love wi th ' ' 
him again. She says it was hard on David and she doesn 't 
want him to go through that again . 
David comes home and meets Cleve for the first time. 
He has been made director of an or chestra at a movi ng 
picture house. 
Ellen goes to fix sandwiches and coffee. Mac and 
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Sylvia arrive. Mac is an actor and Sylvia is Ma ' s sweet -
heart. They are about to get married to usave each other 
from the gutter." Ellen brings the sandwiches and coffee 
.in and they gather around the table. They all discuss 
Ellen and her affair w th Jerry, and her life in general. 
While they are talking the telephone rings . It is Ellen's 
mother, Marilyn Rus sell . Mac and Sylvia decide to go after 
Ellen ' s mother ; Cleve goes along . 
Ellen and David are alone . Ellen asks David how he 
likes Cleve . David likes him very much . Ellen asks David 
not to let her get away from him again. He says if loving 
her will keep her , she 'll stay wi th him forev ~r . 
Cleve comes back , saying there is a mess nger down 
stairs with telegrams for Marilyn and Ell en . David goes 
do1m to s gn. Cleve tells Ellen that he lies David and 
wishes he hadn ' t met him after he fell in love with Ellen . 
David comes back and the three begin talking about why 
Ellen and David got married . It seems t hat Ellen didn' t 
want to but they couldn't find a hotel that would let them 
register wi thout a marriage license; s o they went out and 
got married . The door bell rings . Mac , Sylvia, and Marilyn 
are there . Marilyn's greetings are explosive. She receives 
and reads her telegram . It is from her husband telling her 
to come home. 
They all leave except David and Ellen . Ellen informs 
David that she is going to the theatre with Cleve the follow-
ing evening . Ellen wants him to help her decide which dress 
1 0 
Act II . Four months l ater n a unday rn r Elle . 
and David are having br eakf ast . David is 1ite soli it us 
as to Ellen' s state of health ; sh has had an operation 
recently . Ellen says she is a l l r i ght and for 1im t o for -
get i t . After all , it '\J as he ho did not an t he baby . 
She says she was afra i d that i wou d be a girl and t urn 
out to be like her or her mothe • 
Ellen has changed , she is no longer so carefree and 
inde pendent . She crie s a good deal . Sylvia and Marilyn 
come in to talk over Ellen ' s condi t ion . Cleve and Mac 
arr i ve . Ellen ' s mothe r tells Cl eve that sine he s a 
novel ist he oubht to be able to h p Ellen . 
Ellen and David have a quarrel over Ellen ' s going 
to dinner wi th Cleve . David le aves in an ang y moo , 
every one leaves exce pt Cleve and Ellen. El l en ompla i ns 
because she has had to tell David lies about he sel and 
Cleve--- just so she wou dn ' t hurt David . Cl ve and El en 
a re very unhappy in their affair---El len mostly because 
she mus t lie and she never ha s had to do it before; Cleve 
becau se he likes David , but being in love with Ellen an ' t 
do anything about i • Cl eve leaves and Marilyn comes back 
to talk to Ellen . Ellen t el ls her mothe to leave her a-
lone; she has no respect f or her mother and cannot t alk to 
her at all . Ellen does not like he r mothe but stil she 
is just like he . Marilyn l eave • When she has gone , 
El len packs a sui t cas e and is si t t .ng on the suitcase near 
the door when David comes i n. At fir s t he refuses t o t ake 
her seriously but she fina lly tells him the truth about 
Cleve and herself ; David sends her away then , even though 
he st i ll loves her . He asks her as she leaves if she is 
going to Cleve . She says no , not even she can go from 
one man t o another. 
Act II I . Two weeks later , in Ellen ' s one- room ur-
nished apartment . Cleve is at a table writing . Ellen 
come s in from work to find Cl eve has not finished t he 
chapt e r he was supposed to have finished . She scolds him 
and he shows her a poem he has wri tten instead . It is a 
beautiful poem but it haunts her . 
Cleve te l ls her that he feels Ellen will be tired 
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of h im j ust as she was of David , before long . She will 
never be true to any man . The door bell rings ; it is 
Jerry, her old lover . Cleve peevishly leaves them al one. 
Ellen infor ms Jerry she doesn ' t want to s ee him , so he 
l eaves . Then the te l ephone rings and it is a man at the 
off ice , named We lls , who wants to take Ellen to the theatre . 
She r efuses . David comes in to ask her to come back. He 
be~s she is iust about to consent when Cleve comes in. 
0 ' u 
David knows then that Ellen went to live with Cleve as soon 
as she l eft him . He leaves ; El len calls to him but he does 
not retur n . 
Cleve tries to comfort Ellen. Ellen f inally confesses 
to Cleve that she has be en going out with a man at the 
office; his name i s We l ls . Cleve begins to get furious ; 
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he tells Ellen that he is leaving her nqw before she breaks 
him as she did David. He leaves. Ellen begins to cry; she 
closes the window and turns the gas j et on; then she lies 
on the bed with the poem Cleve has written. The te l ephone 
rings. At first she doesn't answer it , but finally she 
does. It is Wells again . He argues with her, trying to 
get her to go dancing . She finally consents and in the 
middle of the conversation she asks him t o wait a minute; 
she believes she left a gas j et on. When she retur ns to 
the phone she tells Wel ls that he has saved her life. 
This prose drama is definitely one dealing wi th the 
low state of morals which existed in the "Flapper Era ." 
The play derives its name from the nickname of the main 
char acter , Ellen, who has been nicknamed "Gypsy11 by her 
husband because of her _rest l ess nature. 
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The way Gypsy goes from one man to another with noth-
i ng but a shiftless love, is perhaps typical of a few gi r ls 
i n l arger communit i e s ; but it is rather beyond the imagina-
tion of the smaller communities. 
Gypsy seems, in all her faithlessness, to have one 
redeeming quality---that of a staunch belief in truth. 
She carri es it to such an extent that she brings dis-
appointment and sorrow to all who come in contact with 
her . The author uses this character for a purpose, to 
show the changing social standards; and she does not 
appear very attractive . Perhaps the fact that such things 
did occur and are occuring at present makes the play a 
little hard to swallow; as usual the truth is more im-
portant to Anderson than are the feelings of his public . 
He wants to give to the world facts, as they are , not as 
they are after they are painted and covered with the 
author ' s desire for them to sell . 
The main character tries to live a free life but 
does no t succeed. Her attempt to point out the defects 
i n women l ike her mother seems use l ess when she herself 
has followed t he same path . When she denounces these 
qua l it i es i n herself and her mother , she shows that she 
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is a weakling in not being able to shift her ideals t o a 
higher level than her mother has bef ore her. Anderson is 
clever in pictur i ng Ellen as he doe s ; only a person who 
has the same qualit ie s a s t he one she is criticizing has 
the right to critici ze t he othe r. People will not accept 
a crit icism on moral s by a prude . 
Anderson mere l y uses the other characters to build 
up his ruthless central character . She stands al one and 
in rebelli on . These two predicaments exist even in this 
prose dram~, but the eloquence of his poetry is l ost and 
the play seems flat. 
Conclusion 
I n these plays Mr . Anderson has shown that pl ays 
on Contemporary life and its problems can be made in-
t eresting and eloquent to the people as a whol e . His 
verse dramas in this chapter are particul arly well 
written in their interpretations of social problems . 
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The problems which Anderson suggests are social 
injustice, racial intermarriage, the injustice of the 
courts, corrupt politics, pr oblems presented as the re -
sul t s of war , and lax moral s . r . Anderson tr i es to pre-
sent these problems to the public in such a way as to 
bring out the importance of them to the life of indivi -
duals of the world of today . 
Anderson seems to think that war will always be 
present until people change ; and with this change bring 
about an ideal government with which to rule themselves . 
The courts of today are pictured as un jur~ and greedy . 
"The Wingless Victory 11 seems better written than 
does 11'\ -interset; 11 but it was "Winterset" that won for 
him the Critic ' s Prize in 1936 . 
I n this chapter Anderson has proved that a heroic 
theme can have its roots anywhere. And he has shown us 
that the socia l problems of today must be solved as soon 
as possible if humanity is going to have a full life . 
The prose dramas "Saturday' s Children , " "Both Your 
House s ," and "Gypsy" can not equal his verse dramas , but 
they do have a purpose and s ome good philosophy in them . 
1 6 
"Gypsy," t he one pl ay l isted in his moral plays has 
never been published , al though it was reviewed with ex-
t ensive quotations by Burns Mantle in his The Best Plays 
of 1928-~. This play can only be listed in this chapter, 
f or t he re is no other place for it---and it certainly i s 
a study of contempor ary life . 
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Chapter III 
Plays Dealing With Fantasy or Mythical Char acters 
There are only t wo pl ays i n this chapt er . Mr . Ander-
son seems to be too much of a realist to create many fanta -
sies. The two that he has written have been very interest -
ing , and at times are as realistic as they are fantastic . 
"High Tor " might have been placed in Chapter I because 
of the use of characters of the seventeenth century , but 
because these characters were mythical the play is inc ud-
ed in this chapter . "High Tor" is written in verse , while 
"The Star-Wagon" is in prose . Anderson has shown that 
romartticism can be written in both prose and verse, al-
though his verse is the most impressive . 
"High Tor" was Anderson's first attempt to give way 
to a romantic urge , and he does so with great abandonment . 
His characters i n "High Tor" still are steeped in real ism , 
but with his "fli ght of fancy" he gets into romanticism. 
I n "The Star Wagon" he uses l ess cynicism and instead 
applies good comedy and lot s of romantic color . 
High Tor 
Act I, Scene 1 . A s ection of the broad , f lat t r a p-
rock summit of Hi gh Tor , f r om which one might look down 
a sheer quarter mile to the Tappan Zee below . A cluster 
of hexagonal pi l l ared rocks mask the view to the left 
and a wi nd- tort ured smal l hemlock wedges into the rock 
floor at the right . 
Light from the setting sun pours in from the left 
and an ancient I ndian , wearing an old great coat thrown 
around h i m like a bl anket , stands in the r ays from a 
clef t , making his prayer to the sunset . Van Van Dorn 
and J udi th come in . Van speaks to the I ndian, asking 
him if he f ound the place where he wants to be buried . 
The I ndian says he has. Van asks him to let him know 
in t ime . The I ndian leaves . Van expla i ns all this t o 
Judith after the I ndi an has gone . 
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Judith t hi nks Van should stop living on the mount ain 
top and find a j ob , t hat is , if he wants to marry he r . He 
cannot unders t and why she wants him to work . He hunts fo r 
what he want s t o eat and has a smal l cottage on his beloved 
mount a i n . Judi t h says that if he does not get a j ob she 
wi l l not marr y hi m. He tries to argue he r out of t hat 
view point , but i s unsuccessful . 
Biggs and Skimmerhorn come in , looking f or Van Darn ' s 
cot t age . Van t el ls them ,how t o get to it. They t hi nk it 
is too di f ficult and he suggest s they go a round the mount ain 
then . They l eave and Judi t h and Van r esume t heir argument. 
He cites the different times he has worked and explains 
how these companies bind one to the rules of a union; 
and how they take away personal libe ty. He 'll have none 
of it. They are interrupted again by Biggs and Skimmer-
horn, who tell Van they will give him a dollar if he will 
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deliver the note to Van Dorn . He stil does not tell them 
that he is Van, although he knows quite well who they are 
and what they want . Judith tells them that Van is the 
one they are looking for. They give him the paper. He 
refuses it, saying that he will not sell his beloved High 
Tor so that they can bui d a highway. He accuses them of 
wanting to cut the entire mountain away, and they offer 
to leave the part that fronts the river . They offer him 
seven hundred dol ars . J udith asks why they only offer 
him seven hundred when they offered his father ten thou-
sand . They tell her that his f ather ' s title was clear 
but that his isn't. Van tells them that they had better 
l eave because there is a storm coming up and they won ' t 
be able to find their way dovm after it breaks . Just 
then a roar is heard and he informs them that that is 
falling rock; as they hurry out another roar is heard. 
Judith a l so leaves him, telling him that she will not 
see him again . 
After she leaves, Van sits quietly, staring out 
across the river. As he sit s there, a Dutch sailor of 
the sixteen hundreds climbs the rock. He is followed 
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by another with a small cask strapped t o hi s shoul ders . 
Three more cr oss the s t age simi l arly , then the Capt ai n 
and his wife. The wi f e is delicate and girli sh . They 
too pass up the r ocks . As they vanish Van rises , l ook-
ing after t hem. 
Scene 2. The summit of the Tor . The storm is 
fl ashing . There is a long cumbr ous rolling , as of a 
ball going do,m a bowling al l ey , a fl ash of whi te light, 
a cracking as of f all ng p ns , and a mutte r dying int o 
echo along the h 11s . 
At Lise ' s (the Captain's wife) r equest the Capt ai n 
sends one of the men to kee p wat ch at t he r i ver in case 
the boa t f or whi ch they have wai ted so l ong mi ght come 
i n . Then she l aments t he f act that she wi l l not see her 
home aga i n . The Captai n says thats e ins i sted upon com-
i ng wi th t hem; she was young and they both were i n love , 
s o he could not l eave he r behi nd . She only hopes the i g 
machine ry wi l l not t ake t heir new home aw~y . She says 
t ha t each t i me t he men dig a lit t l e more out , even though 
the s a i l ors push some of the rocks back i nto t he pl ace . 
Scene 3. Another s ection of the Tor , in darkness 
save for the airplane beacon . A l ar ge s t eam shove l reaches 
in from an ad j acent ex cavation and hangs ove r t he rock , 
the cont rol c ~bl e s dangl i ng . 
Van. i s al one on the stage looki ng at the machine ry . 
He r eaches up, catches a cable , and swings the shovel a 
little. Biggs and Skimmerhorn enter f rom the right . 
They try to get Tan to lead them down the mountai n but he 
refuses and goes out . Skimrnerhorn and Bi ggs sit on the 
rocks and begin to argue . They are col d and hungry . 
Skimmerhorn asks Bi ggs fo r a fifty-fifty cut instead of 
the forty-sixth he has been getting . Biggs refuses as 
they leave. 
The Nanuet bank robbers , El kus , Dope, and Buddy come 
in . Skimmerhorn and Biggs enter and are told that the 
t hree men climbed the cliff as a dare. Judge Skimmer-
horn recognizes one of the boys and asks him to go back 
down the cliff and bring up sandwiches . He also asks him 
to call his wife and tell her he will be home tomorrow 
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some time ; then he asks the boy to phone the - state t r oopers 
because he , Skimmerhorn , wants them to arrest someone . 
(Of course Skimmerhorn means Van , but the three robbers 
think he means them . ) The three go outs i de to tal k things 
over, having hidden· the satchel with the money in it, be-
hind the rock . The judge finds the wet bag and without 
looking in it throws it away . The two of them lie down 
to sleep, making a pillow out of one of their coats, and 
throwing the other over them, b aIL~et f ashion . 
De Vitte, one of the Dutch crew , comes in and spies 
them. He finds the satche , takes the money out , and 
drops it by the side of the "two- headed creature ." They 
awake and see him . He asks them if they have any boats 
and when informed that they do not, he leaves. 
Biggs fi nds the money and immedi ately Skimmerhorn 
·claims half of it . Biggs soon f i nds out that it is the 
stolen bank money , and believes the litt l e Dutchman left 
it for them . They decide not to return it to the bank , 
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but split it and each distributes his share in his pockets . 
As they stuff the bills into their pockets, Van comes in 
to te l l them that , even though they are not his fr i ends, 
he knows of a ledge that will keep them dry . They thanlc 
him and then leave . 
Van looks after them, and picks up one of the dis-
carded envelopes, studies it, then sits down . Lisa comes 
up the rocks in the rear. She asks Van if he can hear 
her voice . He assures he r that he can. She asks him 
the names of the flowers that she has in her wild garden . 
He t e l ls her the names he knows them by . They talk of 
her home and of the mountain be i ng dug away . They are 
interrupted by the entrance of Dope and Elkus . Lisa and 
Van quiet ly s l ip away , hand in hand . 
Elkus and Dope are looking for the satchel . They 
find t he envelope and know that the Judge and Bi ggs have 
found the money . They are furious but leave as Biggs 
and Skimmerhorn come in along the ledge. Biggs and Skimmer-
horn think perhaps i f they could get someone to run the 
crane, they might get down that way . But there seems to 
be no one around . As they talk the Dutch crew are s l owl y 
approaching them from the rear . Bi ggs feel s that there 
is someone there . He and Skimmerhorn both have trouble 
in getting up enough courage to look behind them . 
they do t ur n a r ound , they find t he c r ew there . They be-
lieve t hem to be a motion picture company who are making 
a pic t ure clos e by . They , the Judge and Biggs·, finally 
persuade the crew to haul them in the cr ane so they can 
get down t he mount ain . The crew wai t unti l they are in 
t he shovel, and then pull them out over the cliff and 
leave t hem hangi ng in mi d air . 
Skimmer horn gets s i ck f rom the he i ght , and Bi ggs 
calls for help a s the crew go off t o fini s h the i r game 
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of bowl ing . The s cene ends with t he Judge and Bi ggs t ry-
ing to pray f or the f i rst time in the i r lives . Ski mmer-
hor n s ays he knows only one prayer , and that is "Mathew , 
Mark , Luke and John , bless the bed that I lie on ." They 
both r epeat i t , and Biggs asks the Lord t o be kind t o 
them . He says that the Lord has been good an~ gi ven them 
s ome money during the evening ; why does he have to let 
them die ? Biggs promi ses the Lord that he will gi ve the 
money back if He wil save them . Then he attempts to make 
Skimmerhorn promise the same thing , but the Judge answers 
that he won ' t give up the money and neither will Biggs 
when t hey get down . Just then t here is a l oud crash and 
Biggs bl ames Skimmerhorn . He says that ttthere is such a 
thi ng as being pol itic , even when you ar e talking to God 
Al mi ght y . " 
Act II, Scene 1 . The Tor and the steam shovel as 
before, onl y five or six hours late r . I t i s still pi tch 
dark , and Biggs and Ski rnmerhorn are still in t he b s _ovel . 
They are, howe ver , fast as l eep in much the same posture 
they took formerly on the ground . Under the shovel sits 
DeWi t te, picking up and smoothing on his knee a few bills 
which he ha s fouhd bl owi ng loose on the rock . The beacon 
light flashes onto the scene . 
Buddy comes in carrying beer and sandwiches. Buddy 
asks DeWitte i f he has seen two fat men; DeWitte says that 
is all he has seen al l night . Buddy sees the bills and 
asks where DeWitte got them; he is told and then he de -
mands t hem from DeWi tte . When DeWitte refuses to gi ve 
them to him , "he pulls his gun but DeWitte is ahead of him 
and has drawn his bl unde r bus. Buddy runs off . 
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Judith enters as DeWitte begins to eat the sandwiches. 
She asks him where Van is and he informs her than Van has 
f a l len in love with the Captain ' s wife. They are i nt errupted 
by the return of Elkus and Dope . DeWitte draws his pi stols 
as the robbers t r ain their guns on him. They shoot ri ght 
through him and f i nally, seeing that it does no good, they 
l eave . DeWitte turns to where Judith was and finds her 
gone ; he f ollows her . 
Skirnme r hor n and Biggs awake and see the beer and sand-
wiches on the ground o They argue and begin to fight . They 
tip the shovel precariously and then decide to behave th~m-
selve1 . Lise and Van come i n . Biggs calls to Van and asks 
him t o release them. Van bargains with them , making them 
go a s h i gh as twenty thousand dol lars on their pr i ce of his 
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land. He gets them to throw down the val idation of his 
ownership and also the bond s i gned by the court . Then 
he informs them that the price is not enough and start s 
to leave with Lise . They beg him to throw them a sand-
wich; he doe s s o, then exits. DeWitte enters and his 
. eye catche s something moving out on the Zee . He stands 
transfixed for a moment watching ; then runs off call ng 
for Captain Asher . 
Scene 2 . Another part of the Tor . Li se is sitting 
high up on a ledge , looking out over the Zee . Van stands 
near her, looking at her as she s peaks . She has his ol d 
felt hat in her lap and has woven a wreath of dandelions 
around the brim . The beacon light s trikes athwart her 
face. 
Van and Lise are speaking of love . He tells her he 
love d Judith , but they had a quarrel, and now he loves 
Lise . Lise tells him that she too loved someone , and 
still does . Van f alls asleep in he r arms, and Judith 
comes up . Li se te l ls her to come back at dawn and she 
may have Van again. Judith leaves . The Dutch Crew and 
the Captain com.e in to get Lise . They all go off to the 
ship they see on the Zee below . Van wakes just as they 
are leaving . Lise tells him that he is still in love 
with Judith . Judith comes in to stand by Van as the crew 
and Ll se leave. Judith says that she loves Van and al-
ways has, but now because she has seen him in love with 
Lise perhaps their love can never be the s ame . She leaves . 
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Act III. The shovel still hangs over the verge, and 
Biggs and Skimmerhorn still occupy it . The rising sun 
sends leve l rays across the rock, lighting the men ' s in-
tent face s as they stare dovmward . Biggs has torn a hand-
kerchief into strips and t i ed them together into a string . 
He appears to be fishing for something which lies below 
the l edge, out of view of the audience. Over and over he 
tries his cast . It seems they are trying to lasso a beer 
bottle. Biggs finally has the noose around the neck of 
the bottle. When he has it half way up, it slips out . 
A t r ooper comes in and spies them . He tells them 
t he whole tovin has been looking for them all night . Sen-
ior Skimmerhorn (an older brother) comes in . The trooper 
and Senior believe Biggs and Skimmerhorn were drunk and 
that they did not see the things they tell of. 
Van comes in. The Senior Skimmerhorn tries to bar-
gain with him . Judith comes in , leading t he Indian, who 
has gone blind and cannot find his way alone . The Indian 
advises Van to sell the rock and go out west . Van agrees 
to ' do so for fifty thousand dollars. While they are talk-
ing, a trooper appears with Elkus and Dope in tow . He asks 
the other troop~r to help him keep an eye on them . They 
told him the momey was up here on the Tor and he has come 
to look for it. Skimmerhorn and Biggs say that the little 
Dutchman took the money . Van tells the t r oopers that 
Biggs and Skimmerhorn have it. They are let down and ex -
amined . When the troopers find the money , Skimmerhorn says 
there must be s ome mist ake . They checked the money out 
to pay Van with , but the bank must have made a mistake 
and given them the wrong money . 
They all go out except Van, Judith, and the I ndian . 
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The Indian t ells Van that he wants to be buried in the 
old I ndi an bur ying ground . Van says the grave wi ll be 
ready by evening . He asks Judith if she will go with him 
to t he West . At f i rst she ref uses , saying she will al -
ways remember Lise . Van tells her that Lise was just a 
dream of Judith herself, and speaks of how lonely his 
life would be without her. She tells him not to sell 
t he mountain on her account, because she would live there 
or anywhere with him , regardless of money or a job . He 
s ays no, the I ndian said to sell and he knew the Indian 
was r i ght. 
"High Tor" is a verse play dealing with mythical 
characters of the sixteen hundreds interwoven with those 
of the present day. Here, again Anderson presents hi s 
two predicaments, al oneness and rebellion; this time the 
tragedy is pushed a little into the background. 
Tragedy does show up, however, in the const ant re-
minder that "High Tor," an old and grand mountain , is 
being cut away by the huge machines of man , in order to 
speed up the transportation of civilization. 
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Anderson presents Van, alone, who believes it should 
stay as it is . Van 1 ves on his beloved mountain and though 
it means the loss _of the girl he loves , he is determined 
to keep it , as we l l as his dreams and his life . 
An ol d I ndian is introduced to show what the mountain 
has meant to the natives of America . Through this old I nd-
ian comes the philos ophy of lif e in which Anderson ' s plays 
are steeped. The I ndian says in his prayer: 
11 • • • a young race, in its morning , 
should pray to the rising sun , but a race that ' s old 
and dying, should invoke the dying flame, 
eaten and gul fed by the shark-toothed mountai n-west , 
/ a god that dd,;es to live."l 
The comedy in this play is very good . His use of t wo 
unscrupulous business men, who try to cheat Van out of his 
share of ~oney, is typical of Anderson ' s belief . And the 
fact that one of the men is a Judge of a public court is 
not coincidence . 
El V Plys t1 High Tor," 1. Anderson, Maxwell, , even erse a • 
p. 3 . 
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In introducing his mythical characters Anderson has 
made t hem a s human and realistic as his other characters . 
The Dutchman , DeWi tte , is an amusing little fellow who al-
ways shows up at the mo s t opportune moments; he is always 
just i n t ime to help the plot move along . 
The way in which Anderson has the Judge and Biggs 
s idestep the theft of the money is clever ; he makes them 
s o clearly in the wrong, yet shows how they can get by 
wi thout being punished, because of their standing in a 
community . Anderson eertainly plays up the angle of the 
men on the " inside" using all infor mation to their own 
advantage . 
The playwr ight was not in any way attempting sacri ege 
when he made a comedy scene of the prayer which Biggs and 
Skimmerhorn presented . I n a way there seems to be an under-
lying purpose in this scene . He may be striving to show 
t he men as the hypocrits they were, men who on Sunday dress 
up and put on t heir air of devoutness, but who really have 
no f eeling or knowledge- of any of the Chr i stian teachings. 
, Bur gess Meredith , a well known actor , played the part 
of Van when the play was first produced. It was writ ten 
about the h i storica mountain facing the Hudson which is 
near both the actor ' s and the writer ' s estates . 2 
The tragedy of what man does to the earth is voi ced 
by the I ndian in his dying speech . The I ndian says that 
2. Mantle , Bur ns ( editor) , The Best Plays of 12.12-3.2, 
"Hi gh Tor," Preface . 
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it all has one good po i nt: 
"And t here ' s one comfort . 
I heard t he wi se I achim , l ooking down 
When t he railr oad cut was fresh, and the bleeding earth 
Offended us . The r e i s nothing made he said 
And will be nothing made by these n~w men ' 
Hi gh tower , or cut , or bui di ngs by a lak~ 
That wi ll not make good ruins ."3 ' 
Vhen Lisa leaves Van she says that he will not be 
alone, but he is one of the few who will walk the air 
with a t r ead that stirs no l eaf . He must do it now while 
he is young and full of dreams because: 
" ••• The earth you have 
Seems so hard and firm with al l its colors 
Sharp for the eye, as a taste ' s sharp to the tongue, 
You ' ll hardly credit how it ' s outlines blur 
And wear out as you wear. Play now with fire 
Whi le fire wil burn, bend down the bough and eat 
Be f or e the fruit f alls . 11 4 
·Anderson shows that verse can coµt a in comedy , though 
t he most comi c parts of this play are usually in prose; 
but hi s tragic verse is much more eloquent qnd liftina 
than i s that of his comedy that he is ri ght in attempting 
t o make a place in the theatre for trag i c verse . 
3. Anderson, Maxwell, Eleven Ver se !5lays, "High Tor ,u 
p. 142 . 
4. I bid. , p. 109 .. 
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The Star Wagon 
Ac t I, Scene 1. The dining room of a cottage some -
where in a manuf a cturing town in Ohi o in the year 1924 . 
Stephen and Mar tha Minch are in the dining room eating 
breakfast. Martha is nagging at Stephen, telling him to 
get rid of Hanus Wicks , an old buddy who lives wi th them. 
Martha says she wishes she had married Paul Reiger, who 
is now a wealthy man . Hanus comes in and she s ays no 
more , except to hurry them off to work . 
Scene 2 . A work room in a laboratory wing of the 
Arlington-Juffy factory. Stephen and Hanus are late to 
work t hi s morning because of Martha ' s nagging . Just be-
fore t hey ar rive , Stephen ' s boss comes in to see him and 
finds he is not there . He discovers that Stephen has 
been using the company ' s time to work on a machine for 
himse l f . Stephen comes in , followed by Hanus , and when 
accused of working on his own machine instead of an im-
por t ant rubber ana ysis, he explains that the machine is 
called t he Star-wagon, and it is able t o pro j ect people 
back int o the past. Duffy thinks both Stephen and Hanus 
are crazy; enr aged , he fi r es St ephen , and gives orders 
for the Star-wagon to be destroyed the next day. 
Scene 3. The same as scene 2 except it is at mid-
night. Stephen and Hanus wi th the aid of two thugs break 
into t he laboratory , and turn t he dial s of the Star-wagon 
back to the day of July 4 , 1902 . There is a roar and the 
next scene is in 1902 . 
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Act IIo Scene 1. The interior of the bicycle shop 
in eastern Ohio. Stephen and Hanus are now young men in 
their bicycle shop in t he year 1902. I t is July 3, how-
ever, for t he Star-wagon was not properly synchroni zed . 
They are now re-livine their lives wi th a clear knowl edge 
of event s to come . Martha , a charming young lady dressed 
in bicycle bloomers, enters the shop , and while she is 
talking to Stephen, Hallie Arlington and her father come 
in. Mr . Arington buys a gasoline carr i age t hat Stephen 
and Hanus have invented, for five hundred dollars . Every-
thi g is happeni gas it hap ened before . Stephen is in 
10-e with M Pt a, but real izing that she will some day 
be come a kitchen scol d and repent of her marriage to him , 
he f eels that he ought to we d Hall ie . 
Scene 2 . The choir l of t of the village church . 
Hanus i s inside the organ pumping it for the choir mis-
tres s , Mrs . Rutledge , who is-constant ly scol ing hi m. 
Stephen still cannot break the growing af fection for 
Martha , he asks to escort her home and says 1e wi l l meet 
her at the chur h picnic the next day . 
Scene 3. Picnic grounds . Hallie flirts quite openly 
with Ste phen , and Martha gets j ealous . Stephen confesses 
to Hanus that he is f a lling in love all over agai n with 
Martha. 
Scene 4 . Pi cnic grounds near the creek . Hallie has 
talked Stephen into going i n swimming wi th her and some 
f th th They do so and Stephen is al most drowned, o e o _ers . 
but Hanus , who has stayed behin with Mrs . _utledge and 
Mar tha , comes up in time to save St h . ep en . 
everyone that she and Stephen are engaged . 
Hallie tells 
Vhen Stephen 
comes to and finds this out, he loo~s for Martha and 
t r i es to explain the s i tuation . Just as he is getting 
r eady to propose to Martha , Hanus j ams the Star-wagon , 
and Stephen proposes to Hallie instead of Martha . 
Act III . Scene 1 . The drawing room of Stephen 
Minch ' s house. A snugl y palatial affai r existing in the 
f alse future of his marriage with Hal e, say about 1937 . 
(Stephen is shown as a crook along with Duf y and Reiger . 
Hanus is the only one who wants co play fa i r , and he , 
poor fellow, find s himse f married to Mrs . Rutledge . ') 
All f our men are controlline stockho l ders in a l arge 
company . Because Hanus vill not vote the i r way they are 
det ermined to have him judged insane . Stephen himse l f 
t u r ns against Hanus . Martha realizes that Hanus is the 
best of them a l l because he is the only vne who real y 
believes in something . Stephen , seeing hov, miserabl e 
t hi ngs are in this ki nd of existence , makes it up with 
Hanus , and together the tinker with the Star-wagon ; the 
f a l se life i s done away with . 
Scene 2 . Same as Scene 1, Act 1 . The di ning room 
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of the Minch Cottage . (The time el aps ed has really been 
only twenty- four hou r s ) Martha i s so gl ad to have Stephen 
back t hat she i s no l onger fussy about not having a.ny 
money . She asks Ha.nus to continue livine wi th them . 
Duffy comes and offers Stephen his ol d j ob back at a 
higher salary, Stephen refuses, but finally takes a job 
as consulting engineer. Hanus get s a salary of fifty 
dollars a week . Martha and Ste phen r ealize that they 
are really happy together, that things are best a s they 
are and not as bad as t hey mi ght have been . 
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In this play Mr. Anderson tur ns to prose, with only 
a bit of verse here and there . It seems that he cannot 
r eally voice his philosophy unless he dips into verse . 
"The Star-Wagon" as well as "High Tor 11 grew out of 
the playwright 's friendship with Burgess Meredith .I In 
making a changeabl e character of Stephen, Anderson makes 
a part suitable to the egot i sm of a good actor . I t is 
said that an actor loves a part in which he has several 
different changes of costume and make up . 
There is very little of Anderson ' s usual sarcasm 
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and in itself the play is a hiehly amusing fantasy , in 
which the ch~racters attem t to relive their past life. 
There i s rebellion in it , in that the characters are re-
belling against life and are seeking hope and re-creation 
in life as it might have been . 
Thi s play tends more toward romanticism than any of 
the othe r plays. This idea of taking ordinary life and 
endowing it with glamour is a popular on . Anderson gives 
to Ste phen , Hanus , and Martha a reconciliation of this 
f aith in their ideal s when he has Stephen s ay: "I never 
believed much in a golden city back there in the choir . 
I don't believe it now . But they were right about one 
thing, the old prophets---there is a holy city , somewhere . 
A place we hunt for, and go toward, al l of us trying and 
none of us findin it . And it ' s no wonder we don ' t find 
it yet . Because our lives are ike the ird ( you remem-
ber) i n the old reader that flew in from a dark night 
through a r oom lighted wi th candle s , i n by an open wi n-
dow, and out on the othe r s i de ·, we come out f a k o .ar_ , 
and live f or a moment where i t ' s light, and then go 
back into dar k agai n . Sometime we ' ll know what ' s out 
there i n t he bl a ck beyond the window whe r e we came i n , 
and what ' s out there i n the black on the other side , 
whe r e it all seems t o enct . n2 
The play s hows a power Anderson has of creat ing 
charact er s , who are vi tal and real, and of wr i t ing 
lively scenes and vi gorous conversation . He can con-
st r u ct a "Flight of .fancy" and yet make it seem t rue 
enough _be cause he maintains his common sense about 
people . Hi s peopl e al though they are of all cl asses 
and k i nds , are very real and human . 
The per sonalities of Stephen and Hanus have a 
queer s t re ak t hrough them , and yet they seem real and 
alive . I n the i r dreams and des i res come agai n that 
al oneness a l ways pr esent i n Anderson ' s drama . The 
play ends with the scene shi fted back into the pr esent 
day and ea ch one of the characters is sati sf i ed wi tn 
t hings a s they are . 
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Ander son ' s theme was not ori gi nal . There are others 
that are s i milar , for instance - --"Dear Brutus ," "Be r kl ey 
Squa re," "Time and the Conways , " "One Sunday Af te r noon , " 
2 . Bodeen, DeHi tt ( ed i tor) "Ei ght Plays by Maxwe l l Ander-
son," p . 26 . 
and "If . 113 
Thi s play is definitely an escape play , marking ·what 
may be Anderson ' s r evolt to romant i cism~ It stands in 
the same place in Anderson ' s pl ays in which "Ah ~ Wilder-
ness " stands in the col lected plays of Eugene 0 ' Nei l .4 
When Anderson shif ts his time back to the year 1902 , 
he shift s into f antasy and a great deal of comedy . The 
choir l oft scene i n which Hanus is pumping the or gan i s 
realist ic and very entertaining . Then the picnic scene 
is good comedy . His characters are superb and the play 
s eems like a cross section of typical American smal l-town 
life . 
There is one character in the play who , after the 
fir st performance in New York , was removed from the play; 
that was the character of an old Herb- woman . Thi s char-
acter reappears in the published script . 5 
Anderson has put into hi's "Star- Wagon" pl a i n people 
who wi l l be recognized as some one from t .l..ie home tovm . 
There is no doubt that he is cl ever in bringing the small 
human mistakes and tricks i nto play . I nterest never lags 
in thi s play because of these things . 
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3 . Bode~n, DeWi tt (editor) "Eight Plays by Maxwell Anderson , " 
p .. 24. 
4 . I bid . , p . 26 . 
5. I bid . , p . 25 . 
Conclusion 
In both of the fantasies Anderson has made them so 
real that it is hard to believe they deal with mythical 
characters or f antasti cal event s . His !!flight of fancy" 
in "The Star-1 -agon11 does not seem ridiculous because he 
seems to pre serve good common sense about his peopl e . 
His scenes are plain enough , in both of the pl ays , 
and yet in their plainness hold the interest of the 
reader . By the use of j ust enough f anc iful design , Mr. 
Anderson keeps a romantic air about his comedies . 
"High Tor" has a good deal more of Anderson ' s phil-
osophy of life in it than does "The Star-Wagon;" but 
since it was his first attempt at anything of the kind , 
it is too much to expect him to get very far away from 
his other verse plays. He has gone farther from his 
pattern in "The Star-' -agon" than in any other . 
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Chapter I V 
Mus icals. 
Mr. Anderson has written but one musical comedy . 
E . 11 K . k ven in J.nic_erbocker Holiday" he cannot get away from 
his r esentment toward unjust governments . The lyrics 
which he writes in this comedy are very clever and as 
well written as most of his verse ; howeve r , they are in 
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a much lighter vein. The music was written by Kurt ~eill . 
This musical comedy might have been placed in another 
chapter , with the emphasis on t he political problems of a 
government; or with the emphasis on the historical char-
acters . I t was put in a chapter by itself because of 
characteristics that the others did not have ; lyrics and 
music . 
I t was difficult to retain the sense of humor with 
which this play is fil l ed to overflowi ng . Howeve r , a 
bi t of it was emphasized here and t here t hroughout the 
synopsis and crit icism. 
I n this particular play the stage directions and 
"" 
dances and choruses were interesting. The published 
play did not have the music conta ined and had merely a 
suggestion of the dances here and there. Color was l ent 
to t he book by the description of the costumes . 
The stage setting is not elaborate , but Anderson 
has wr itten the book and lyric s so well that there was 
no need to trim up the setting . 
/ 
K~ickerbocker Holiday 
A Mus ical Comedy in Two Acts 




Act I. Washington I rving is writing at his desk ; 
it is night , and a shaded candl e lights his work . As 
the curtain rises , I rving l ays down his pen , takes up 
his manusc r i pt , tears it in pieces , and hurls it to 
the floor . 
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Irving is tired of wr iting gossip and intimate de -
tail s of sca11:,dal about the people and times of the ear y 
nineteenth century . He wants to write something worth 
while; his fri ends have urged him not to go high- minded 
but to cont inue writing his goss ip column . He dec ides 
to write a history of Old Dutch New York, which he has 
had in mi nd f or some time . He calls it hi s "Knicker-
bocker History. 11 He decides he will be V e -"Y careful not 
to offend the descendants of those old Dutch founde r s ; 
and will gloss over the f acts a bi t here and there . Irv-
i ng , mi xing the popular names of streets and sections of 
today with the old Dutch Amsterdam , begins to set his 
scene , with windmills i n the distance and Dutch maidens 
washing the steps . 
A Dutch trumpeter enters , bl owing his bugle ; he 
calls out that there is no news by land , and none by sea , 
in fact, there i s no news at all . The chorus of Dutch 
Maidens come out to wash the steps . Th ey sing a scrubb-
ing song , about the swishing of mops . They return into 
the house at the end of the song and the council enters . 
Van Cortlandt , J r . lights their pipes as Irving sings, 
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of t he Counci l of the city . When he finishes, the trumpeter 
announces that .he has some news . He has seen a ship on 
t he bay . De Peyster and Roosevelt call to Tienhoven, 
chairman of the council , to come out of the house, for 
the new Governor is coming . Tienhoven comes from the 
house and crosses to the Council . 
The Council declares a h9liday . Then Tienhoven says 
they must have someone to hang because if they don ' t fi nd 
s ome one the new Governor will think they do not know how 
t o r un a government. Van Cortlandt, Jr . wants to hang a · 
Quaker because they are tougher . The last time they hung 
a Baptist he died too soon; the Quaker kicks longer . 
Roosevelt cannot understand why they must hang anyone for 
t he ce l ebration. They tell him to hush . Roosevelt then 
s i ngs of when a man first comes into office, how he asks 
que s t ions that are embarrass i ng and how he is paid money 
t o hu sh up . The Council j oin in the chorus to sing , "Ve 
s a i d hush , hush to you. " 
The Council decides t o hang a Quake r . The town marshal, 
Schermerhorn , ent ers from the r i ght, in full regalia, with 
massive keys at his belt . A few straggl ers follow him in . 
He tell s the Council that they have no one to hang ; the 
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prisoners have all escaped through a hole in the jail wall . 
The Counci l cannot understand this, and want to know why 
t he hole hadn ' t been repaired . Schermerhorn said he told 
them about it last winter , but they let it go . Besides 
when it was cold the prisoners did not want to escape; 
but now t hat it is warmer they have all gone . The Council 
bemoans the f act that all their nice prisoners have es-
caped. Tienhoven says they must find someone ; no matter 
what t he person has done , he must be arrested . The Coun-
cil start to tip- toe out looking for a prisoner but Tien-
hoven tells them to whistle so that no one will know what 
t hey are doing . They leave whistling . 
Irving wants a hero now and decides he will use Brom 
Broeck . Brom does not see why he should be the hero; he 
does not have a job , has no good family background, no 
money , in fact , nothing . I rving says that he is the kind 
of a hero he needs , and te l ls Brom to get on rith the story . 
Brom s i gnals of f left t o Tenpin , whv enters with a 
gr indstone . Brom announces that he and Tenpin are in the 
knife - sharpening business. Four girls enter and discover 
Brom and Tenpin . They ask Brom if he isn ' t afraid of 
Tienhoven . Brom says he has reformed and is going to 
keep out of fights and be civi ized . Brom sings a song 
of how a marr ied man must find a j ob and keep it . Tenpin 
joins in singing and a group of young men come in during 
Tenpin 's song . Everyone joins in on the chorus . The 
girls ask Brom where he went when he left the Armory . 
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Brom says that he and Tenpin went up north of Wall Street 
and be gan t o clear a couple of farms , but the Ind i ans 
drove them out . 
The girls call to Tina Tienhoven , who comes to the 
window. Brom tells her he ha s a job now and is going 
to stop fi ghting; Tina says in that case she will come 
down and talk to him . Van Cortlandt, Jr . crosses f rom 
the billboard to Tenpin . He commands Tenpin to stop 
grindi ng knives; it is against the law to grind knives 
without a license . He turns to Brom and commands him 
to stop. Brom gets angry , leaps on Van Cortlandt , Jr ., 
and bears him to the ground o He is busily throttling 
him when Tina runs from the house . Brom stops when he 
sees Tina , and tries to apologi ze to Van Cortlandt , Jr ., 
who runs out . 
Brom explains to Tina that he has a strange mal ady . 
He cannot take orders . Wnen he was in Holland it wasn ' t 
t hat way, but when he came to this country and was out 
in t he woods , living on wild turkey and Indian corn, he 
got s o used to being free that he couldn ' t t ake orders. 
Tina then for gives him and they sing of their love; when 
t hey are finished , Brom asks Tina to run away and marry 
hi m. Tin~ does not want to go against her f ather ' s wishes . 
She want s Brom to ask her f ather for his permission . Brom 
kis s e s Tina just as the Council enters . Tienhoven is 
angr y ; Tina explains that Br oms is sorry he hit her fa -
ther ove r the head , and now she wants t o marry him . 
Tienho en oathers his counci l about hi m. They try 
to fi gure out whether Brom ha s broken enough laws to 
warrant his arrest and haneine . De Peyste r r eads aloud 
a list of the laws; Tienhoven tell s him not to read them 
so loud, for there are some which the members of the 
Counci l themselves have broken . Tien..hoven dec i des t hat 
the best thing to do is just to put Brom i n j ai l to get 
him out of the way . He commands the marshal to arre s t 
Brom. 
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Brom dares anyone of t hem to give hi m an or der , and 
of course the ent i re Council is frightened . Schermerhorn 
s ays he will gi ve the or der and crosses to Brom , saying , 
"Vill you go t o j ai l? Please?" Brom says he is sorry he 
cannot comply . He asks the Council whether , if he finds 
a man who i s abso l ute l guilty of a hanc i ng of fense , they 
will allow him , Br om , to go f ree . The gl adl y compl y . 
He then points out ienhoven , who , wi th the Council, moves 
back to where the cr owd cannot l ook at him . Here I rving 
interrupts. 
Irving t e lls Brom that he must stop slinging mud at 
the founding fat hers , or hi s book won ' t s ell at all. He 
realizes tha t Tienhoven is guilty , but he is somebody ' s 
ancestor and people ar e t ouchy .about t he i r ancestors . He 
asks Brom to f i nd some othe r means of es cape without be-
smirching too many r e put at i ons . Irving and Brom s i ng a 
• • 11 He i s one who i ns i sts on song of what 11 An Ameri can is . 
eating , drinking, reading, and thinki ng j ust what he pl eases . 
When they finish the song, they shake hands and Irving 
returns to his desk to write . 
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Tiehhoven comes down the steps at the l eft, follow-
ed by the Council. They .deny the f act that any of them 
have broken the law. Brom says it is true but that he 
won't press the point . They try to t ake Brom bodily. 
Van Cortlandt , Jr . and Scher merhorn have guns ; Schermer-
horn cl oses his eyes and shoots blindly. Tenpin falls, 
but jumps up i mmedi ate ly, nharmed . The Council t ie 
Brom up . Tina and Brom sing . Brom asks for one last 
request to be granted . They listen to Brom, who tel ls 
them of a new f ashion of hanging . The hangmen in Europe 
hang their victims up by the bely, which causes excruci at -
ing pain , and is a prolonged method of hangi ng . He pleads 
with them not to hang him in this f ashion, which they pro-
ceed to do immediate ly. The new Governor enters and make s 
fun of the Council for having let Brom trick them . He 
orders them to free Brom. 
Stuyvesant ( the new governor) tells the people how 
he intends to rul e ; i t is really rather t yrannical , but 
the way he explains it the people aren ' t sure what he 
means . Brom does not care for Stuyvesant and his orders . 
Tienhoven and Stuyvesant go int o the house to sett l e a 
few matter s about the affairs of New Amsterdam. 
Tienhoven returns to tell Tina she is t o marry the 
new Governor. that She loves Brom·, but Tien.-She argues 
·t · 11 ttled Brom , Tina, and the chorus hoven says 1 is a se • 
of Girls sing about youn
0
P l ove . St t t uyvesan ells Tina 
the weddine will be t he next day . Stuyvesant has Brom 
thrown i nto j ail, not only because Brom loves Tina , but 
also because Brom disappr oves of the new regime . The 
act ends with the crowd and Council and Stuyvesant sing-
i ng , "All Hail .the Political Honeymoon." 
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Act II, Scene 1 . The interior of the jail , a small 
fr ame q adrangle with no furniture s ave a wooden bench 
along one wall . There is only one door, and no windows . 
There is a row of notches, beginning small at the right , 
and runni ng around the room increasing i n size , until the 
not ches cul m-inate at the left in a gigantic notch, big 
enough for a man to squeeze through . Brom is lying back 
on a bench , pl aying his flute softly . Tenpin i s sharpen-
i ng a knife . Brom drifts into the overture to a ballad 
which Irving s i ngs . 
Tenpin is vi s i ting Brom. He tells hi how Stuyve-
sant ha s al l of the inhabi tants of the t own mar ching up 
and down and jumping at his orders. Schermerhor n appears 
at one of t he notches; he tells Brom that Tina wants to 
s ee h i m. Just as she is about to e~ter they hear some-
one at t he j ail door and she di sappears . Stuyvesant and 
R l t · St uyvesant or ders Ten_pin out of t he ooseve come in . 
jail, and asks why the notches have not been boarded up . 
Schermerhorn appears wi th a pistol in his hand and says 
he is guardi ng the not ches . Stuyvesant asks Brom why 
he does not writ e a long book whi l e he is i n j ail. 
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Stuyvesant sin 0P"s, te111·n~ how 1 k 5 - uc ya man is to be in 
jail, for he does not have to worry about · his food , or 
how to earn money, or anything. Stuyvesant and Roosevelt 
go out at the end of the song . 
Tina appears again at the notch and asks Brom to 
help her through . Schermerhorn decides she shouldn ' t 
go i n, and he pulls on her from the outside while Brom 
pulls on her from the inside . Brom 8ives a big tug and 
pulls Tina in, but Schermerhorn has pulled all of her 
skirts off and she stands there only in a bodice and a 
pai r of Dutch drawers. 
Tina teils the sheri f to hand in her skirts . The 
sheriff averts his face and counts them as he drops the 
skirts through the notch . Tina begins to dress as she 
explains why she has come. She offers to run away with 
Brom. As she is explaining , Mrs . Schermerhorn comes in; 
she i s quite shocked and hurriedly goes out, bolting the 
doo r after her . Brom tells Tina he cannot take her out 
into the wi l derness to sure death . Tina argues with him, 
and finally he agrees . As Tina starts to leave, Schermer-
horn claps an iron grating over the notch . Tienhoven 
come s to the j ail to take his Tina home with him , threat-
ening to have Brom hanged on the morrow if anything is 
said of this . Tina and Brom sing, "Lie and Love are a 
Series of Separat ions ." 
Scene 2. The scene is again the Battery as seen 
from the waterfront. I t is the mor ning of the day follow-
ing Scene 1 . As the t · · cur ain r i ses we di scover Stuyve-
sant seated at the left of the stage at a small table . 
A soldier i s kneel ·ng at his feet polishing his silver 
leg . 
The Gr and Army of New Amsterdam marches in . The 
Army consists of the Council, Corlear, Six Boys , and 
all are commanded by General Pof enburgh . General 
Poffenburgh stands on the top platform just belo , the 
gallows , giving commands . The Army marches to the left 
above the gallows , makes a right face , and marches down 
the steps , and on until Van Cortlandt , Jr . reaches t e 
extreme right of the stage. 
Poffenburgh or ders the army to halt ; then presents 
them to the Governor . Stuyvesant says he finds but one 
f ault with the army and that is that there is too much 
individual thinking in it . oosevelt does not see any 
reason to march in an army when they aren ' t fighting . 
Stuyvesant soon hushes him and takes command of the army 
himself . 
He puts himself in the rear of the army in a very 
clever way and is thereby we ll protected . He turns the 
army ba ck over to the General ; as they march they sine 
the Vfar song . Stuyvesant says they must show more spirit 
and demonstrates f or them . The Army then start imitating 
his pe g leg . Stuyvesant tells them that that is more like 
it . All of the army leaves , except Stuyvesant and the 
Council. They take up matters of the s tate , such as in-
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crease in prices, profits and wages . Stuyvesant hears 
them all compla in about being ruined by t his set up; he 
says the government will extend credit and eventually 
the Governor himself wil take over the business . The 
Council draw together , and sorrowfully s ing "Ja, Ve re 
Ve Got Our Ancient Li berties?" The Council leaves . 
The lights dim to show the passage of time , and come 
up a moment later as a night scene . 
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Six Gir s enter from up l eft , costumed for the be-
trothal ce remony . As they sing Tina enters from her 
house. Van Cortlandt, Jr. enters with the betrothal 
paper s , cros ses to center, and stands wait ing for Tina 
and Stuyvesant to sign them. The lights slowly increase. 
The chorus sings a s t he Council enters from down rieht; 
Marshal Schermerhorn and his wife enter from down left; 
then Stuyvesant comes from the house and crosses to Tina 
at center, who is siening her name in the betrothal book . 
Stuyvesant inquires of Tina if she has le arned the 
rules for the guidance of the wives of New Amsterd am? 
She says she hasn 't and he makes her t ake out the list 
and read them . The rules are all to the advantage of 
the husband. When she finishes reading them , Stuyvesant 
starts to sign the betrothal book , then looks up and asks , 
"Can any one give just reason why this troth should not 
be plighted?" Mist r ess Schermerhorn speaks up and te l ls 
of Tina ' s being in jail with Brom without her skirts on . 
Stuyvesant questions Tina and she makes it seem worse 
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than it was , but Stuyvesant decides to marry her anyway . 
The chorus and Stuyvesant sin - g . Tina and Stuyvesant 
dance a short minuet , and everyone f ollows the i r exampl e . 
Their merriment i s broken by the sounds of shots and of 
men yelling . Brom and Tenpin run in from up left. Brom 
says the I ndians have burned down the j ai l and are com-
ing this way . The crowd starts off in a mad scramble . 
Brom and Tina run out together . 
The stage is empty except for Stuyvesant . Tien-
hoven runs in, and Stuyvesant commands him to call the 
Grand Army . Tienhoven tells him to do it himself . Stuy-
vesant calls to the Army; he orders them i nto the block 
house as the I ndians run in . Brom and Tenpin have en-
tered at the rear of the Council . Everyone ducks his 
head , os trich f ashion, with his posterior towards the 
audience . The Council goes into the block house , and 
Brom and Tenpin start to go out the way they have come 
in. Stuyvesant orders them into the block house. Brom 
asks him if he is gi ving an order ; Stuyvesant answers in 
the affirmative. Brom starts to threaten Stuyvesant but 
decides against it . He and Tenpin go out to f i ght the 
Indians as Tina and Stuyvesant watch from on stage. 
Stuyvesant finally goes out t o help them . The 
Trumpeter announces that Stuyvesant and Brom are the 
winners . Tenpin i s carried in and the girls lament the 
fact that he is dead . They lay him below the steps at 
the left. The chorus sings a sad song for Tenpin . 
St uyvesant t ells Brom t hat sin~e he has saved the lives 
of the people , he wil l let him have a trial . Br om is in-
fur i ated and t el ls the people what he t hinks of Stuyve-
sant ' s admi ni s trat i on . He says that the Governor has 
been selling liquor and ammunition to the I ndians , that 
he and Tenpin s aw h i m. Stuyvesant appeal s to the crowd , 
s aying t hat there are no other witnesses to back Brom up 
and surel y they won ' t believe a man al ready under indict -
ment . Tenpin r i ses and tells Stuyvesant that he saw him 
sell i ng t o the I ndians. Stuyvesant de clares : "That man 
Tenpin i s compl etely unreliable , even when he is dead . 11 
St uyvesant decides to hang Brom immediately . Brom appeal s 
t o the crowd, asking them if they are going to put up with 
Stuyvesant . 
Roosevelt is the first to go over to Brom ' s s i de , 
then the r est follow him . Stuyvesant start s t o puni sh the 
people and I rving inter rupts . He t ells Stuy esant to 
make his peace with the cit izens of New Amster dam because 
he is the i r Pat ron Sa i nt . Stuyvesant s ays he isn ' t aware 
t hat he has reached the stage where one is canonized . 
I r v ing i s disgusted with him and reminds him that he died 
long ago . Stuyvesant asks I rving how his descendants turn-
.. 
ed out, if they were easy to manage . I rving t ells him no , 
t hey were very stubbor n under orders . Everyone sings 
"That ' s an Ame r i can . " 
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s . " Kn . i nce i ckerbocker Hol i day" is Ander son ' s only 
musica l comedy , t he synops i s i s cons i der ably l onger than 
the others . I t seems i mpos s ibl e to make it any shorter 
and s t ill ret a in the comedy and ef fectivene s s of both 
the book and lyrics . 
This play i s a l ive l y comedy in whi ch , by verse and 
music , Ander son di splays a tyrannica l government in all 
i ts stupidi ty . The author ' s ability in satirical comedy 
is highl y entertaining . The book and lyrics were wr i t t en 
espe ci a lly fo r Kurt Weill ' s mus i c . l 
Ander son says in the preface to the publi shed play : 
"There has been a great deal of cri t i ca l bewilderment 
·ove r the pol i t i ca l op i nions expressed i n this pl ay , and 
not a little resentment at my de f initions of government 
and democra cy . I should l i ke to explain that it was not 
my i ntention t o say anything new or sho cking on e i the r 
subj e ct , but only t o remind t he audi ence of the attitude 
toward government which was curr ent in t lii s country at 
t he time of the r evol ut i on of 1776 and throughout the 
early years of the Republ ic .· At t he time it was genera ly 
be l ieved, as I bel ieve now, that the gr avest and most con-
st ant danger in a man ' s life , l i ber ty and happiness is 
the government under whi ch he lives . " 
Pete r St uyvesant is pictur ed as a tyrant who woul d 
regi ment t he stupid , amat eur government of old New Amster-
dam; and he turns out t o be worse t han t he Council , who 
• 1 . Anders on, Maxwe l l , "Knicke r bocker Hol i day ," Pr ef ace . 
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h ave been bad enough . No matter whether it be one man or 
a group of men , a government can be a tyrant . The differ-
ence be t ween the two is the craft y may i·n h •• w ich Stuyvesant 
talks the people into believing in him . 
The young hero, Brom, has nothing to his credit ex-
cept his stubbornness and his ideal of freedom. Freedom 
and Americanism are well displayed in this character and 
Anderson ' s definition of an American seems to be pretty 
close to the truth . When Brom tells Tina that he hadn ' t 
minded taking orders until he came to America , Anderson 
displays an underlying reason for the desire for freedom 
of most Americans . 
Tina , the young heroine of Anderson ' s musical comedy, 
is daring enough to defy her father, and would seem to 
be one of Anderson ' s r ebellious characters . Brom too is 
a rebel, and although he is a l one in his belief at the 
be ginning , he soon wakens the people of New Amsterdam to 
the fact that they are putting up with more than their 
share of tyranny . The author seems a l most to realize a 
solution to his problem, but in the end t here is still 
the feeling that the people of New Amsterdam were not com-
pletely successful in doing away with. tyr anny . 
By using I rving ' s "Knicke rbocker History" as a back-
ground, Anderson has written a delightful musical comedy . 
He change s things somewhat but the underlying purpose is 
always there, and even if it isn 't original , the idea is 
ext r emely clever and Anderson has done wonders with it . 
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Perhaps Anderson uses the Quaker and Baptist sects 
for his comedy in the fir st act, be cause he knew these 
t wo types better, having been brought up in a Baptist 
minister's home, and then teaching in the Quaker College 
at Whittier, Cal ifornia . He merely pokes f un at t hem 
and seems to believe the Quaker worse than the Baptist , 
perhaps because of some inner resentment at his dis-
miss a l f rom Whi tt i er College in his teaching days . 
The laws he lists as providing for punishment by 
death are very sarcast ic and he makes them seem ridicu-
lous i n that the Council members themselves break them 
without being puni shed , but when the people of the town 
do so , they are punished. Some of the laws were: Steal-
ing ; killing people (Indians you can kill, but not peo-
ple); the selling of brandy and firearms to the I ndians. 
The list of prisoners who have escaped from the j ail is 
hi ghly amusing when Schermerhorn counts them off on his 
finger s . There were: "the two uake r prisoners who 
preached in the streets , which is atheism; the t wo 
Moravians , convicted of hideous business pr actices , they 
wouldn't extend credit; the Swedish explorer, found guil-
ty of discovering lands in the name of Sweden, which is 
hi gh treason; the three pirates from Connecticut , caught 
stealing goods without a licens e ." 
The lyrics of Knickerbocker Holiday have given Mr . 
Anderson a chance to set hi s verse to music , which is a 
pleasure f ew poet s have . 
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Conclu sion 
Anders on has shown that he can al s o V\ir ite mus i cal 
comedies . Perhaps t his play might be listed among those 
of romanticism . The idea of the "fl i ght of time" is 
again us ed here ; similar to that of nHigh Tor" and "The 
Star-Wa gon. 11 He seems t o use a certain pattern for all 
three, with var i ations , and this pattern seems to be 
slightly based on his primary model. 
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This play is indeed filled with sarcasm and cynicism 
jus t as his verse plays have been, but his sarcasm is 
clothed i n humor and is presented in such a manner that 
the reader, fe e ling a definite sense of it, could still 
enj oy the comedy to the uttermost . 
Chapter V 
Collaborated l ays 
The foll owin 0 plays might have been placed in 
another chapter, but because Mr a Anderson has written 
them i n collaboration, t hey have been used in a separ-
at e chapter , re ardless of sub j ect matter . 
ttGods of the Lightning" comes the closest, of 
the collaborated plays , to making the reader feel that 
Anderson has written it , or even helped in the writing . 
I n t he others the hand of the other writer is const ant-
ly " popping up ." 
Harold hickerson gave Anderson the facts and dat a 
for t he play, "Gods of the Lightning." He had been a 
reporter on the Sacco-Va zetti case ( on which this play 
is based) at the time it happened. Laurence Stallings 
helped in the writing as well as furni sh ng the fact s 
for 11What Price Glory? 11 The other pl ays have not m1ch 
in t he i r f avor except a ew pleas i ng characte_s . 
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Fi rst Flight 
by 
Laurence Stal lings and Maxwell Anderson 
Act I. A publ ic room i n Hawk Peevey ' s t avern on 
the road t o ~ashville in the original state of North 
Carolina , i n t he 1 st decade of the eight eenth century . 
It i s a l ate af ternoon in l ate October. The sun shines 
low t hr ou gh a long wi ndow i n the rear . There is a huge 
chimney agai nst the wal at the rieht . The ma i n ent r ance 
i s a t t he left and another door at the r i ght . To the 
l eft, against the wall is a long , heavily built buvette . 
Som~ split - bottomed chai rs are around a ci rcul ar central 
t abl e and other chai rs a r e scattered around the room . 
I n the rear is a cleated ladder . hen the curtain r i ses 
there are two men at the table in the center . At the 
l eft s i de s i ts a Hessian ex- sol di er , his head buried in 
h i s hands . He has a bul let - shaped head , <lose shaven , and 
wears huge square-rimmed s pectacles . Across from him at 
t he ri ght of the tabl e , s i ts George Dozier, a count r y 
l awye r . He i s a spare , l antern-j awed , forceful , and 
ominous looki ng man . There are si lver buckl es on his 
shoes and . his hai r i s t i ed in a rather di s t inguished 
queue with a black ribbon . He holds a deck of car ds i n 
h i s hands . 
Dozier calls Hawk and asks if his horse has been 
bedded down well fo r t he ni ght . He says if it i sn ' t 
done any better t han it was t he l as t time , he will whip 
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the sta bl e boy agai n . Hawk s ays he will t a e care of it 
' and leaves . The Hess ian i s as l ee p and snoring . Lonny 
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Tucke r , a boy of about twenty , comes in . Both Lonny and 
Dozie r are in love with the same eirl, Cha i t y , but her 
fat her has promised he to Dozier . Charity, however , has 
pi,omised Lonny that she will marry h im. Hawk comes in and 
Lonny get s up to leave , but Ma jor Singl efoot enters . He 
i s sixty, tough , f l uent , a de an of the frontier courts . 
He wears a costume of buff and blue , suggest ing the Con-
tinent a l Regulars . The Ma j or ass Lonny to s it down to 
pl ay V7hist , but Lonny doe s not want to pl ay ca ds with 
Doz ier . The Ma jor , however , talks 1im into stayin
0
, and 
they s i t down to play . Hawk brings liquor and puts it be- · 
side the Ma jor . Do zi er wakens the Hess i an to ma1 ea fourth 
at Whist . The Ma jor does not want to play cads wi th t he 
He s i an; he draws his knife , but Do zier makes him put it 
ba ck . 
Dozie r and the Major talk of their Free State of 
Frankl "n , how it i independent of the state of North 
Carolina . They kn01.1 1 that orth Caro ina i s sending a 
prosecut i ng attorney to keep t hem firom being s o defiant . 
Dozier says that he is intendi ng to go to N shvi l le be-
•· 
for e the other gentleman gets there and regi st r as the 
All durina their conversat i on prosecuting att orney . u 
The Hess i an is causine the Ma j or they are playing carus . 
a lot of trouble wi th his dealine; . The Tua j or , who de -
lights i n l ong stories , begins one on .the adventure of 
Daniel Boone. Lonny d D · - an ozier lau 0 h at it , but the 
Hessian doe sn ' t underst and i·t . rJ k · iaw is in to r eport 
that there is a man on horseback comin
0
~ f · ram the east , 
followed by a nigger on a mule . The nig.ger comes i n 
and announce s that Captain J a cks on want s to know if he 
can reach Tooly Hill by nightfall . Hawk tells the 
nigger to ask Capt a i n J a ckson to spend then ght he e 
because it is too far to the Hil . The nigger leaves , 
·followed by Hawk . They both reappear , carrying luggage , 
and Hawk has a black dueling case . Andy J acks on , a 
young man of about t wenty follows them i n . J acks on 
does not pay any at tention to the card game but orders 
whiskey . The Ma j or be gins hi s tale where he left off , 
and as he finishes , Char i ty Clarkson comes in. All of 
the men , exc ept the Hessian , rise . Charity gr eets them 
all except the Hess i an and J a cks on , whom she does not 
know . 
Charity asks for a sugar loaf, but s ays she can pay 
for only hal f of it . Hawk tells he she can have hair 
of the loaf , and when she gets the money can come back 
for the other half . J ackson thinks Hawk should gi ve her 
all of the loaf . J acks on pay s a compliment to the girl; 
she curtseys and acknowl edge s the compliment , which makes 
Dozie r very angry. Lonny asks Charity if she is going 
to the " soiree 11 wi t h Doz ier this evening . She says she 
is, even though she has promised to go with Lonny . The 
men go back to the i r card game as Hawk looks for the sugar 
loaf nnni:>r t.hi:> h~T' . 
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J a cks on begins to talk to Hawk about the bad manners 
of t he people ar ound this communi t y ( of course he is re -
fer r ing to the men pl ayin
0
~ cards) . H e s ays it is a shame 
to have such manners when they aren I t so f ar frorn N _ orth 
Carol ina . Hawk tells him that the name of that state is 
not ment ioned around here . The Ma jor aga in gets angry 
with the Hess i an , draws his knife , and wounds the Hes s ian 
sli ght l y . Lonny asks Charity if he mieht take her home , 
but she refuses his offer and tells Hawk to hur17 with 
t he sugar loaf . 
The Ma j or introduces himself to Capt a in Jackson and 
then introduce s Lonny and Dozier . The Ma jor asks him to 
make t he f ourth hand at cards , but J ackson re uses . They 
ask Hawk but he refuses them too . Jacks on asks them to 
have a drink with him ; the Major agrees t o, but Doz i er is 
not sure that he wants one . J ackson changes his mind a -
bout the cards and s it s down t o deal~ He de l iberate l y 
s ticks his el ow in the Ma jor ' s eye (the same thing for 
hich the Hessian as wounded) and the Ma jor immediate l y 
challenges him to a duel . Hawk pleads with them not to 
fi ght now because there won ' t be a dance if they do; t hey 
s et t he time for dawn the next morning . Dozier te l ls the 
Ma jor that he will be his second , and Lonny offers Jack-
s on h i s services . The Ma jor , thinking it over , isn ' t so 
sure he wants to f i ght Jackson because he wants to get 
the fi r s t shot at the new Prosecut i ng Attorney whom the 
N t , Caro11·na is sending out to the Fr ee governor of or n 
State of Franklin . J a ckson s ays he needn 't wait, for 
he is that new attorneJv • D · d th ozier an e Ma j or go out . 
Lonny asks Char i ty if he mi ght wal k home with her , but 
she again refuses and leaves . 
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Jackson is looking at hi dueling case as Hawk and 
Lonny go out. Wben they have gone, Charity comes back 
to warn J ackson that Dozi er and the ~a j ar are good shots . 
She begs him not to f i ght them, but he will not agree . 
He tells her that he must have a dance with her toni ght; 
she agree s as she leaves o Hawk comes in and asks J ackson 
if he is really going to fight the t wo men . J ackson asks 
Hawk to get t wo candles and place them i n the wi ndow; after 
Hawk has done this , J ackson shoots the flame of f each . 
Act I I. Time---moonr i se . Two A. M., a cleared patch 
of ground in front of 1fos Bi bb 1 s new l og ba n , which is 
at the back of the stage , wi th a small door right , whi ch 
is wide open . Through the chinks may be seen the color 
and movement of dancers , also the woodsmoke from fat-pine 
torches . The stage is bare , save for thr ee stumps . To 
the ri ght a dried cornfield, and at one point the stalks 
are trussed into a path l eading of • For a fevr minutes 
the only movement is the shadow of dancers , and the squeak 
of one very bad fiddle is heard . 
As the music diBs momentarily , 1llla j or Singl efoot , Wes 
Bibb, and Hairy Lake (a frontiersman) come out . They drink 
toasts to everyone from Pres i dent -,-ashinet on on down t o 
The Ma J·or, be ore each t oast , does not be-Daniel Boone. 
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lieve he should drink it because he has a duel scheduled 
for dawn . As they fini sp their last toast , Dozier and 
Charity come out . The Ma j or , and the others l eave . Doz-
i er tells Charity she wi l be the queen of al Nashville 
when he takes her there . She isn ' t s o sure that she wants 
to go wi th a man who duels . He refuses to call the duel 
off and she tells him that she hasn ' t agreed to marry him 
yet , even if her father has told him she would. She l eaves . 
Hairy and three buckskins come out , dressed al i ke , 
wi th long rifle s . Hairy tells them that if the Free State 
fail s again he is going to join Colonel Boone . The Ma j or 
come s out and j oins them. Wes Bibb follows him . They 
t al k about the government of the Free State and drink 
often . Hai ry offers to kill Jackson for the Ma jor so that 
he won ' t have to bother about the duel the next mor n ·ng . 
They ar e interrupted by a group of young men who are fight -
i ng about who is going to dance wi th a partirn tlar girl . 
The Ma j or tells them to go down to the creek bed and fight 
it out • . Everyone moves off toward the creek to watch the 
fi ght . ·Lonny and Charit r come from the barn . Lonny begs 
Charity to wait for him, not to marry Dozier . He says he 
will have hi s l aw license i n two months . She does not give 
him a de f inite answer . 
They are interrupted by the entrance of J a ckson and 
Hawk . Charity sends Hawk and Lonny on an errand . l ben 
they have gone , she begs J ackson to leave now while there 
is st ill t i me . He seems almost to promise , then asks he r 
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to kiss him . \ hen sh dos kiss h m, he s y that now 
he Ce ll never e; o • H wk , Lonny , nd Widov.1 Rah 1 ente . 
Rachel trie~ to Qet J ks on to danc th · i .st n 
with he ' but he says Charity hes promi d him 1is ·ir t 
reel. Rachel invit es him to sta until t h end of the 
dance , and he accept s . Dozi e t ke J cks n ' s presen .e 
with Charity a s a personal af ront and want s t o fi ~ t 
him , but J ackson reminds him of the duel t omor ow. J acl -
son and Cha itr go into the b n to dance ; Do zi er and 
Hawk follow. Hawk is out soon to tell the roup wh t a 
good dancer the Capt ain is . They all go i n to wat'h him 
dance. 
The Ma jor and Hairy stroll out , fo lowed by We s . 
They discuss how smal the Capt a n is and how hard t 
is oing to be f o the Ma jo r to take a ·m on him . They 
drink some mo e and the Ma jor tells another story f t he 
daring l ife of Danie l Boon . • Four young m n ome out to 
ask the Ma jo if it i s true that J a kson is th man f om 
the North Caro ina government . The M~ jor rep ies thct 
he is , but i anyone touches him unti l a ·ter the du 1 , 
the Ma jor ' s reputat ·on will be so led . 
J ackson and Cha ity come out . Hairy starts quest on-
ing J ackson , and a s he does s o, Dozie steps from t he door 
followed by a crow of dancers . J acks on has a debat e with 
Hairy and then the entire crowd o · Buckskins on erning 
t Do zl·e r t akes a and in the the ri ghts of the governmen , . 
argument , pulls a flintlock~ and fire s at J ackson . J acl -
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son fli nches slight l y , then with ut ter care takes out 
a pi s tol, ad j usts the f lint , bal ances the barrel rather 
awkwar dly on hi s f ree a r m, and f i res . Dozier falls dead . 
Hairy goe s t o Dozie r and sees that Jackson has shot him 
t hrough the heart. The Ma jor , angry that he has let 
Dozier ge t the first shot, tells J ackson to pul l his 
gun wi th him ; the Ma j or shoots blindly and J ackson shoots 
i nto t he air . J ackson tells Hawk that he ill be leaving 
s oon, but first he must go on an errand about a mile up 
the road. 
Act I I I . A loft under a triangular cabin roof . 
There i s a door opening to the right which swings wide 
into t he moonlight , with a log ladder running from out -
s i de i nto the ins ide. At the rear , there is an outline 
of a chimney, wi th the cor ner in bla ck shadow. At the 
l eft i s a huge fourposter bed , made of logs trimmed and 
skinned , with stocks of branches still upon t he posts , 
on which are artic l es of pioneer clothing . There is a 
trap door by the bed and against the wal l , opening from 
below. A buffal o r obe lies on the floo r by the bed . As 
the curt a i n rises , two children , a boy and a girl , near 
the ages of t welve and ten , are sleeping in the middle 
of t he bed , which is furnished with a patchwork quilt 
and a coarse t op sheet . There is no sound , save one call 
from a whippoorwill , whi ch to the backwoods i s the sign 
of de at h . 
Charity comes breat hless up the outside ladder , 
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moves to the cubby- hole, lis tens , t hen moves t o the be . 
The whippoorwill gr eet s he r as she moves over to the win-
dow. She wal ks back to t he bed and wakens the girl , Cissy , 
to tell he r what has hap .._nened . Sh t ~ k t _e aen wa ens he boy , 
but they a r e s l eepy and not interested . She calls to her 
mot her , te l ling her that Dozier has been k ·11 d _ l e • He 
mother cr i es and sobs that now Charity will have to work 
f or a poo r man a l l her life . Charity undresses and gets 
into bed . -
J a ckson comes up the l adder and through the window. 
She jumps up and r uns to him . They sit on the chest , 
telling ea ch other of the i r love . Jackson is weak from 
the los s of blood . He te l ls her for the f i rst time that 
he really loves her; they kiss , but are interrupted by 
the voice of Lonny calling to Charit y ' s mother . He asks 
if he may tal k to Charity . The mother says he may and 
he comes u p to se e Charity . Jackson hides behi nd the 
chimney i n the dark corner . Lonny asks t De girl to 
marry h i m. He says he won ' t get his law license now; 
but she say s she won ' t ever give him an answer unti l he 
doe s get his l i cense . He t alks about what a coward Jack-
son i s and hasn ' t much use for him . Charity , angry , makes 
him leave . 
~7hen he has gone , J a ckson comes out of his hiding 
pla ce and tells Charity that she will never ind happi -
ness wi th him , because he is a l ways picking f i ghts . He 
may be dead in a week . She says she wi 1 wait f or him 
t_o___r_e± lLl'.' n___in t he sn_rin_Q__. He answers t hat he never re-
turns to any one place. Charity offers herself to h i m 
now, but he refuses to take her and bi ds her goodbye. 
She sobs as she answers "goodbye." 
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This prose play, on the life of young Andrew Jack-
son, at times has the ability to stir and excite but 
' on the who l e the play is light and not highly amusing . 
Mr. Anderson wrote this play in collaboration with 
Laurence St allings . 
There is a sense of sat i s faction in the death of 
Dozier, who represents a character of hated qualities. 
The Ma jor i s again the lovabl e old reprobate and in 
many ways can be compared to Sol Fit zmaur ice in "Both 
Your Houses. " The Ma jor ' s love for telling long stories 
of past expe r i ences is characteristic of older people 
and this characterizat ion is particularly real and shot 
through wi th human qualities . 
Andrew J a ckson , as pictured by Anderson, has some 
qualiti es that are not so idealistic , but these tend to 
make him seem more like a human be i ng . Mr. Anders on has 
given to him the character i stics that are supposed to go 
with red hai r ; quick tempe r , and a fla shing personality . 
The t wo main principles that Anderson stresses i n 
his verse plays might , in a very vague way , be found in 
this play. Certainly the people of the Free State of 
Franklin are rebe lling agains t the government of North 
Carolina; ~nd as to the aloneness , J ackson is alone when 
he is among these people , even though Charity offers 
herself and her love . He goes on al one , because he is 
distrustful of his own temper . 
There is an underlying current about the play that 
leaves with t he reader a suggestion of the evolution , 
which re ally hasnlt been . over so very long . The same 
rug gedness that appears in "Valley For ge" is found in 
this play. The feeling that anything goes dominates 
the entire action. 
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Gods Of the Lightning 
by 
Harold Hickerson and Maxwell Anderson 
Act I. The restaurant in the Labor Lyceum building 
of a city on the eastern seaboard . At the right is a 
large window facing on t he street , and a t the ri ght rear 
an outside entrance . At the l eft a door l eads to an i nner 
hall and a stairway to the uppe r floo rs . Along about half 
of the rea r wall at t he r i eht runs a count er wi th a coffee 
urn and the usua l di spl ay of quick l unch foods. A swing-
ing door behind the counter leads to a sma l l k itchen . 
There are foldi ng door s i n the re ar wall at the l e f t , 
opening on a hall used for l abor meetings. There are 
t ables and chairs for the customers of the rest aurant . 
I n the left rear corner the r e i s a t able cove r ed with 
boos and pamphlets and anot he r which holds a ches s-board. 
A large clock hangs on the rear wall . ThP hands point 
to ten-twenty. I t i s dark out s i de . 
Pe t e , the counter- man , s wabs off t 1e t op of his 
counte r and goes into the kit chen . Suvorin , a solid 
bulk of a man with a satanic , domi nat i ng f ace , s i ts i n 
the eft r.e ar cor ner, his chai r t ilted aga i nst the wall. 
His eye s are fixed on t he floor . He i ne , a di s r eput a le 
f igure , enters from t he s treet and looks f urtivel about 
h . 1 1·ng a ck at t he wi ndow • . i m, g_anc 
Suvorin ask s Heine what he i s doing there . Heine 
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has come to get his share or- some money . Suvorin tel ls 
him he will get i t and fo r him to 
0
~et out now. Heine 
leave s as Rosalie Suvori n enters from the same door . She 
is a beautiful Russian gi r l. Jard comes i n , asking fo r 
Mac. Ma c hur ries in from the street entrance and immedia-
tely gives Rosalie a revol ver. Ward tel ls Ma c he had 
better go back to the room where the men are havin· the 
meeting . Rosalie stops him to ask him to please leave 
town . He is wanted by tr;.e police and she doesn ' t want 
h ·m to be taken to jail . He s ays he can ' t do it now, they 
must go through ith the strike . Voice s can be heard from 
t he room in which the meeting is being held . Mac goes in . 
I ke and Mi l kin h ve been thrown out of the meeting . They 
come to the counter and try to t al k Pete out of a cup of 
coffee . A radical by the name of Spike r is li ewise thro,m 
out . Sowerby , a Red , enters from the street . He gets i n-
to an argument Ii th Ike and I1!ilkin . Sowerby tel ls I ke that 
the s cabs won ' t get their pay thi s week because t he pay roll 
wa s stol en . T e paymaster Vlra s ki l led during the robbery 
and twenty-ei ght thous nd dollars stolen . Ike gets ex cited 
and s t a r ts to ye l l at Mac , in the other room , but he i s 
stopped by Mi l kin . 
Bauer comes in from the meeting r oom. He is a self-
important busybody . He shakes his head in disapproval, 
· tha.t he has _heard the building is to be telling Suvorin 
raided and t hat all the rad i ca l s must get out . He i s 
the owne r of the buildi ng . He suggests that Suvorin al-
-~n P" Pt. t.hi::>m r-111 t- ()T h i s r es t aur ant• 
There i s a sudden crash of ap l ause . The meeting 
breaks up. Some longshoremen come out and go thr ouEh 
the street door . Then Nard and Andy come into the 
r est aurRnt . T1·1e men h t d 
-
1 _ ave vo e ao rn the strike , but 
Mac isn ' t vrorried ; it will o throu h because the en-
gine er s won ' t go to Nork . He seems f ·t _ 1 sure o i • 
Bauer tells _ a c that he ' 11 have to get out of his 
building. He doesn ' t want the police .to f i nd radicals 
here . Mac asks if Capraro has been in . Rosali. an-
swers that he has not. Ros lie asks Ma c if he knows 
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the pol ice have warrants out for his arrest . I ke tells 
him of the payroll robbery and the death of the paymaster . 
Ma c still doesn ' t real ize that he is the one charged with 
this crime , he thinks the police want him because of the 
riot on t he docks. 
A salvation army l as s comes in the door , follm 1ed 
by Jerusa l em Slim . The girl asses a t ambou rine around 
and is ignored except for a f ew wisecracks from Ike . 
She l eave s , and Jerus alem Slim tri es to 11 s ve t hem from 
themselves ." 
Capraro comes in to tell Mac that Bardi is dead . 
Mac is going after the m n who shot him . He receives a 
telenhone call i nforming hi m that the police have broken .. . 
up the eng i neers ' mee ting . Suvorin comes over to Spi er , 
accusing him of being a policeman planted the re to cause 
them some trouble. Spiker is searched and a badge is 
found. He runs out the door . M · a c is angry becaus e Spi-
ke r has been in on all the meeti·ngs . s · piker comes ack 
with a policeman and the Ser geant . They arrest Mac and 
Capraro. 
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Act II, Scene 1 . The office of District Attorney 
Sal ter i n the courthouse . There is a window , part~y ivy-
covered , at the r i eht , and a doo r at the rear communicat -
ing with the Judge ' s chambers . A door at the left opens 
onto a hal lway . The rear and left-hand walls are almost 
covered wi th a legal reference library , mostly in yellow 
leather bi ndings . There are t wo desks , one for Sal ter , 
one f or his secretary . A couple of padded chairs are 
pl c ced to the front of the Attorney ' s desk . The des( is 
pil ed with stacks of letters and script. 
Sal ter , a thin, keen , and rather weary person , en-
ter s f r om the hall, tosses a hat on the rack , and begins 
to search through a mass of papers . He find s what he 
wants and s it s at h is desk . There is a tap at the door 
. and Haslet enters. He is a we ll-dressed , middle - aged 
business man . It is after lunch . Salter, the la,yer 
tryine the case against Mac and Capraro , tells Has l et 
that he wishes he didn ' t have to try the case . It is 
too flimsy, he hates to bring a case agai nst an innocent 
man . He woul d much rather try Spiker , a real crook . 
Has l e t l eaves , telling hi m to go on wi th this case , that 
he is doing all ri ght . Has l et says he wants to get r id 
of Mac and Capraro because they have caused strike troubl e 
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for t wo ye ar s . 
Salter has a woman br ought into his office . She is 
a woman rho is to ea wi tne ss for the prosecution . She 
doesn ' t want to be a witness because she real ly doesn ' t 
knov.r a.nythi ng about the r obbery or the murder , but she 
has been told exactly what to say and if she doesn ' t say 
it she is threat ened by the prosecution . Salter s a s if 
s he won ' t be a witness , he wi l l tell her son that she 
used to run an immora l house. She is shown out and an-
ot he r wi t ness comes in . He is a hired witness also . 
Salter is weary of it al l. Gluckstein , the defense l aw-
yer , i s a l so threatened by the prosecution if he presses 
them too hard . Both go into the court r oom. 
Scene 2 . The court room wi th the court in session . 
Jud ge Va i l i s on the bench; the jury sits back , opaque 
and weary ; Gluckstein rait s nervously; S l ter is examin-
ing Mrs. Lubin , who i s on the witness stand; Mac I ready 
and Capraro sit in i r ons , with guards on either side; 
Ros al ie , Suvorin , Bart l et , and Mrs . Lu i n ' s son wait to 
be called as witnesses . The r e are Attendants at the 
r i ght and left of the bench . The Sergeant is at the 
door left . 
Salt er exami nes Mrs . Lubin first and she tells her 
stor y just as she has been instructed to . Gl uckste i n 
ha s ve ry f ew quest i ons t o ask . Mr . Bartlet i s next , he 
· d i·t Gluckstein then tells his story as he has memorize - • 
ca l ls Mr s . Lubin ' s s on to the wi tness stand and he bl as t s 
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his mother ' s testimony. He says she couldn ' t possibly 
have seen the murder -~rom the wi·ndow as she has testi -
f i ed . 
Ro salie i s called next . She tries t o tell the truth 
and still help Mac , but Sa l ter turns everythi ne she says 
into a different meaning • . She admits that she loves Mac. 
Ma c is then called to the st and . He tells them of 
his actions on the day of the robbery , but when Salt er 
starts quest ioning him , he works Mac up i nto a r age about 
the "workers of this coun~ry . 11 Ma c then doesn ' t care 
v11hat he says . Salter asks Ma c if he and Capraro started 
the riot to draw the police from the payroll . Mac de -
nies this . 
The foreman of the j ury interrupts to ask Mac if he 
set the bomb under his house l ast night . Mac says no , 
but he thinks he knows who did, and l ooks direct l y at 
Salter . Salt er is frightened . 
Gluckstein asks f or a mist rial be cause the f oreman 
has displayed open pre judi ce . It i s denied . 
Capraro is called as the next witness . Capraro says 
he is an anarchi st . He s ays that he couldn ' t have been 
near the scene of the murder because he was t aking care 
of Bardi , who had been shot by a policeman. Capraro 
doesn't believe in the government and tells the court as 
much. 
Suvorin is called next and finally says that he knows 
who killed the paymaste r. It was He ine , a rum runner, who 
was ki l led a mont h before t he tr i al . He , suvor i n , he lp-
ed with t he robbery . Sa l te r has the man ' s previous re-
cords showing that he is a c rimi na l and 1anted for mur-
der . Sa l t e r t hen tur ns hi s , Suvorin ' s , t estimony around, 
s aying t hat Suvorin has nothing to lose if he pleads 
gu i lty because he Vlill be t r ied on an ol d ch r ge of mur -
der any way . Sal ter states that Suvor i n would try to 
s ave Ja e because his daughter l oves him . Suvori n , an-
gry , calls the Judge a "kept j udge , of a kept nation . " 
Scene 3 . The court room . There is no jury present ; 
t he J udge is on the bench , the at tendants in place , and 
Mac / re ady and Capraro face the judge . Aside from the 
l awyers , Rosalie is the sole spectator . 
Gl u cks t ein t ries t o get a new tri al but the Judge 
refuses . Mac and Caparo are then sentenced to die . 
Capraro says that he i s innocent . The Judge says they 
will die in the electric chair the we ek beg ·nning aon-
day, t he tent h day of A~gust , 1927. 
Act III. Scene . The res taur ant, the same as in 
the f i rst act . Pete , the counter- m n, is l eaning on 
d . er The clock points to e leven-h is e l bows , rea .ing a pap • 
t hirty . I t is dark outside . The murmur of a crowd is 
hea r d fo r a moment and then di es away . 
b t grey ' anQ" more wizened , enters f rom Milkin , en , 
the stree t and looks ques t i oningly about . He asks for 
R 1 . Pete says she i s seeinE the Governor . Bauer _osa ie . 
and a policeman come i n . The policeman says that Ros alie 
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will have to hurry if she i s going to stop t he execu-
tion now. They have put the exe cution off once, no . , 
t he policeman s ays, it i s really going t hr ough . Sower-
by saunters i n . He doe sn ' t be lieve t hey will go t hrough 
with it. 
Ros alie comes i n , aski ng if Gl u ckste in has phoned . 
Then she be gins to sob . J erus al em Slim bursts in with 
the news tha t t he y have es caped . Rosalie won ' t be l i eve 
·it, but whe n he r f at her wal ks i n di sgui sed as a priest 
she knows i t i s true . She asks her f ather where Ma c 
and Capraro are. He says he couldn ' t he l p them get a -
way . Capraro and Ma c a r e exe cuted , and Rosal ie cries 
that she will t ell peopl e , as l ong as she lives , that 
Mac and Ca prar o have been murde r ed . 
"Gods of the Lightni n " is a prose play written in 
collaborat i on wi th Harold Hi' ckerson . It is based on the 
Sacco-Vanzetti case in [assachusettes, in 1920. I t is 
a pr opaganda play in which Anderson 1 s personal feelines 
are displaye d . His anger and frankness in the be i ef 
that the j udgment was against two innocent men , are put 
i nto each sentence of the play. 
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The play was not a huge success as far as the gener-
a l public was concerned , for most of the public would 
have liked to forget the case as quickly as possible; 
however , the crit i cs praised the drama and it is still 
known as one of the outstanding contributions to the 
l is t s of American propaganda plays . l 
This play as produced in 1928 and for the f irst 
t ime presented actua l statements of Anderson ' s philoso-
phy.2 tt gave to the theatre the t wo fundamentals around 
which Anderson was to build his plays fort _e next ten 
years. Rebellion anct aloneness are inte r estingly com-
bined in this prose tragedy. 
Suvorin i s characterist ic , in fact , he is the first 
of a long line of charact ers who ollow a certain pattern 
throughout Anderson 1 s plays. Suvor in has the same cyni-
ca l outlook upon life which Elizabeth and Solomon Fitz-
maurice have . I n one of his last speeches Suvorin s ays : 
1. Bode en , DeWitt ( editor) , "Eight Plays by Maxwell Ander -
s on ," p . 21 . 
2. I bid. 
" •• • t he e arth i s old . You will not make it over . Man 
is old , you will no t make him over . • • The rorld is old , 
and it is owned by men who a. re 11ard . D o you thi nk you 
can win aga i ns t t hem by a strike? Let us change t he 
government , you s ay . Bah ~ They own the government , 
they will buy any gove rnment you have . I tell you there 
is no gove r nment ---the re are only br i gands in power who 
f ight for more power . 113 
" Gods of the Li ghtning" is me lodr amat ic wi th its 
scathing indi ctment of justice . The bitter and piti-
ful events bring to t he people the power of the courts 
and their crooked members . Anderson has not in any way 
minced his wor ds nor has he writt en with the thought 
of pleasing his audience . His purpose i s t wofold : to 
re l ea se his anger and resentment and to waken and stir 
a too careless nat i on . 
I n t he r eal case , when Vanzetti received his sen-
t ence , he s poke quiet l y in the followi ng manne r: 
11 I f i t had not been fo r this t hing , I mie;ht 
have lived out .my life t al kinr; at street 
corners to scorning men . I mi ght have di ed , 
unmarked , unknown , a f a ilure. Now we are 1:-ot 
a f a ilure . This i s our career , and our triumph. 
Never in our full life could we hope to do such 
work . for tol e r ance , for just i ce , fo r man ' s under -
st aJading of men as no1r we . do by acc~c:e~t e Ou r 
·ord- --our lives ---our pai ns - - - nothing . The 
t aki ng of our lives - --lives of a good shoe-make r 
and a poor fish-peddl er---all ~ That l as t moment . t . h 1 11 bel ongs to us---that agony is our riump • 
3 . Bode en , De·vi t t ( editor ) , "Ei ght Plays by Maxwell Ander-
s on ," p . 20. 
4. I bi d . , p. 21 . 
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rrn1 i· nt e t 11 • 
v rse 1s a follow through of this same idea , 
seven years later. I t is even mored amatic and tragic 
than " Gods of the Li ghtning ." 
There is an air of suspense and expe ct ancy during 
the l ast scene, t he thought that there mi ght still be a 
chance to save the t wo convicted men i s domi nate . 
Rosalie is merely a f i gure moving through the pl ay 
as a support to the char act er of Mac , to bri ng out hi s 
i deal s and his dreams . Anderson use s her as his hope-
less lover , one of whom is a l ways present in hi s trage -
die s ,---the lover who must , i n the end , go through li f e 
a l one , neve r r eali ~ing her love . 
Ma c is the personificat i on o Mr . Anderson ' s ideal s . 
He is one ho believes in somet hi ng and , r egardl ess of 
the effects , keeps his dreams through all the troubl e 
and strife that he ha s to endure . 
This play is t he only one of the collaborated plays 
in which the r eader did not f ee l Ande r s0~1 was compl etely 
suppressed . I t i s a deeply moving play wi th a def i nite 
purpose. 
The Buccanee r 
by 
Laurence St allings and Maxwell Anders on 
Act I. The main hall of a hacienda on the he i ghts 
of Panama City , a s seen on a late summer eveni ng i n the 
sixteen- hundr eds . I t is a large, loft y room, with a 
hea vy door to t he l ef t and a deep wi ndow to the ri ght . 
A noble st a i r at t he r ear leads to t he s econd f loor . 
Two young women , Maria and Carmencit a , ar e seated 
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at a refe ct ory t abl e . They are you t hful , dark , vivacious 
Spanish girls of the Cas t ili an type; both a re very much 
a l i ve . They are _l ami ng in eveni ng dre s s . Mont alvo , 
a cub- l ike ca pt a in , very mil i tary , is standing with his 
back to t he stairway . I t is obvious that al are wait -
ing dinner . A slave is arrangi ng candl es , and the r oom 
be comes l i ghter . 
The t wo girls are questioning Mont al vo as to how.it 
f eels to kill a man . They speak of the much t al ked about 
pirate , Morgan . The girl s would l ove t o be carried a ay 
by one so dar i ng . Their t alk swi tches to the i r mis t re ss , 
Donna Li s a , an Engl ishwoman who has snar ed =smeral do, a 
rich Span.,i a rd . Donna Li sa , so it s eems , i s ve r y cool to 
all men ; she does no t care fo r lovemaking , and t hey can-
not underst and hr . Bas i lio ente r s and j oins t he ir con-
ve rsation . 
Esmer al da comes down st airs and they stop their con-
versation about Donna Li' sa . p ld k ~smera o as s the group 
if they have heard that Morgan has threatened to cap-
ture Panama and loot it. A cannon shot is heard from 
the distance . Esmeralda does not believe it is Morgan, 
but s omeone shooting at a handful of s l aves who have 
probably escaped. Donna Lis a enter s by the st airs . 
They al l r i se to greet he r . She i s beauti ful, a woman 
of a bout t h irt y-five . She asks what they were t al k ing 
about . Mont a lvo t ells her they were speaki ng of Eng-
lish lovemaki ng . Donna Lis a turns quite cool and asks 
what is wrong with Engl ish lovemaki ng . Mont alvo sudden-
ly remember s he r nationality and i s very much embarrassed . 
They seat t hemselves .at the table . Another cannon shot 
i s heard ; thi s time it is much loude r t han the first . 
They know now that i t i s the pirate s . Donna Lisa s ends 
the girls into the wi ne cellar , but will not go wi t h 
them hersel f , although Esmeralda want s her to . 
There is a loud knocking at the door ; she goes to 
open it . Esme r a lda t r i e s to stop her and accuses he r 
o betrayin _ t he Spanish to t he Engli sh pi rates . She 
opens the doo r ; t hree ~n 0 li sh pi rat es ent er. They ask 
her to t ell t hem where the money and t he jewels are . 
They say tha t i f she will t ell t hem, t he y won ' t r ansacc 
the house . She tells t hem , much to the dis gus t of Es -
mera l da . Ge orge , the fi r st pirate , sends t he other t wo 
1 t Donna Ll·sa is the perfect hostess to to ~et t he oo . 
the pirate and Esme r al da beli eves she is betraying him . 
Capt a in organ enter s a11d d G omman s ore t oak 
in the chest which the other t wo pi· rat, b · s r ne own the 
stairs . He wants to be sure that they hav eotten 1 
the money. George f ollows the ommand of his m ster . 
Donna Lis a tells Morgan t hat he ·sun outh nd not a 
gentleman . Morgan merely au hs at her and tri s to 
make love to her . She is unmoved . Morgan telJs r oree 
to look for more gir l s in the wine e lJ.ar nd to bring 
them to him . Georee l eaves , to retu n a f ew m .nutes 
l ater with Ma ria nrt Ca rmenc ·t • M ria and a rmen t 
fall on their knees in fro nt of Mor~an , beg~ n3 h "m to 
spare them . He asks Donna jsa to call them WMy . Donna 
Li sa dos so , then offers Marg n a bed for the nieht . 
Don Esmer alda will not hear of it nd draws h.s sword . 
Morgan ences with him and s oon disarms h m, after wh c 
Esmeralda runs up the stairs . 
Donna Li sa tels Morgan that she is bor0d w th his 
pre tty speeches .nd his gal l ant ways . SrL starts re d-
ng ha cer ' s "Tro ' lus and Cress da " to h m. He s t arts 
up the stairs and she bi ds him good night , l aughing as 
he l eaves . 
_ ct II . The same scene , early the next mornine . 
The room i s __ s t was eft , Jo na Li sa I s cop of Chau c8r 
.,_he t b P. The chest brou;7:ht l ying f a ce downwar d , o en ,, on (, ,, . -
down b the pirates st .nds whe e the dropped t , -=1 d :J. 
particlla l · vil .ainous-lookinu irate is knee tng at t . 
p t ient l y he tr i eo one ske l eton- key af ter anothBr on the 
lock . He i. i.11 at ease , and at on e , 
looks a round t ealth i :.r . - s he WO ks wi t enewe in-
terest , having 1md a :ee th t promi to d the ri 
! ont a lvo appears in the doorway t the e , unseen y 
the lone l y mar auder . Mont a lvo drav s 1· s ,;i d • \l ae: er an d-
vances silent l , . · At _i thrJ.st t e i ate sli s to h 
f loor without a sound . Mont l vo wi es his ade on the 
bandanna which the dead man iras we ring , ti t es to the 
windo1,11,r ' looks ut , then starts to as cend he stairs . 
Mari a ent ers rom the rea ' car .. in a small water -j 
Sh s ees the fallen pi rate , stifles a scre am , sets own 
the j ar , and retreats tote wall ri th hr lend to her 
t hroa t . 
Montalvo a.sks he vr 1y there r ~Uc ds abont the 
house . S_e tels him th t Mor 0 an is 1e e and has een 
all ni ht . He wi ll not believe that Donna Li sa spent 
-- ' 
the nibht alone , especially with Mor 0 an i n a ~t_er room 
of the house . Ca rmencit a comes in and inLorms funta l vo 
tha t Maria must hav spent the ni....,ht wi th Mor 0 an . Mari 
s ay s she was bandaging his wounds . Ca rmencit a s ays that 
if Mari a adn ' t aroused Mo r gan , he would be dead this 
morning , or Esmeraldo had tried to ki l l him in the 
night, but Mo g n was war ned by someone . M ria denies 
all this and le aves . Montalvo t ells Ca rmencita that 
there are three ngli sh ships in the ha bo , ut whethe r 
or not they are the ships of the pirat~s h does not know . 
Donna Lis comes down the stai rs t o 1elcome Montalvo . 
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She is fo llowed by Morgan , who u on seeing the dead 
pirate , asks ho' he was killed . Wontal vo t e l ls Morg n 
that he killed him and whv ., . Marban is pleased . Donna 
Lis a a sks them t o breakfast . Mont al vo re uses on the 
gronnd that he never breakfasts with pirate s . 
Esmeral da a ppears at the had of the st airs . ~on-
talvo and Carmencita run to assist him . Mont l vo goes 
upstair s . Esmeralda is anery with Donna Lis a and ac cuses 
her of bein~ on the wi m1ing s ide , whichever i .,_ may be . 
Esmeralda fa ints and Morgan t llf; Donna Li s a o the 
fight he and Esme r alda had in the middle of the nieht . 
Montalvo, who ha s returned , he lps Carmencita t ake Esmer-
al da upstair s . Donna Lis a fo llows . Mar i a linger at 
the foot of the stairs . When all the rest have gone , 
Morgan kisses Maria . He asks her if s_1e loves im; she 
informs him that she doe s . They plan to meet that even-
ing . Carmen ita comes in and Mo:!'.'gan make s love to he 
after Maria leaves . Mor gan a l s o makes a date wi th Car-
mencita for the ev ~ning . Carmenc i t a runs upstai s as 
Donna Lis a comes down . 
Donna Lisa r esents the fa ct that nothine adventurous 
eve r ha ppens to a woman. Morgan says she i s afr a i d to 
los e her reputation . She says she isn ' t. He tries t o 
make love to her and a l most succeeds when George comes 
in to announce that thr ee ships are in t he harbor . Mor-
gan asks if they are his ; George s ays no , that they are 
Capt ain Wri ght ' s fleet. Donna Lisa asks who ~ri ght is , 
and Morgan t ell s he r he is an nglish authority who has 
been chasing him all over the Caribbean the last half 
year, with a warrant for his arrest . 
Morgan asks Lisa to go Nith him , and t akes he in-
to his a r ms . Maria appea r s at the he ad of the st air s , 
and when she hea- that he i s l eaving , runs down the 
st eps and into his arms . Carmenci ta allows . Donna 
Lis a is j ea l ous and will not speak to Morgan , but asks 
Carmencit a to show h im out . They l eave . Mar i a oes to 
the window to watch . An Ensi gn comes lookin
0 
for Cap-
t ain Morgan . Donna Lisa tells him t hat ru organ is not 
there . Esmeralda, who come s dovm the st a i rs j ust t hen , 
tells him t hat Morgan spent the n i ght here and can 't be 
very far away . Montal vo a l so comes downstairs . He sug-
gests t hat the Ens i gn search the house . Esme r a do , Mon-
talvo, Maria , and the Ensi gn all leave . Carmenc i ta comes 
in and Donna Lisa. i mmediately sends her to tell Morgan 
that this house i s . be i ng watched . As Carmencit a tur ns 
to go , Morgan enters through the doo . Carmencita leaves. 
Donna Lisa and Morgan embr ace . In the embr ace Donna Lisa 
touches his wounded shoulder and Mor 0 an winces. Donna 
Lis a looks at it and notices it is well bandaged . Mor-
gan tels her Mari a did it and also tells her that Maria 
just saved him from being ki lled the ni eht before . Donna 
Li sa breaks away from him ; she _nows nov that Mar i a was 
th · ht be Do e Carmenc1·ta comes in in Morgan ' s room e n1 e 1 • -
and r eminds him of their evening meeting . Donna Li sa , 
with hatred , r ushes at him and begins t o beat him . He 
mer e ly l auehs at her . She runs to the window to tel_ 
the guards that Morgan is here . 1.rright comes in and 
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ar rests him . They t k ' · t - a e nim ou as Donna Lis cries that 
she hates h i m, and Morgan replies that he loves her . 
Act I II , Scene 1 . An aud i ence chamber at White-
hall. Char es I I sits on a bench in the center of the 
r oom. A councilor is standing before him , r eadi ng a 
l ong-winded document to which the roomf ul of courtiers 
' nava l of ficers , and l adies - ---for Morgan i s under fire , 
and Donna Lis a i s mater i ally concerned- --pay various 
de 0 rees of inatt ent ion . 
The Counc i lor re ads t he lone list of mi sdemeanors 
wi th w~ich Morgan is char ged . Charles I I i sn ' t s o sur e 
but tha t a ll the things Mo gan has done have been for 
the bet terment of Engl nd . Morgan rnows heh s he l ped 
England. He took Porto Bell o , and gave it t o the English , 
but if they do not want it and do not a pp :i.:e ciate it , they 
can gi ve it back to the Spani sh . There is a passage i n 
t he accus t i on t e lling that Morgan tried to car·y Donna 
Lisa off ag a ins t her will. Cha l e s asks Donna Li s a if 
s he r e cognizes the inc i dent . She answers that i n t he 
mai n she does , but that she planned to go with him until 
s he found him wi th her mai ds - in- waiting . Mor gan and 
Charle s smile a t each other . Everyone leaves except 
Morgan and Charl es II . Morgan tells the King that he 
made one great mistake in all h i s adventures , and that 
was f all j_ng in love with Donna Lisa . Charles t ells r o;r-
gan that he will kni ght him , for he has done more to rid 
England of her enemi es t han anyone e l se ; and he also wants 
Morgan to t ake Wright and his fleet out from underfoot . 
Charles exits. 
Scene 2 . An antechamber . Through the door at the 
let can b9 seen an aud i ence chamber. Donna Li sa and 
her l adies enter from the r ieht , i n some t hing of a flutter . 
Donna Li sa asks Maria to s t and i n f ront of her ~o 
that 1-organ cannot see her . Two men ente r; they are 
Townshend and Skipworth , who are to be knighted. Marmion 
follows clo.se behind them . They all argue as to whether 
t hey should be kni ght ed with a "j ail bi rd :, or not . They 
do not want to be , but there is not much they can do a -
bout it as long as the King signifies that he des i res it . 
Morgan enter s . The men insult him and he wants to f i ght 
Townshe nd , but thinks bette r of it and t urns his back to 
t hem . Morgan sees Donna Lis a and goes t o talk to her . 
She i s will ing to f orgive hi m, but the bug l e sounds , 
announcing t he summons f rom the King . The me n go i nto 
the audience chamber , and Carmencita , who has been watch-
ing through the door a t the left, cal ls to Donna Lisa to 
watch Morgan . She says he is doing beaut i fu lly, but that 
Townshend has tripped over hi s sword . Donna Lis a sends 
George to 
0
et the carriage . Mari a and Carmenc i ta are 
s till watching the proceeding s in the court . The men 
enter from the chamber and Townshend accuses Morgan of 
tripping him , which Morgan denie s . Geor
0
e enters . 
Marmion challenges Sir Henry Morgan to a due l by throw-
ing hi s glove at Morgan's feet . Morgan refuses to take 
the challenge because Marmion hasn ' t a chance aga i ns t 
him . 
Geor ge and Morg n start tovrnrd the door , and then 
Morgan turns , t osses his glove to the center of the 
stage, and s ays that that i s his challenge . Donna Lisa 
walks over to the glove, picks it up , and puts it on her 
own hand as she goes t o Morgan . Morgan cal ls he r "Lady 
Elizabe.th" and she replies 11 Lady Elizabeth Iviorgan . 11 
,. 
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"The _Buccaneer " is an entert aining but not an i n-
spi ring pl a , . Thi s pl ay was al so wr i tten in collabora-
tion wi t h Stallings . I t i s about the lif e of Henry Mor-
gan t he En glish Pi rat e . This hi stori ca l pl ay does not 
come near his "Elizabeth the Queen" or "Mary of Scotland . u 
It is i n ·prose and his prose never is really outst anding . 
"Bot h Your Houses 11 comes the closest of any of his prose 
wri t i ngs to comparing f avor abl y with his ver se tragedi es . 
There i s a f eeli ng on the part of t he r eader that 
when Anderson writes with anyone , his writing becomes 
·1ess i ndividualistic and t here is a fee l inb that he is 
being r estrained in many of his outspoken i deas and 
cri t ici sms . 
"The Buccaneer " does not seem to_have any point 
other than that of amusement end ente r t a i nment . I t shows 
that Mor gan , although he was a pi ate and was considered 
enti re ly bad by some people , had his ~ood points . His 
adventures di d some good f or Engl and . His love f or his 
count ry i s shown i n the pl ay , even though he is regarded 
as an outcas t from that same count r y . 
The char acters in this pl ay are r ealistic enough , 
but not suf fic ient l y out standing even t o hold much i n-
terest . t he character of Charles I I i s port rayed i n a 
cleve r way ; he is pi ct ured a s a friend to Morgan and an 
underst andi ng rule r , and t hu s pl eases t he readers . Ap-
parent ly Charl es II and Mo r gan have several characteristics 
in common. 
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Not much can be said for this play either good or · 
bad, for it is merely an average play of which there are 
many. 
What Price Glory? 
by 
Laurence Stallings and Max ell Anderson 
Act I, Scene 1 . A room in a French farmhous e , now 
a U. S . Marine company headquarters . A couple of desks 
are covered with maps and paper s . Thee are several 
scattered chai·rs . Three ru ·t t l k . 
- J nners s1 a 1ng and smok-
ing , very much at ease . Lipinsky is seated at one end 
of a bench , Ki per at the other ; Gowdy is sitting on a 
stool near Ki per . 
Ki per and Gowdy discuss the places they have been 
to and fought in . Ki per brags about the women he has 
married and l eft and then laments the fact t hat he ha s 
to pay alimony to his f i rst wife and she is passing it 
on t o a f i reman i n Buffalo. Lipinsky believes that 
fellows who a l ways get gi r l s are j ust lucky ; he works 
hard to get one , spends money on her ; t hen she l eaves 
him flat . They are interrupted by the ent r ance of Ser-
geant Quirt, who asks if t his is Company L Headquarters . 
He is informed that i t i s . uirt says he is the new Ser-
geant and asks the name of the Company Cormnande r . Kiper 
t ells him the man ' s name is Capt a i n Fl agg . 
Kiper and Go vdy leave . Lipinsky tells of Spud 
Hennessey ' s death ; uirt i s sorry f or hi s old friend 
and then begins complaining about the ay headquarters 
looks . Quirt leaves . Lipinsky whi stles and Ki per and 
Gowdy come in . They di scuss uirt . Capt a i n Flagg enters 
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and goes to the table to read the reports . He asks for 
t he irst sergeant; whe n told that he has left looking 
for the Captain , Fl agg sends Lipinsky and Gowdy to look 
for him. Charmai ne comes in , begging Capt a i n Flagg not 
to leave her , but t o take her to Paris with him . He asks 
Kiper t o ait ·outside the door . Fl agg tries to scare 
Charmaine with t he idea that in Paris they throw young 
gi rls in the Seine , and thit Generals eat the ones who 
aren ' t thrown into the river , but she still wants to go 
with him . She is afr aid he will leave and not come back 
j ust as ·a former sergeant did. Flagg assures her that 
he will return and asks her to be good while he is gone . 
She agrees but he knovrs she won ' t . He kisses he r good 
bye and she leaves. 
Kiper announces that the new Sergeant is comine. 
-uirt comes in; Fla 0 g gives him o ders ithout looKing 
up at him . Vhen he does look up , he recogni zes uirt 
as an old acquaintance wi th whom he has h ~ct some trouble 
over women . Kiper l eaves and Flagg tells u i r t he knows 
he is a good s oldi e r and he cert a i nly needs a good sol-
dier; but he wants him to stay away from liquor and women , 
espe cia lly his women . Quirt is tough and doe s not agree . 
Kiper opens the door f or Lieutenants Aldrich , Moore , and 
Sh ·ctt d Gunnery Ser 0~eant Sockel to enter . c_ mi an _ 
Flagg i ntroduces uirt as the new Sergeant . Flagg 
tells Aldrich t hat he i s in command but is to ask uirt 
for any advice; and if uirt get s druIL'k he , Al drich , is 
to lock him up until Flagg retl1r ns from Paris . He picks 
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up his ca p and stick f rom the table and goes out , followed 
by all s ave Quirt . Ch · a rma i ne comes in; at first Quirt 
does not pay much attention to her , but when he learns 
that she is Flagg ' s gi rl, his attention centers on her . 
There is a loud noise outside and Lipinsky comes in to re-
port t hat an Irishman is causing a lot of trouble . Quirt 
has him br ought in, kno cks him out , and immedi ate ly is in 
Charmain ' s good graces . They embrace . 
Scene 2 . Late afternoon, e i ght days later. The 
s ce ne is unchanged . Lipinsky is lying along t he bench, 
smo ng a cigarette and trying to s leep at the same time . 
Ki er enters , singi ng at the top of his voice. Lipinsky ' s 
cap i s do ~n over his eyes . Police Sergeant Fe rguson is at 
the t a l e tovrard the back , wor ing . Ki per t ells Lipinsky 
of the fight Flag E got into with an M. P. in P _ris . The 
M. P. said t hat soldiers were no t to carry swagzersti ks . 
Fl aeg told the M. P. to come ge t it and a i ght resulted . 
Fl~gg was locked up the entire time of h~s stay in Paris . 
Sergeant Quirt comes in and asks for Flagg when he sees 
K " Ki er te l ls hi m t he Capt a i n i s s light ly drunk and -~iper . -P . -
is on h i s ~ay to the office . Aldr i ch comes in . He tells 
Quirt that Cognac Pet e , the father of Charmai ne , i s going 
t o bring charges against him for getting Charmaine into 
troubl e . uirt pretends he does not know what Al drich 
means ; he t hinks he can push the blame off ont o Flagg . 
l·n drunk and complaining about his con-Flagg comes _ 
finement i n a " stinking shanty" of a j ail . A runner comes 
i n to tel l him that \" G o rr • ne is on the way over; he asks 
the way to the Twelfth company . Flagg tells Kiper to 
show him the way. Kiper and th 1 . e runner eave . Lieu-
tenant Moore announces tha t Co gnac Pete wants to see 
Flagg about some s oldier get ting his dau ght er i nt o 
trouble. uirt tells Flagg to t hink f ast; lagg is 
worried and has Tu oore show Pet e i n . Pet e starts tell-
ing his story in French and Moore i nt erpret s f or the 
benefit of Flagg and uirt . Flagg wants to pay Pete 
three hundred dolla rs to waive t he _charges ; but Pete 
refuses, walks over to uirt , and very dramatically 
accuses h i fil of ruining his Charmai ne . Flagg is re lieved 
to find out that it is Quirt irtstead of himself; and to 
get even with Quirt fue tells Pete that Quirt will marry 
Charmaine ~nd also s i gn over t wo-thirds of his monthly 
paycheck. Quirt tries to get out of it , but Fl ag g says 
that if he does not marry Charma i ne , he will have to re -
port the cas e to headquarter s . 
Quirt s i gns the paper allowing Pete t wo-thirds of 
his pay check ; Flagg sends a messenger to get the Chap-
lain. · t t i·th Al dri"ch A runner enters and uir goes ou w -- • 
Company ,_·s t o leave in an hour . Flagg tells Flagg ~the 
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i s all t h~ more pleased bec ause Quirt will just get mar ried 
and then have to leave. Quirt is not to know anything a -
bout it until they are ready to l eave . 
A General from headquarters comes in to see Flagg . 
He i nstructs Flagg to t ake a cert ain encampmen~ of Germans , 
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a l s o to send a de t ail through t he lines to give t he Ger-
mans some posters t hat s ome man i n Hoboken wants distri-
buted. Flagg is angry and does not want to, but t he Gen-
er al insi s t s . Quirt , Char mai n , the Chapla i n , t he Mayor, 
Kiper and Lipi nsky come in for t he wedding . The Gene r a l 
want s t o know who is getting married ; they i nfo m h i m i t 
is Quirt . He i s sorry he cannot st ay , and as he l e ave s 
tells t hem to hurry since t hey are l eaving i n t went y 
minute s . 
Qui rt refus es t o marry Cha maine ·whe n he hear s t hi s , 
and t e lls he r not t o try to cash t hat al lotment . He t u r ns 
to Flagg an~ tell s h i m t o j ust t r y and go over t he top 
wi thout a f i r s t sergeant . Flagg admi ts that he can ' t do 
i t . They all go ou t has t ily except Pet e , Char mai ne , Fla gg , 
and Ferguson . Pete wants to know what is to be done about 
Charma ine ; Fl agg t ell s hi m not to bot her t hem t hey ar e 
f i ~hting a war with Germany. Pet e l eaves , and Char ma i ne 
t e l ls Flagg he shoul d not have l eft her ~l one ; she coul dn ' t 
be good when she wa s left a l one . He kisse s her and goes 
out . Cha rmai ne t hen a sks Fergus on if Fl a gg wi ll come back , 
and Ferguson s ays he doe s not t hi nk s o, that no soldier 
doubl e s on his tra cks i n t his war . Char maine trie s to 
make love. to Fe r gus on ·and he sends her on her way . She 
l eaves and he be uins t o s i ng , 11 Madamoisel le from Armen-
tie re , par l e zvou s • 11 
wine 
Act II . A cella r in a di s puted t own , a t yp ical dee p 
f a rmhouse on t he edge of a cella r of a pr os pe rous 
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village i n Fr ance . I t bl h r esem es a l f of a culvert thi rty 
feet in di amete r , wi·th -· a corresDoncting curved r oof and 
walls. One end is open and the othe r is walled up , ad-
mitting a narrow and rathe r l ow door in the center, through 
which a fli ght of st a irs ext ends to t he ground floo r above . 
This eel a r is lit di mly by t wo candl es pl ace d at e i ther 
side of the · ront st age and held in bot t l es on small bul_y- . 
beef boxes . The rea r wal . c an onl r bar ely be di s ce r ned . 
Along t he s ides of t h i s cul vert a re dirty whi te t icks 
stuffe d wit_ s traw f or s l ee ing quart ers , the sort of 
tick s he adquart ers detachment men carry a out wi t h t hem . 
The effe ct is not unl ike , i n des i gn , t hat of a ho s pital 
ward , wi th fe e t towar d the cent er Ai sle . Two men are a -
s l e ep , snor i ng gently---ga s mas rs a t a l ert on ches t s , tin 
ha t s on ba ck of heads , and heads on f loo . The t wo men 
a re Spike and Kipe r . Gowdy ent ers and stirs Spike , i th 
h i s foot. 
Gowdy wants Spike to get up and go ~o run r ations ; 
they are be i ng given out now. Kipe r wakes , but Gowdy 
t e lls him to sleep some mo re . Kipe r s ays he ca.n ' t sleep . 
A Pharmacist ' s Mat e come s i n with hospit al equipment . 
He s ays Fl agg wants to set up a couple of oper ating tabl e s 
· h Al dri· ch has been hit and t hey have to t ake off in e r e . 
K. t · to t al k the Mat e i nt o go i ng i n his h i s arm. _i pe r r ies 
pla ce to throw hand r enades . The Mat e r efuse s . Lipin-
sky comes in; he and Kiper t a l k about how bad everythi n 
is . They are both pr etty tough , not wor_i ed at a ll a out 
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getting hit . The _ate goes out, as Qui r t enter s . u i rt 
asks for Capt a in 1 h · ag ; _e is i nformed that Flagg i s 
still in the orchard with Al drich . ,uirt say that 
running rations down the ravine every ni ght is the tough-
est job he ' s ever had in soldier i ng . 
Fl agg comes in ho l ding Aldrich un . Ald · h · t, ric _ is aKen 
to a bunk and he lies dmm . Jlfoore ru ' · , t d snes in ana s ans 
over Aldrich . Be looks do -n at Al dr ich ' s arm , then be -
gins to swear and yell . Be does not unde rst and this war ; 
he asks , " ~rhat Pr i·ce _Glory".1 n.. · Gd ' 't :11y in o s name can we 
all go home? ifho gives a damn for thi s lousy , stinking 
little town but the poor French bas tards who l ive here?" 
He starts sobbing . Flagg goes to him and s peaks to him 
in a quiet tone , then t akes him to a bunk and tells him 
to s leep . Flagg t ells ~ui rt if he wants to go home , all 
he has to do is go to the other encampment and get one 
of the Alsatian Lieutenants . Ouirt says he isn ' t ready 
to di e j ust yet . Quirt l eave s . As Fl as6 starts to l eave , 
Gowdy enters with two Lieutenants; they are in new uni-
forms and look like tailor ' s dunmies . Fl agg se. l aarns in 
mock admiration as they come for , ar d . T~en he begin to 
tell them that he can ' t be bothered wi th college boys 
looking for excitement . Cunningham , one of the new men , 
says he will go over to the German encampment or the 
Alsati an Lieutenant . Fl agg loo_s at him disgustedl y . 
Quirt ent ers , wounded i n the leg . He taunts Flagg 
wi th the f act that now he can go ba ck to see Charmaine 
and Flagg must stav there . Flagg is angry and says 
Quirt cannot l eave ; but the ~ate comes i n and. loo __ s at 
the l eg , and te l ls l agg that uirt must have a shot of 
"tetanus ; and then go back to the hos pit al. Qui r t and 
t he Mate go out a s Qui r t smirks at Fl agg . Cunningham 
t ell s Flagg that he was not j oking when he offered to 
cros s to the Germ~n camp . He says he is not a col lege 
boy but i s a r a i l r oad eng i neer , and if Fl agg t hinks this 
war i s bad , he ought to see some of the r a ilroad wrecks 
he has been in . Flage is amazed . As they are about to 
l eave for the German camp , a scream i s heard . All ush 
out ex cept Al'rich . Fl agg reenters , hold i n~ a German 
off ice r by the collar ; the others foll ow him in . Fl agg 
is pl eased t o see the German because he i s an Al satian 
Li eut enant . Now t hey won ' t have t o go after one , and 
this means a leave of absence f or the ent i re company . 
Lewis ohn , a young oy , is carried i n_ by Gowdy , all sho t 
to pie ces . Lewi s ohn begs Flagg to stop the blood ; Fl agg 
can ' t , but he asks the Pharmi ci st ' s Mate t o gi ve the 
boy a shot i n the arm . The Mate does s o; Lewisohn sighs 
and relaxe s his body . 
Act I I I . A tavern known coll oqui a l ly a s Cognac 
Pete ' s . The t i me is evening , t wo days l ater . Ferguson 
s i ts at a lone table , smoking and playing s olitai re wi th 
a bott l e of Mar te l l and a br andy pony at his el bow. 
Cha r ma i ne i s i n f ront of the tabl e by the candl e sewing . 
Fergus on i s en j oying t he l uxury of tal k i ng to himself , 




Fe r guson i s te l ling Char maine t hat t he Company is 
comi ng back . i en he t ell s he r thi s , she r ushes up stai rs 
so tha t she wi ll be re ady f or t he Capt a i n . Fe r gus on i s 
gl ad tha t he wa s left behind ; he ha s en joyed Charmai ne . 
·Qui r t comes i n , dr e s sed i n pa j amas and a gr eat top coat . 
He t e lls Fe r guson that he has es caped from a hospital s o 
tha t he mi ght be he r e before Flagg and t he Company got 
back . Fe rgus on l eaves and u i rt f ini shes his bott l e of 
liquor . Charmaine comes i n and t ries t o kiss him , but 
he does not want her to embarr as s him until he get s a 
pa i r of Ferguson ' s pants to wear . Finding the chest 
l ocked , he asks Charmai~e t o ge t him an ice pick . They 
l e ave hur r i e dl y a s t hey hear voices at t he door . 
Gowdy , Kiper , and Lipi nsky come in . They are gl ad 
t o be back on leave . Now they can rest and drink to 
the i r heart ' s content . Fl agg comes i n and tel l s t hem 
t o l et t he men do as t hey pl ease . They l eave and Fl agg 
t akes a bot t l e from the t abl e and pours ni msel f a dr ink a 
Cha r mai ne has been watching him from the door . He f i nally 
notices her and asks her t o kiss him; at fi rst she re f uses , 
then compl ies . He says he is ti r ed and goes out the door , 
bi dd i ng he r goodbye . Qui r t ent ers and tries to kiss Char-
maine ; she shudder s . She doe s no t l ove hi m unless he has 
a uniform on . He l aughs and says he wi ll get one as s oon 
a s he can . 
Ki pe r and Lipinsky come in f ollowed by Fl agg . Fl agg 
and Quirt have an a rgument a s t o whose girl Charmai ne is . 
Quirt j umps Flag g and t akes his gun f r om him. Fl agg then 
suggest s t hey f i eht f or the eirl , but not wi th euns . He 
knows that Quirt i s a Nood s ' t · s - no • Ch .rmaine al l the time 
be gs t hem not to fi ght ; she says she loves them both . 
Fi nally Qui r t says t hey wi l l set t l e it by shooting dice , 
but Fl a gg knows hi s dice are cr ooked and s ays they wi ll 
play bl a ck j a ck to det er mi ne who spends t he ni ght wi t h 
Cha r ma i ne . u i r t agrees and t hey s it down t o play . 
Fl ag g commands everyone t o l eave . The y do so . 
ifhile t hey a re playi ng , Quirt turns t he t abl e over and 
e scapes t hrough t he door i n the dar k . Fl a gg f i nds the 
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gun and shoot s . Charma i ne comes in with a l amp . Fl ag g 
t ake s her on h i s l ap. They a r e i nt e r rupt ed by the arrival 
of Lipinsky wi th the news t hat all leaves have been can-
ce led and t hey al l mus t go ba ck . Flagg is fur ious and 
says he will not eo back . Li pi nsky l eaves and af ter a 
pau se Fl ag g gets up t o go wi th the Company . He l eaves 
and Char mai ne beg i ns t o cry as uirt ent e s . Charmai ne 
is gl ad that he has not been shot . u irt pats her face , 
k i ss es her , then stagger s t o the door , ye l lin~ fo r Fl agg 
t o wait f or hi m. 
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II -·h t 
!, a Pr i ce Glory?" was writ ten i n collaboration 
wi t h Laurence Stal li"n
0
as . St 11 a ings , before the Great 
War , had been a report er on t he At l nta Journal . He 
enl isted i·n tn' e servi·-ce and t t ~s sen - o France wi th the 
Fi fth Marines . Stall i ngs was wounded whi e in Fr ance , 
and a s a r esul t o th t wound hi s g was am utated . 
When he r eturned to Amer ic . he felt that the artifi ciE.l 
limb would be a hand icap t o h im as a reporter and thought 
about going into the teachi ng pro ession ; but he ended 
by t aking a writing job on the NashinPton Times . From 
there he went to the New York Vorl d , where he met Max-
well Anderson , who was 1r iting editori als and trying to 
write plays . 
Stallings tol d Anderson that he too had a play in 
mind and needed he l p . Anderson of ered his help and 
togethe r t hey rot e " f!hat rice Glory? " St llings f u r -
ni shi ng t he f acts and story , Ande rson he lpine wi th the 
assembl ng of the s cenes and the writ ing of di alogue . 
]lr . St allines and Mr . Anders on cont i nued their 
colla borat ion , producing t wo other ~ell- written but l es s 
ef fectively dramatic plays , "First Flight " and "The 
Buccaneer . " They separated , Anderson to continue his 
pl a.ywr i t i nE , and Stal lings to t ake up work as a scenarist 
of - arts in Hollywooa . 1 
Thi s play ,as one whi ch awakened the t heatre t o a 
fr eedom of speech which it had not had up to the presenta-
d G sner John ( editor s),! Treasury 1 • Mantle ' Burns an as ' "mhat Pri· ce Gl ory·?il p . 199 • of The Theatre . Pref ace to vv 
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tion of "What Pr ice Glory?"2 
St a l lings and Anderson di·d not r est r ain t hemse l ve s 
in the s peeches of the soldier s . The pl2y was presented 
t o a startled audi ence in t he s ame manner in which St all -
ings had seen it portrayed in real life . They did not 
stop t o consider the conventional it i es of their audi ences 
or readers . Thi s pl ay was a great success even with a 1 
of it s fr eedom. 
Captain Fl ag g , a morally corrupt i nd ividual, is a 
mart ' s man and a hard drivin Captain . All t he ho r r ors 
o war and its f ilt hines s are shown in t his pl ay. There 
is a rou hness about t he pl ay that sugeests st r ength and 
will . 
i~en young Lieutenant Moore s ets hysterical , in all 
of h is cursing and ye lling appear s the futil i ty and hope-
lessness of the war . When he wants to know why they 
can I t all go home , when he asks "Vhat Price Gl ory?" Ander-
son seems to come to the front and al mo ~t t akes his pros e 
into verse . 
Ander son ' s s arc a sm enter s in the form of the Gener-
a l' s tel ling Flagg to distribute pamph ets to the Germans 
t 1 . The very f act that the sol di e r s had to behind he ine s . 
do as told i n orde r tha t the bus i ness men back home would 
be sati?fi ed , s i gni f i ed t hat the ,ar was but a money mak-
i ng proposition to s ome peopl e . 
2. Mantle , Burns and Gassner , J~~nh t( edpi~ors)o 1' !y;~ea~url99 
of The Theatre . Prefa ce to v1 a rice 1 or . , • • 
., ' 
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The final scene, in which Flagg and Quirt play 
bla ckjack to decide hich one get s the girl, is a comedy 
scene; and. yet at the very end there is the se riousness 
of war, and its ability to draw a ·man into action even 
aga inst his will. 
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Conclusion 
Although "1"J'hat Price Glory? " was a success at the 
time it was presented , it did not continue in i ts success 
and for a while was not pr esented at all ; but recently 
it has been revived . There have been too many pl ys 
wr itten by Anderson and others t hat have been better in 
every way than has t hi s play . 
In "Gods of the Lightning 11 the author ' s anger and 
re sentment are so well written into his play that they 
carry over into t he mind of the reader; and build up 
the s ame feeling there . 
J 
Taken as a whole , the plays in which he worked with 
some one e l se are not outst andi ng , and only one , "What 
Price Glory?", has even been successful on the stage ; 
this play is the only one of t he group which is hi ghly 
entertaining and it is impressive as well. 
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Conclusion 
Mr . Anderson is one of the foremost merican. writers 
of tragedy and has a power to write in trag ic vers e which 
f ew dramatists possess . His pr i mary interest seems to be 
in the individual who be cau e of fateful ci r cumst anc s 
must forever t r ead a l onely path . He place s before the 
people the position which the indi idual s hold i n the 
world , and shows to a public , which is too uninte es ted 
to ook for i tself, the ideal s and dreams of these i ndivi-
duals . r . Anderson attempts to show t hat these charac-
ters m ke up the minority who are search i ng for somet hing 
beyond t heir reach , yet who know that at some time there 
will come the fullfilment of these dreams. 
Anderson has two underlying principles about which 
most of his pl ays are formed . These t vv o principles are: 
r ebellion and aloneness . He us e s these wi th variat i on 
and eloquence in all of his verse pl ys and s ome of his 
prose plays . 
Mr . Anderson , i n his "A Pre ude to Poetr in the 
Theatre ," states t hat experimentation i n the theat r e is 
difficu l t and expens ive becaus e " a p ay must find an 
audience at once or have no chance of finding one later . n 
• . 
Even with t his theory ·we l l in mind Anderson does not 
compromi se with his public , but wr i tes that which is i n 
his heart . 
He believes wi th Goethe th~t dramatic poetry is 
man ' s greatest achievement on this earth s o far , and he 
bel ieves wi th the ea r l y Bernard Shaw that the t heatre 
i s essent i ally " a cathedr al of the spirit, devoted to 
exalt at i on of men . 11 1 
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To Anderson " ••• pros e is the language of i nforma-
tion and poetry the l anguage of emotion ." He has sho ·n 
t hi s in his writings and has had more success with his 
dramat ic poetry , playing upon the emotions of his public, 
than he has had with hi s prose. 
There is never any solut i on offered to the problems 
which he presents . The pl aywri ght me rely act s as an 
interpre t er of those who dream , ands _o s the difficul t i es 
presented to them by humanity . Al though no s olution is 
offer ed , he has left here and there the idea that before 
the dre ams are to be realized man , hi ms el f , mus t make a 
change . He says that men are " • • • still alone and fri ghten-
ed , hol ding their chance tenure of life in utter isolation 
in this desolat e regi on of revolving fires. 112 
Death seems the eas i est and most ~~tisfying solution 
that Anderson has to offer . 1Nhen Montoya i s dying Ander-
son puts these words into his mouth : "This is what death ' s 
f or---to r i d the earth of old f ashions . 11 3 
Al though Mr . Anderson isn ' t the most ori ginal play-
wr ight , he can t u rn hi storical r omances into human real-
i sms , and hi s interpretations of social problems are pre-
1. Ander s on , Maxwell, 11 1/\Ji nter set , 11 A Pre l ude to Poetry in 
the Theatre , " Preface . 
2. I bid . 
3. Anderson , haxwell , Eleven Verse Pl ay§., "Ni ght Over Taos, 11 
sented a s the vit al problems he believes them to be . 
He oft en takes a well kno ?n theme and works it over 
to suit his own purpose; but he does it in such a 
vigorous style that his plays become something new even 
in their "oldness . " 
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His satires and criticisms on government al problems 
and on governments themselves, are highly democ atic in 
content . He believes and hopes that "the human race 
wi l l so far improve in mentality and magnanimity , over 
a period of milleniums, that it will be abl e to 0 overn 
itself without r ecour se to violence . 11 4 I t v.rill be noted 
that he speaks in milleniums and not in s i ngle years. 
Hi s philosophy of life and his dreams f or mankind are 
so far away that they ar e visible only to a very few. 
Anderson voices the sent i ment s of th8 major i ty of the 
people , but noth ing i s done about the realization of 
these sentiments . 
There is a f eeling on the part of ~he reader t hat 
as a boy and as a teacher, the pl aywright lived in a 
vrorld of censorsh ip; but when he dared t o , he set out 
his ideas free and whole just as they came from hi m. 
The pl ays in which he has collaborat ed seem to 
be repressed by some restraining hand , whether it is 
t he hand of another author , or of the playwri eht him-
self , that does the restraining , it is hard to determine . 
4 . Bodeen, DeWitt ( editor) "Eight Plays of Maxwell Ander-
son ," p. 28 . 
" iJhat Price Glory?" and uGods of' the Lightning 11 come 
very near to his own individual verse plays i n setting 
forth his personal feelings, but they do not quite reach 
tpe heights which the others have attained . 
It appears as if Anderson can see at least one 
good person with high ideal s and noble dreams in ever 
situation; and it is no mere coincidence that he plays 
up t his part in such characters . 
His humor , though sometimes very subtle, is a last-
i ng humor and has made his com dies, though criticised , 
definitely comedies . He sometimes s toops to farce to 
obt a i n a g~od laugh . His tt Knickerbocke r Hol i day ," when 
he has the ent ire group of actors hiding "ostr i ch fash-
ion wi th their posteriors to rard the audience," i s one 
inst ance of farce . 
Anders on pl ays upon the sympathy of the reader. 
He uses human weaknesses to advantage , and makes his 
characters play upon these same weaknes r~ s . 
Perhaps his ability to interpret racial problems 
might lie in his background e Surely he acqui red his 
broadminded att i tude over a period of years . Living 
in a Christian mini ster ' s home and then teachi ng i n a 
denominat i onal school might both have left their mark 
upon him . 
Hi s tragedies usual ly begi n wi th the characters in 
such a state of affairs that the beginning of the play 
seems ve r y complicated . I t seems al most imposs i bl e 
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for t he char acters to get into any deeper troub e, but 
Anderson invari ably f i nds some th or em , then eads them , 
hope ess but undaunted , on thr.ouEh it to a tragic end . 
The author shows an under l ying pur pose in all of 
his plays which he pl'aces before the people of today. 
The i fe he is describi ng in his plays is not j ust a 
small episode in some one person's life , but life in 
general for the majority . · He portrays vi vidl y a section 
of the lives of these people in illustrating his point 
and urposes . 
Hi s women are taken from every different kind 
possible . -He seems to delight i n showi ng their petty 
tricks and vanities , which i.t must be admitted , are very 
real and characteristic of the female spec i e s . He does 
not picture an average -oman; it seems he must ave one 
extreme or the other; cruel and unscrup lous (~li zabeth), 
or sweet and tender (Mary . He deals wit_ all of his 
main characters in one extreme or the ether . 
Anderson, in using poetry, h s realized and shown 
that dramatic poetry offers the o portunit to "ma e 
f antasy thri ve beside fac t , hilosophy beside realit , 
hope beside history • • • • I n verse plays words themsel ves 
are richer, s eeches h ve an a ded chance f or overtonee 
And in all good , pl ayable ver se plays, a part f or the 
acto r seems to roaden it s human re.ach thou h some 
t · t ' en •• •- s evi ence f t is magic of the drama ic poe s 
one need only to cast a superfi cial gl ance over the 
el even ver e l ays f r 11 5 o ax e And e s n . 11 
The phi sophy f man ' s pride an j o in h s ree-
dom can be ound i n al mos t anyone of Anderson ' s plars . 
Hi s plays fo l low a l imi ted patten, but this patt· n 
is variabl e enough t o allow interest and eloquen e to 
flow easily f rom the pen of th p aywright . 
I n_ s peaking of his play "Wi nterset" . nde s n s a s 
i t '' i s l ar uel y in verse , and treats a contemporary tra-
0ic theme , whi ch makes i t more of an expe r i ment than I 
could i sh , f or the 0 r eat mast e . s themsel ve never tr i ed 
_10 
to mc;ke tragic oetry out of the s tuf of t _eir on tirne . 11 6 
Anderson bel ieves that a civil i zat i on is a b~l ance 
of se l f i sh interes t s and that a overnment is necessar 
as an arbiter among these inter sts , but that the ~overn-
ment must be r astically imited in i ts scope , ecause it , 
too , is a se fi sh i nterest and will automatica y ecome 
a monopol y in crime and devrn r the civili zat i on over 
which it presides unless the e are defir1l te and posit i ve 
checks on its activities . 11 7 
He has made his pl ace in the Ameri can t heatre and 
i n the hi gher theatres of dramatic poetry . His pl ays 
wil l i ve and in some measure accompl ish that which 1e 
5. I ssacs J . R. ( edi t or ) 6 Theatre Art s , XXIV, 
No . 12 , 
( Dec emt er , 1940) , p . 9 9 . 
6. Anders on , Maxwel l , "V' i nterset , II reface . 
Jfaxwel l , "Knickerbocker Hol iday , II reface . 7. Anderson , 
has set out to do , which was to make the American theatre 
a living thi ng , for he believe s that only through its 
the~tre will a nation be known in generations to come. 
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Upon writing to Mr. Anderson as to some f acts about 
his life and his pl ays, the writer received a letter from 
his secretary ( who is al so his wife), of which the follow-
i ng is a copy : 
21 2 
South _ ountai n Road 
New City , New York 
December 4th, 1939 
Mi ss Maurine Ber gl and 
502 West 7th St r eet 
Hays Kans as 
Dear Mi ss Bergland : 
I 'm afr ai d you have come t o 
, the vvrong pl ace to ge t any per sonal 
f acts about l axwell Anderson . He just 
doesn ' t believe t hat there is any reason 
why any one should take an i nter est in 
h i s .,pr i vat e life , and f eel s that anything 
he stands for artistically and philosophically 
can be gleaned from his plays . 
I can ' t very well he l p you in 
r egard t o the plays themselves except to 
suggest that if they are unobtainable in 
Kans as , you may be able to secure copies from 
the Library of Congress or from t he New York 
Public Li brary . I do not have a complete 
set of them myself . The attached s lip 
wi ll give you a list of the plays 
Enclosure 
Sincerely, 
( signed) G. M. Anderson 
Secretary 
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WHI T,;;, DESERT i n verse (not publi shed) 
'.".iflA.T P ICE GLORY - ( Col a t · ora ion wi th Laurence Stal lj_ngs 
THE FI RS ~ FLI GHT - ( also II II II II 
fl fl 11 II 
OUTSI ~E LOOKI NG I N 
SATURDAY ' S CHILDREN 
GODS OF THE LI GHTNTNG - (Col laborat i on wi th Harold Ricker o~ 
GY SY - ( not published , 
~LI ZAB . .,TH THE OUESN ( verse 
I GHT OVER TAOS (verse ) 
.!IA.RY OF SC OTLA rn verse 
verse ) 
TH YOUR HOUSES - ( ul i tzer Prize 
ET verse - -Critics ' rize 
I'HE WI GLESS VI CTORY - ( verse) 
HI GH TOR 
THE" SQUE OF (I GS 
T _E STAR \!A~ON 
(verse - Critics ' pr i ze) 
- ( a m1sical l ay with mu ic by 
!<:urt 1.7e ill 
i bli 0 r a 
.nderson , ... axwell. tt oth y ur uses . " "W or- , Los 
A -0 e l e , Lon on , amuel Fren h , _ 177 . 
_rose sat i re on the u liti i a s nd thei meth 
of government i~ the U~ ited t tes . 
nderson , axwell . El even Verse 1 ys . ev, York , N. 
Harcourt race and Com an r, 1939 . 1~1op . 
Contains "Elizabet_ the ueen , "" i ht Over Taos , " 
11 ary of Scot and ," "Val ley Forge ," " interset , " 
"The Wingl ess Vi ctory ," "High Tor , " "The .as ue f 
_i ngs , " 11 T e east of rtolans , " "Second verture , " 
and "Key Largo . " 
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. , 
Anderson , axwe ll . "Elizabeth the I leen . 11 London, New 
Yor- , To ronto , Longma s , Green and Co ., 1930 . 165p . 
i stori cal verse drama ased on the l ove of ueen 
Eli zabet h and Lord Essex , and the death of Lord Esse .. r. 
Anderson , Maxwel l . "Gypsy . t i In Mantle , Burns ( editor), 
The Best Plays of 1928-29 . New York , Dodd , neade and 
Com any , 1929- 557p. 
Cont ains a review of nderson ' s "Gypsy." 
Anders <?n, Maxwell . "Hi gh Tor . " 
son House , 193 7. 142p . 
ashington, D. c., Ander -
A verse comedy havi ng sore mythical characters of th 
sixt een hundred s mingl ed with characters of the pre-
sent day . 
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Anderson, r. axwell. "Ke,r Larocro . II ( I El ...n 1 even Verse Plays , 
New York , N. ! ., Harcourt , Brace and Company , 1939 . ) 
1'Key Largo" is a ver se drama based on a social of the present day . pro l em 
Anderson , faxwe ll . "Knickerbocker Holiday . " Washington, 
D. c., Anderson House , 1938 . 142p. 
A mus i cal comedy aving v!a shington Irving ' s old Dutch 
Jew Amste dam and his Ini ckerbocker characters a a 
background . 
Anderson, ,axwell . "Tuary of Scot l and . " arden City, N. 
Y. , Doubl eday , Doran nd Company I nc ., 1938 . 153p . 
A hi storical tragedy in verse , a sed on the re gn of 
Qu een Mary of Scot l and . 
Ander son , Maxwell. " Masque of Kings . " ' ashington , D. c ., 
Anderson House , 1933 . 177p . 
A verse tragedy based on the rebellion agai nst the 
Emperor of ustria- Hungary , Franz Jos ,ph , by hi s 
son and his wi fe , in 1889 . 
Ander son, , axwell. 11 1' i ght Over Taos . 11 ( In El even Verse 
Plays , New York , N. Y., Harcourt , Br ace and Company, 
1939 . ) 
A ver se drama dealing wi th the invasion of the A.eri-
cans in New Mexico i n 1847 . 
Ander s on, Maxwell . "Saturday ' s Chil dren ." (In The Best 
Plays of 1926-27 . New York, Dodd , Meade and Com any , 1927 . 
Contains a r eview with quotations from Anderson ' s 
"Saturday ' s Children . 11 
Anderson, Maxwell. ns d 0 econ verture . 11 (In El even Verse 
Plays. New York , N. Y., Harcourt Brace and Company, 1939.) 
A short radio drama based on t}_1e 1918 . rebellion i n Russia in 
Anderson , Maxwel l . "The Feast of Ortol ans . 11 (In Eleven 
Verse Plays . New York , N.Y. , Harcourt , Brace and 
Company, 1939 .) 
A short radio drama based on the French Revolut ion in 
1789. 
Ander son , Maxwell . "The Star-Wagon . " wash1·ngton D c 
v: ' • • ' 
Anderson House , 1937 . 135p . 
A prose fantasy , a comedy , dealing with the life and 
people of a small community of the present era . 
Anderson , Maxwell . "The Wingless Victory . 11 v ashington , 
D. c., Anderson House , 1936 . 133p . 
A verse tragedy deal ing with a rac ial probl em of the 
puritanical community of Salem , in the eighteen hundreds . 
Anderson , Maxwe ll. "Valley Forge . " Viashington , D. C., 
Anderson House , 1934 . 167p . 
A verse pl ay dealing with the Continental rmy in its 
fight for liberty in the year 1778 . 
Anderson , Maxwell . "Winterse t . " Washinoton , D. C., 
Anderson House, 1937 . 135p . 
A ver se t r agedy tell i ng of the af ter effects of an un-
1 · such as that of the Sacco-Vanzetti just lega crime 
case in. 1920 . 
I , 
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Anderson , Maxwell , and Hi ckerson , Harold . "Gods of The 
Li g. htnin.e: . " London N y k T t , ew or , oron o , Longmans , 
Green and Company, 1938 . 103p . 
A prose play based upon . the Sacco-Vanzetti case of 1920. 
Aqderson, Maxwell , and St allj_ngs , Laurence . "First 
Flight." (In Three American Plays . New York , Har-
court , Br ace and Company , 1927) 
A prose drama dealing with an incident in the youth 
of Andrew J ac{son . 
Anderson; Maxwell, and Stallings , Laurence . "The B8ccaneer . " 
( I n Three American Pl ays . New York , Harcourt , Brace 
and Company , 192i. ) 
A prose pl ay based on the .adventures of the English 
pirate, Henry Morgan . 
Anderson , Maxwell, and St allings , Laurence . Three American 
Plays . New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company , 1927 . 
258p . 
Cont ains "First Fl ight," 11 The Bucc aneer ," and "What 
Price Glory?" 
Anderson, Maxwell, and Stallings , Laurence . "What Price 
Glory?" (In Three American Plays . New York, Harcourt , 
Brace and Company , 1927.) 
~L,elli"ng of the fightihg men in the f i rst A prose play 
World ar. 
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Bodeen, De "i t t (editor) . "Eight l ays by faxwe ll Ander-
son . " Pasadena , ali· fo · L · · rnia , ogin rinting and Bind-
inb Co. , 1939 . 32p . 
A pamphl et containing a short synops is of the 11 e of 
~axwell Anderson and the stories of his following 
p~ays: "E~i za eth the ueen, 11 "Valley Forge, 11 11 T. e 
Hingless Victory," 11 The asque of .. ings," 11 oth Your 
Houses , 11 "Gods of the Lightning , 11 11 ~rinterset , 11 "The 
Star-Wagon . 0 
Is sacs , J . R. ( editor) . "Theatre Arts" lVIo thl ) , Vol. 
XXI V, o . 12., New York, London, Theatre Arts , I nc ., 
December , 1940 . 
Cont ains a short comment on the book , 11=1even Verse 
Plays . " 
Mantle , Burns ( editor) . The Best ~~ of 1926-g_z . New 
York, Dodd, fuade , and o. , 1927 . 557p . 
Contains a short review of "Saturday ' s hil ren" by 
Maxwell nderson 
ant l e , Burns ( editor ) . The Best ~.§. Q_ 1928-E1.2. . New 
York , Do d , eade and Co. , 1929 . 537P • 
Cont a ins a short review of Anderson ' s pay 11 ypsy . " 
Mant l e,· Burns ( editor) . T e Best Plays of illQ-ll· New 
York, Dodd, Meade and Co ., 1931 . 570p . 
Cont ains a shot review, with quotations of" lizabet 
The 1 ueen" by 1axwell Anderson . 
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Mant l e , Burns ( editor) . Te~ _1~ f ~-3.l . 
ev.r 
York , Dodd , Meade and Com any . 933 . 545p . 
Contains a short revi ew of axwel Andeson ' "Both Your Houses . " 
1antle , Burns (editor) . The~ Plays of 12.3.±-3.2 . e 
York, Dodd , Meade , and Com· any , 1935 . 529p . 
Contains a short review with extens i ve quotat i ons of 
Ander son 1 s "Valley T:lor ge ." 
.antle , urns ( editor) . I~ ~i _J&'ffi Qf 12.3.1-1.Q. ew 
Yo rk , Dodd , Meade and Company , 1936. 56l p . 
Cont a ins a review of Anderson I s 11 ;.!int er set . " 
.1antle , Burns ( editor) . Th~ Best l aY.§. of ~-lZ. Jew 
York , Dodd , Meade and Company , 1937 . 549p . 
Mant l e , Burns ( editor) . The Best ~.§. l"'lf 12.3.Z-3.§. . ew 
York , Dodd , Meade and Company , 93 J . 523P o 
Contains a short r evi ew of II he Star-VJagon" by I ax-
well Anderson . 
l\antle, urns ( ed i tor) . The Best Plays of lli.2.-40 . New 
York , Dodd, eade .and -Company, 1940 . 524p . 
C9nt a i ns a review of derson 1 s "Key Largo . 11 
G Johrn editors) . Treasury Dant l e , Burn~ , and assn~ r , 
Th t e,., York , i mon and Schuster, 1935 . of the ea re . •• 
1643 p . 
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Marquis, Albert Nelson (editor). axwell Ande r son . (In 
Who 's \"lho in America , Vol. 21, 1940-41 (2 year s) . 
Chicago, Ill., The A. N. Marqui s Company, 1941). 
